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Abstract
In “Hoc Est Corpus Meum: The Eucharist in Twelfth-Century Literature,” I analyze the
appearance of the Eucharist as a sacred motif in secular lais, romances, and chronicles. The
Eucharist became one of the most controversial intellectual topics of the High Middle Ages.
While medieval historians and religious scholars have long recognized that the twelfth century
was a critical period in which many eucharistic doctrines were debated and affirmed, literary
scholars have given very little attention to the concurrent emergence of eucharistic themes in
twelfth-century literature. This is unfortunate, since the Eucharist emerges as an intriguing motif,
appearing in fantastic encounters with werewolves, demons, fairies, and other supernatural
figures. “Hoc Est Corpus Meum” argues that many of these narratives reflect and reinforce the
eucharistic teachings circulating in northern France at the time, with which the courtly and
clerical audiences would be quite familiar. I show how the authors under consideration, many of
whom were clerics, crafted engaging and simultaneously instructive tales that blended sacred and
secular material to explore theological truths in fictional contexts. Many of the tales encourage
annual reception of the Eucharist, discourage the practice of trial by ordeal, and demonstrate the
validity of transubstantiation. Other stories use the Eucharist to affirm the humanity or orthodoxy
of certain individuals, or to reveal the demonic or heterodox identity of those who should not be
included within Christendom. Whether including or excluding, the Eucharist serves as a
discerning tool.
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1
Introduction
In “Hoc Est Corpus Meum: The Eucharist in Twelfth-Century Literature,” I analyze the
use of the Eucharist as a sacred motif in secular romances and chronicles. The Eucharist became
one of the most controversial intellectual topics of the High Middle Ages. While historians and
religious scholars have studied the sacrament in depth, surprisingly, few literary scholars have
devoted time to the subject. 1 This is unfortunate, since the Eucharist emerges as an intriguing
motif, appearing in fantastic encounters with werewolves, demons, fairies, and other supernatural
figures. For example, the clergyman and chronicler Gerald of Wales writes of an encounter
between a priest and a pair of cursed Irish werewolves, who convince the priest to administer the
viaticum to the sickly she-wolf before her death. 2 In another tale, the secular cleric Walter Map
describes how one noblewoman—a succubus in disguise—avoids receiving the Eucharist for
years on end. When finally trapped in a church and confronted with the sacrament, she reveals
her demonic identity and flies out a window, shrieking in fear. 3 In Yonec, a lai of Marie de
France, a fairy knight receives the Eucharist and then commences an affair with a noblewoman,
while in the anonymous lai Desiré, a female fairy offers to enter a church and partake of the
Host, in order to reassure the knight who is her lover. 4 Chrétien de Troyes’s romance Perceval,
Le Conte del Graal tells of the Welsh knight Perceval, who fails to inquire about a procession he

1

On the subject of the role of the Eucharist as a literary motif, a few scholars such as Caroline Walker Bynum in
Metamorphosis and Identity have considered the subject of the Eucharist, but it has always been a discussion
tangential to the central argument of some other subject—in Bynum’s case, the views of metamorphosis and
hybridity pre-and post-twelfth-century. Caroline Walker Bynum, Metamorphosis and Identity (New York: Zone
Books, 2001), 15-31. A brief survey of the work of religious and historical scholars regarding the sacrament of the
Eucharist will be included below.
2
Gerald of Wales, Topographia Hibernica, et Expugnatio Hibernica, ed. James F. Dimock. Rolls Series 21, 8 vols.
(Wiesbaden: Kraus Reprint Ltd, 1964), V. 101–07 [hereafter, “Top.”].
3
Walter Map, De nugis curialium. The Courtiers’ Trifles, ed. and trans. M.R. James, revised by C.N.L. Brooke and
R.A.B. Mynors (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), 344-49 [hereafter, “De nugis”].
4
Marie de France, Les Lais de Marie de France, ed. Jean Rychner (Paris: Éditions Champion, 1983), 102-119.
[hereafter, “Lais de Marie”]; “Le lay du Desiré,” French Arthurian Literature, Volume IV: Eleven Old French
Narrative Lays, ed. and trans. Glyn S. Burgess and Leslie C. Brook (Cambridge: D.S. Brewer, 2007), 41-79.
[hereafter, “Desiré”].
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observes in the castle of the Fisher King, in which a graal containing a single eucharistic wafer
passes by him. 5 In “Hoc Est Corpus Meum,” I will dedicate a chapter to each of these narratives,
exploring how the mingling of sacred and secular motifs not only entertains, but offers
instruction.
My dissertation is the first to demonstrate how these chronicles, lais, and romances,
usually read as entertaining fiction, also accomplished serious theological work. The authors
speak to controversial ecclesiastical and social issues of the twelfth century, using the tales to
demonstrate the validity of transubstantiation, to discourage the practice of trial by ordeal, and
occasionally to encompass unexpected individuals, such as Irish werewolves or otherworldly
fairies, within the boundaries of Christian orthodoxy. These writers portray the Eucharist as a
sacrament which surpasses borders and ethnicities. Conversely, the stable identity of the divine
Body works to reveal the changeable identities of other medieval bodies, such as succubi
masquerading as human women. The Eucharist can include or exclude, but it always serves as a
discerning tool.
Although the Eucharist is a subject of interest from the first century onwards, I will focus
primarily on twelfth-century texts, and I will be working mainly with literature composed in
northern France or Britain, and written in Old French or Latin. Preceding the Fourth Lateran
Council of 1215, the twelfth century sees lively discussion and dispute about the nature of the
Eucharist and the doctrine of transubstantiation. The term “transubstantiation” was used as early
as the eleventh century, and while the Church officially recognized the equivalence of the Host
and the literal body and blood of Christ in 1215, it was not a new belief but rather the affirmation
of a doctrine which had been believed, debated, and enacted throughout the twelfth century and

5

Chrétien de Troyes, Le Roman de Perceval, ou Le Conte du Graal: Édition critique d’après tous les manuscrits
par Keith Busby, ed. Keith Busby (Tübingen: Max Niemeyer Verlag, 1993) [hereafter, “Le Roman de Perceval”].
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earlier periods. 6 During the High Middle Ages, one of the centers of these sacramental
discussions was northern France. This region became renowned for its theological training,
attracting people from across Europe, and disseminating well-trained clerics to serve in the
courts and churches across England and the continent. 7 It should come as no surprise, then, that
clerical writers such as Gerald of Wales and Walter Map, trained in Paris, began to incorporate
eucharistic motifs in their chronicles, or that the French romances and lais crafted for the
Norman courts included sacramental scenes which reflected the theological debates circulating
among educated circles of the era.
“Hoc Est Corpus Meum” bridges the divide between literary criticism and religious
studies. My dissertation is the first detailed study of the Eucharist’s appearance as a medieval
literary motif in the High Middle Ages. However, medieval historians and religious scholars
have written prolifically on the subject of the Eucharist. I will give a brief survey of several
book-length studies of the sacrament, which provide valuable insights regarding the historical,
cultural, and religious contexts that surround and influence the eucharistic narratives I examine
in my dissertation.
Medieval historian Miri Rubin addresses far more than the feast of Corpus Christi in her
book, Corpus Christi: The Eucharist in Late Medieval Culture. 8 She offers a comprehensive
overview of the development of clerical and lay understandings of the Eucharist throughout
Middle Ages. Rubin begins by outlining some of the earliest recorded discussions about the

6

See Miri Rubin, Corpus Christi: The Eucharist in Late Medieval Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1991), 14-25; Brian Patrick McGuire, Friendship and Faith: Cistercian Men, Women, and their Stories, 1100-1250
(Bury St. Edmunds: St. Edmundsbury Press, 2002), 1-22; and Merrall Llewelyn Price, Consuming Passions: The
Uses of Cannibalism in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe (New York: Routledge, 2003), 38, for discussions
of the history of eucharistic debate and the recognition of transubstantiation by the Fourth Lateran Council.
7
Dorothea Kullmann, “Introduction,” The Church and Vernacular Literature in Medieval France, ed. Dorothea
Kullmann (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 2008), 1-11.
8
Rubin, Corpus Christi (n. 6 above).
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nature of the Eucharist from the ninth century, in which Paschasius Radbert (d. ca. 860) asserted
that Christ’s body was truly present in the elements through the priest’s consecration, while
Ratramnus (d. 868) interpreted Christ as a figure in the Eucharist, a spiritual truth but not a literal
presence. 9 The debate was revived in the eleventh century, attracting papal attention, as Berengar
of Tours (d. 1088) emphasized the symbolic significance of the bread and wine rather than the
Real Presence of Christ in the elements. 10 Lanfranc of Bec (d. 1089) opposed Berengar, insisting
that the bread and wine were in substance the body and blood of Christ; he argued that the
subject and predicate must be entirely equal in Jesus’s declaration, “Hoc est corpus meum.” 11
Lanfranc’s view was upheld by the pope, and Berengar was made to confess that he had erred. 12
Rubin then turns her focus to the twelfth century, emphasizing that this is the key century
during which theologians addressed some of the most difficult questions regarding the nature and
meaning of the Eucharist. The majority held views similar to those of Lanfranc, but found many
nuances left to be explored in regards to the Real Presence of Christ in the consecrated
elements. 13 By 1215, the doctrine of transubstantiation was formally affirmed by the canons of
the Fourth Lateran Council. Throughout the twelfth century, the laity’s reverence for the Host
had grown, as practices such as the elevation of the elements after consecration were
introduced. 14 With the widespread devotion to the Eucharist came the feast of Corpus Christi,
first celebrated in the mid-thirteenth century as the result of a vision of a Belgian nun, Juliana of
Liège. 15 Christ revealed to her that the Church was missing a feast day devoted to the

9

Rubin, Corpus Christi, 14-16.
Rubin, Corpus Christi, 17-18.
11
Rubin, Corpus Christi, 18; Matthew 26:26, Biblia Sacra Iuxta Vulgatam Versionem (Stuttgart: Deutsche
Bibelgesellschaft, 2010).
12
Rubin, Corpus Christi, 18-20.
13
Rubin, Corpus Christi, 20-35.
14
Rubin, Corpus Christi, 55-63.
15
Rubin, Corpus Christi, 169-71.
10
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Eucharist. 16 The feast of Corpus Christi received papal patronage and rapidly became one of the
most popular feast days, reflecting the place of central importance the Eucharist had achieved,
due in large part to the theological discussions and resolutions of earlier centuries, and
particularly the twelfth century. Rubin’s book gives careful consideration to the ways both the
clergy and laity viewed and celebrated this sacrament, offering a detailed depiction of the way in
which the Eucharist came to hold such a position of prominence in the Church’s sacramental
system. While she briefly mentions the Eucharist’s appearance in the Grail Quest, her book
focuses on using historical and anthropological approaches to understand and explain the growth
of eucharistic devotion from the twelfth century onwards. 17
In The Theologies of the Eucharist in the Early Scholastic Period, Gary Macy offers a
detailed investigation of the diverse theological understandings of the Eucharist which
proliferated in the twelfth century. 18 He first briefly describes the debates of Paschasius and
Ratramnus in the ninth century, summarizes the Berengarian controversy of the eleventh century,
and shows how the majority of masters in the twelfth century affirmed and taught the doctrine of
transubstantiation. 19 However, they disagreed over the salvific function of the Eucharist, and
Macy outlines three different interpretations held by various theologians. The first view, upheld
by clergymen such as Lanfranc of Bec, Alger of Liège, and Rupert of Deutz, asserted that the
reception of the Eucharist was necessary for salvation. 20 The second stance, held by Hugh of St.
Victor, Anselm of Laon, and William of St. Thierry, among others, focused on the way the

16

Rubin, Corpus Christi, 170.
For Rubin’s discussion of Grail imagery, see Corpus Christi, 139-42.
18
Gary Macy, The Theologies of the Eucharist in the Early Scholastic Period: A Study of the Salvific Function of the
Sacrament According to the Theologians, c. 1080- c.1220 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1984). Macy is a professor of
theology who actively publishes on the Eucharist. Another of his books is also noteworthy: Gary Macy, Treasures
from the Storeroom: Medieval Religion and the Eucharist (Collegeville: The Liturgical Press, 1999).
19
Macy, Theologies of the Eucharist, 18-43.
20
Macy, Theologies of the Eucharist, 44-72.
17
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Eucharist joined the believer in spiritual union with God. But these theologians argued that
reception of the Eucharist was not a necessary qualification for salvation. 21 The third view,
upheld and taught by masters such as Peter Lombard, Peter Abelard, and Gilbert de La Porrée,
emphasized that eucharistic reception effected not merely a personal bond between Christ and an
individual, but a bond of Christ with the Church. 22 Thus the believer who received the Eucharist
also received salvation, but this came about because they had been incorporated into the Church,
and the Church had been unified with Christ. Macy then demonstrates how these views of the
Eucharist in the early scholastic period became foundational to thirteenth-century eucharistic
theology, influencing the work of Thomas Aquinas. 23
A recent and valuable contribution to the field, A Companion to the Eucharist in the
Middle Ages is a collection of thirteen essays addressing the sacrament from various
perspectives, considering eucharistic theology, art, liturgy, and lay reception. 24 The collection is
divided into four chronological sections, spanning Late Antiquity and the Early, High, and Late
Middle Ages. Joseph Wawrykow offers a depiction of the patristic views of the Eucharist, which
served as a foundation for medieval eucharistic theology. Many of the Church Fathers, and
particularly Ambrose and Augustine, affirmed the Real Presence of Christ in the Eucharist,
though they did not concern themselves with resolving the challenging intricacies of this
teaching, as did theologians beginning in the ninth and continuing through the twelfth century. 25
Elizabeth Saxon examines art in the Carolingian period, showing how Paschasius’s writing about
Christ’s Real Presence in the sacrament is reflected in artistic portrayals of the suffering of Christ

21

Macy, Theologies of the Eucharist, 73-105.
Macy, Theologies of the Eucharist, 106-32.
23
Macy, Theologies of the Eucharist, 133-41.
24
A Companion to the Eucharist in the Middle Ages, ed. Ian Levy, Gary Macy, and Kristen Van Ausdall (Leiden:
Brill, 2012).
25
Joseph Wawrykow, “The Heritage of the Late Empire: Influential Theology,” A Companion to the Eucharist in
the Middle Ages, ed. Ian Levy, Gary Macy, and Kristen Van Ausdall (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 59-92.
22
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by depicting the Crucifixion just above the Last Supper. The meal of bread and wine is visually
linked to the sacrifice of Christ’s body and blood. 26
The collection then turns to the High Middle Ages, when universities grew out of
cathedral schools and offered instruction in theology and canon law. Ian Levy documents how
canonists played a key role in affirming the doctrine of transubstantiation, while Miri Rubin
demonstrates how the clerical teachings were disseminated to laypeople via sermons, exempla,
and the ritual of the Mass. 27 Gerhard Lutz speaks of the public display of the Eucharist in the
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, such as when the Host was carried in a monstrance through
the streets as part of the feast of Corpus Christi, and when miraculous hosts that bled when
attacked, or had displayed some other visible sign of the Real Presence, were placed in shrines
and became pilgrimage sites. 28 As the collection draws to a close, Stephen E. Lahey offers a
detailed analysis of the complexities of eucharistic theology in the Late Middle Ages. While
transubstantiation had been affirmed by Lateran IV, nuances of how it occurred, precisely when
Christ was present, and how the accidents and substance could coexist continued to offer
theological challenges. Lahey shows how these debates led some, such as John Wyclif, to reject
transubstantiation and offer alternative interpretations of the eucharistic celebration. 29 For further
investigation of later eucharistic controversies, the collection of essays in A Companion to the
Eucharist in the Reformation is a useful resource. 30

26

Elizabeth Saxon, “Art and the Eucharist: Early Christian to ca. 800,” A Companion to the Eucharist in the Middle
Ages, ed. Ian Levy, Gary Macy, and Kristen Van Ausdall (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 93-161.
27
Ian Christopher Levy, “The Eucharist and Canon Law in the High Middle Ages,” A Companion to the Eucharist
in the Middle Ages, ed. Ian Levy, Gary Macy, and Kristen Van Ausdall (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 399-446; Miri Rubin,
“Popular Attitudes to the Eucharist,” A Companion to the Eucharist in the Middle Ages, ed. Ian Levy, Gary Macy,
and Kristen Van Ausdall (Leiden: Brill, 2012) 447-70.
28
Gerhard Lutz, “Late Medieval Sacred Spaces and the Eucharist,” A Companion to the Eucharist in the Middle
Ages, ed. Ian Levy, Gary Macy, and Kristen Van Ausdall (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 471-98.
29
Stephen E. Lahey, “Late Medieval Eucharistic Theology,” A Companion to the Eucharist in the Middle Ages, ed.
Ian Levy, Gary Macy, and Kristen Van Ausdall (Leiden: Brill, 2012), 499-540.
30
A Companion to the Eucharist in the Reformation, ed. Lee Palmer Wandel (Leiden: Brill, 2014).
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In Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women by
Caroline Walker Bynum, she traces the development of holy feasting and fasting throughout the
twelfth to fourteenth centuries, with a particular focus on women’s devotion to eucharistic
adoration and consumption. 31 She begins by outlining the development of religious
understandings of the Eucharist, emphasizing that by the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the
bread and wine are no longer viewed simply as elements of a communal meal that draws
believers together and offers spiritual comfort, as it had been in early church history. 32 Instead,
with the focus on the literal and physical presence of Christ in the elements, the Eucharist
became an object of devotion, and a means of intimate interaction with Christ, as his body was
made manifest through the consecration of priests, and then placed on the tongues of recipients. 33
Bynum shows how both men and women adored the Eucharist and sought divine union with
Christ through reception of the sacrament, but she takes female fasting and eucharistic feasting
as the focus of her study. Drawing on miracle tales, exempla, and hagiographies, Bynum shows
that while women were viewed as “fleshier” than men, this also gave them a closer connection to
Christ, who took on human flesh in the Incarnation. 34 He offered his body for consumption in the
Eucharist, creating another link to women’s bodies, which were also perceived as sources of food
and nourishment. 35 Bynum’s work fosters a deeper understanding of medieval views of fasting,

31

Caroline Walker Bynum, Holy Feast and Holy Fast: The Religious Significance of Food to Medieval Women
(Berkeley: University of California Press, 1987). Bynum also addresses eucharistic subject matter in Wonderful
Blood: Theology and Practice in Late Medieval Northern Germany and Beyond (Philadelphia: University of
Pennsylvania Press, 2007). Wonderful Blood studies the devotion to Christ’s saving blood in north German
pilgrimage sites, and suggests that Christ’s blood is a symbol of utmost importance and an object of veneration in
late medieval theology, art, and literature. Bynum discusses three miraculous hosts each bearing a drop of Christ’s
blood at their center, which became the object of pilgrimage in Wilsnack, Germany, but her book’s argument as a
whole treats the broader subject of Christ’s blood as a motif in art, visions, prayers, and literature.
32
Bynum, Holy Feast, 53.
33
Bynum, Holy Feast, 56.
34
Bynum, Holy Feast, 48-67.
35
Bynum, Holy Feast, 114.
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eucharistic reception, and female spirituality. The Real Presence of Christ in the elements did not
create a distance for women, but rather enabled them to identify parallels between their female
bodies and the Body of Christ, both given as sources of life and sustenance for others.
These book-length studies of the Eucharist offer valuable insights about the complex
development of sacramental theology, but as historical and religious studies, they do not give
much attention to the emergence of eucharistic narratives in twelfth-century literature. A relevant
subject to be considered in studying the Eucharist as a literary motif is the relationship between
the secular and the sacred, which is being adeptly explored by scholars such as Barbara
Newman, Sylvia Huot, Dorothea Kullmann, and Sarah Kay. 36 In Barbara Newman’s most recent
book, Medieval Crossover: Reading the Secular against the Sacred, she acknowledges that the
relationship between the secular and sacred has been a continuous—and sometimes heated—
subject of scholarly debate. 37 While Newman does assert that “the sacred was the inclusive
whole in which the secular had to establish a niche,” she does not privilege a spiritual or
allegorical reading, or subversively push for a profane reading, but instead offers a new approach
to this controversial field by introducing the concept of crossover. 38 She specifies that crossover
should not be viewed as a genre in itself, but rather as a mode of interaction in which sacred and
secular material can meet and merge, evoking tensions and demanding multivalent

36

Barbara Newman, Medieval Crossover: Reading the Secular against the Sacred (Notre Dame: University of Notre
Dame Press, 2013); Sylvia Huot, Allegorical Play in the Old French Motet: The Sacred and the Profane in
Thirteenth-Century Polyphony (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1997); Dorothea Kullmann, ed., The Church
and Vernacular Literature in Medieval France (Toronto: Pontifical Institute of Mediaeval Studies, 2009); Sarah
Kay, Courtly Contradictions: The Emergence of the Literary Object in the Twelfth Century (Stanford: Stanford
University Press, 2001).
37
The most well-known controversy was sparked by D. W. Robertson Jr., who argued in a series of articles and in A
Preface to Chaucer: Studies in Medieval Perspectives that all medieval secular texts support the Scripture by
promoting charity and condemning greed. Robertson claimed that medieval authors used exhortation, allegory, and
irony to bring human affections from earthly desires to devotion to God. He was opposed by Yale critic was E.
Talbot Donaldson, and the debate raged among Robertsonians and their opponents through the 1970s, until scholars
finally dropped the debate in sheer exhaustion, rather than as a result of finding resolution. Newman, Crossover, 2-4;
see also Steven Justice, “Who Stole Robertson?” PMLA 124, no. 2 (2009): 609-615.
38
Newman, Crossover, xiii.
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interpretations. 39 Newman finds the phenomenon of crossover first emerging in Paris and
northern France in the late twelfth century. 40 Interestingly, virtually every author whose work I
am analyzing in my dissertation studied or wrote in northern France in the late twelfth century. I
find in their work ideal examples of the crossover of sacred and secular thought which Newman
describes. In each instance when authors include the sacrament of the Eucharist in unusual
contexts, such as in meetings with werewolves, succubi, and fairies, I find that deliberate
blending of sacred and secular material which is the essential feature of crossover. Newman
notes that crossover by its very nature introduces tensions, raises questions, and creates a “sense
of novelty and excitement” for audience members. 41 I see crossover as a strategy employed by
each of my authors as they worked to craft tales which would both engage and challenge their
clerical and courtly audiences.
Each chapter of “Hoc Est Corpus Meum” closely examines one to three twelfth-century
narratives in which the Eucharist figures as a central feature of the plot. Some of my selected
works are canonical while others are virtually unknown, yet each narrative contains eucharistic
elements that merit closer exploration. Every chapter demonstrates how the literature emerges
from and engages with the surrounding clerical and courtly contexts of the twelfth century.
Chapter One investigates the Eucharist’s role in defining and affirming an individual’s humanity
and transcending boundaries of ethnicity by examining Gerald of Wales’s tale of the priest and
werewolves. In the second chapter I consider what happens when demons in human guise
encounter the Eucharist. Often the Host causes their true identities to be revealed, as they are
repelled by the Host, but there are also instances when demons are able to tolerate the Eucharist,

39

Newman, Crossover, ix.
Newman, Crossover, 3.
41
Newman, Crossover, ix.
40
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and even receive it themselves. Chapter Three examines instances when fairies from the
Otherworld volunteer to receive the Eucharist, and do so without any difficulty. Far beyond
indicating that they are not demons, their reception of the sacrament incorporates them within the
borders of Christendom, rather than allowing them to remain as ambiguous outsiders. The fourth
and final chapter examines Perceval, Le Conte del Graal by Chrétien de Troyes, considering
reasons for the narrative insistence on the importance of asking questions about the graal, which
contains a single Host.
Chapter One examines a narrative from the Topographia Hibernica (The Topography of
Ireland, ca. 1187) by Gerald of Wales. He tells of a priest traveling through the woods in Ireland,
who had made camp for the night and was astonished when a wolf approached his fire and began
to speak to him. The wolf explains that he and his female companion are really Irish humans
from Ossory, and that they are under a curse which mandates that two of their inhabitants at a
time must take on the form of wolves and live in exile. The she-wolf is near death, and so her
companion begs the priest to give her the viaticum. The priest initially refuses to offer the
viaticum to this desperate she-wolf, until he is compelled by a visual demonstration of her
humanity: the he-wolf pulls back his companion’s wolf-skin to reveal the form of an old woman
underneath. The priest gives her the consecrated Host as she appears in her human form, and
then watches her wolf-skin re-shape around her human body. The priest later tells the bishop of
Meath about the events of that night, and the bishop, much amazed, convokes a synod to
determine what should be done about the matter. Gerald claims that the bishop asked him to
attend the synod, but that he was unable to do so. Gerald says that instead he submitted his
advice in a letter (the contents of which he does not specify), and he then proudly proclaims that

12
the synod followed his own counsel, and that the priest was sent before the Pope to convey the
synod’s conclusions. 42
The Topographia is infamous for its depictions of Irish barbarity, treachery, and
bestiality. 43 The werewolf tale is often interpreted as yet another of Gerald’s attempts to show
the Irish as savages, their bestial natures made visibly evident in their lupine forms. 44 However, I
show that Gerald’s inclusion of the viaticum is central to interpreting the narrative. The Eucharist
is used as a discerning tool which affirms the wolf-woman’s orthodoxy and humanity, in spite of
her outward appearance. Gerald develops his eucharistic themes further in subsequent versions
of the tale, which have been mostly overlooked in scholarship. He significantly revised the
Topographia, more than doubling its length over a span of twenty-two years, and creating five
distinct recensions of his text. His two earliest recensions are dedicated to Henry II, but as time
progressed, Gerald ceased to try to please the Angevin court and wrote from his identity as a
clerical reformer. 45 Chapter One examines the significant additions Gerald inserted throughout
the werewolf narrative, in order to demonstrate how Gerald develops eucharistic themes which
include the Irish werewolves within the realm of orthodoxy, instead of situating them as
outsiders. Gerald adds a discussion of Augustine’s assertion of the fundamentally human nature
of the monstrous races, implying that even if they appear bestial or barbaric, the Irish

42

Top., 101-07.
Top., 149-53; 165-69.
44
For postcolonial readings of Gerald’s werewolf chapter, see Catherine E. Karkov, “Tales of the Ancients: Colonial
Werewolves and the Mapping of Postcolonial Ireland” in Postcolonial Moves: Medieval Through Modern, ed.
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werewolves are undeniably human. 46 Gerald also expands his discussion of the Eucharist,
referencing transubstantiation and evoking parallels with the werewolves: just as the she-wolf
possesses human identity abiding beneath her lupine exterior, the substance of Christ abides
beneath the accidents of bread and wine. 47
In the second chapter, I examine several narratives when demons encounter the Eucharist.
The appearance of demons in human guise is quite common in medieval literature, and they
appear for various purposes, one of the most common being that of ensnaring humans in
relationships. Such is the case in Walter Map’s tale in De nugis curalium, in which a beautiful
lady who appeared from somewhere over the sea is married by Henno, a nobleman of
Normandy. She is warmly welcomed into Henno’s family, where she eagerly displays her
devotion by attending church and giving to orphans and widows. It is not Henno, but his astute
mother, who begins to suspect the lady, for she behaves strangely in two respects, avoiding being
sprinkled by holy water and always leaving church before the consecration of the Host. Henno’s
mother spies on the woman in her bedchamber one day, and watches the lady and her handmaid
transform into dragons. She immediately summons Henno and a priest, who takes them by
surprise and sprinkles them with holy water. The lady and her maid dash shrieking through the
roof and are never seen again. 48 Walter’s account is followed by similar tales by Gerald of
Wales, Gervase of Tilbury, and the anonymous author of Richard Coer de Leon, in each of
which a beautiful wife evades the Eucharist for years, and finally reveals her demonic identity
when forced to remain present for the consecration of the Host. 49
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In each of these tales, the sacrament effectively reveals the hidden demonic identities of
those who draw near it. At the same time, the demons’ reactions to the Eucharist are also used to
reveal truths about the nature and proper treatment of the sacrament. I argue that the clerical
authors used each of these tales affirm the truth of transubstantiation, endorse annual reception of
the Eucharist, and discourage the practice of the trial by ordeal. These tales all specifically
mention that the succubi avoid the moment of the consecration of the Eucharist, subtly implying
that at that moment, the Real Presence of Christ is manifested. The demons do their utmost to
evade His presence. Simultaneously, the stories demonstrate that devout Christians should
regularly and willingly receive the Eucharist rather than fearing or avoiding it. This reflects
another issue being taught as a part of the clerical reform movement throughout the twelfth
century, which was formalized in Canon 21 of Lateran IV: laypeople were required to receive the
Eucharist at least once a year. 50 Finally, Canon 18 of 1215 prohibited clerical participation in
trial by ordeal, including trial by ingestion of a eucharistic wafer. 51 During the period in which
these tales were written, trials by ingestion were commonplace, and people believed that if an
individual sickened or choked after receiving consecrated Host, their guilt was proven. 52 But the
theological masters in Paris, who trained Walter, Gerald, and Gervase, taught against trials by
ordeal which put God to the test. 53 It is likely that all of the authors discussed in Chapter Two
stood against trial by ingestion and in favor of transubstantiation, as did their teachers. Thus each
of the tales makes it clear that there is no need for the priest to forcibly administer the sacrament;
instead, the Real Presence of Christ in the Eucharist is sufficient to reveal and dispel evil.
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Chapter Two then turns to another tale focused on a succubus and the Eucharist, also told
by Walter in De nugis curalium. He writes of a youth Gerbert, who makes a pact with a beautiful
woman, Meridiana, who appears to him in the woods and promises him wealth and success if he
will be her lover and pledge allegiance to her alone. He complies and keeps his relationship with
her a secret, all the while rising in ranks of priesthood and eventually becoming pope. But Walter
relates how during this entire time, either through fear or respect, Gerbert never receives the
Holy Sacrament but instead carefully feigns the act and hides the Host. Finally, he realizes his
death is imminent, and in fear of damnation he confesses all his sins and lives the rest of his short
life in severe penance and sincere faith. 54 While the first type of tale I explore in Chapter Two
portrays succubi who avoid the Eucharist, the second tale describes a pope who cannot receive
the sacrament because of a demon’s influence. The story implies that not only succubi, but also
those who willingly place themselves under the influence of such demons are repelled by the
Eucharist.
I conclude Chapter Two by examining a perplexing story, told by Gerald of Wales in his
Gemma ecclesiastica (The Jewel of the Church, ca. 1197), which portrays a succubus who has no
problem receiving the Eucharist. A beautiful lady appears to a young cleric and expresses her
desire to become his lover, but the hesitant cleric suggests that first she should appear in church
and receive the Holy Sacrament. She gladly assents to his condition and receives the Eucharist
without difficulty. But the cleric is still unsure of her identity, and his hesitation so offends her
that she pronounces that he will die of unrequited love for another woman, since he will not
show her affection. She vanishes, and shortly thereafter all of her words are fulfilled, and the
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cleric dies in grief and unsatiated longing, unable to be saved even by many prayers. 55 This
episode complicates the understanding of a demon’s relationship to the Eucharist. In the accounts
of Henno and Gerbert, the Eucharist operates as one would expect: it serves as a sound indicator
of the orthodoxy, or heterodoxy, of those who encounter it.
Yet Gerald’s third tale of the cleric also operates based on theological insights. In another
brief narrative in the Gemma, Gerald descries a demon-possessed woman to whom the Eucharist
is administered in hopes of driving the demon out. Instead, the demon remains and mocks them,
declaring: “[W]hat you are giving her is not the food of the body but of the soul, and, in truth,
power has been given to me not over her soul, but over her body.” 56 This story sheds light on
Gerald’s tale of the cleric and succubus, for the succubus’s ability to receive the Eucharist could
be explained by the divisions between body and soul, and the reception of the Host sacramentally
versus physically. Though the succubus appears to be a human, she is actually a spirit in a
fabricated body. Because she does not possess a human soul, the Eucharist, food for the soul, can
enter the body of the apparition, but will find no destination. This final story related by Gerald
emphasizes a different aspect of the Eucharist’s nature. While the other tales of succubi displace
the practice of trial by ordeal, uphold the doctrine of transubstantiation, and urge annual
reception of the Eucharist, this tale emphasizes that the sacrament directly affects the souls of its
recipients, rather than their physical bodies.
Chapter Three of “Hoc Est Corpus Meum” explores the interaction of fairies with the
Eucharist. The boundary between demons and fairies is a thin one in medieval literature. Fairies,
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like succubi, are remarkably beautiful supernatural beings, but they are not characterized by
opposition to faith or the Eucharist. In several romances and lais, fairies either swear by the
name of God or offer to receive the Eucharist. Scholars have traditionally explained these
moments as an authorial method of proving that the fairies are non-demonic. 57 Though partaking
in the sacrament may have offered a reassuring indication that the recipient was not a demon, I
believe the authors were undertaking a larger endeavor of incorporation. As fairy narratives
began to appear in the Anglo-Norman court, both in tales for entertainment and in the writings of
clerics, it is natural that there would be unease and tension over what these beings represented
and where they fit in the orthodox order of the universe. Lais such as Desiré and Yonec
acknowledge that the relationship of fairies to faith must be faced, even though the interplay of
the two causes tensions, fears, and dilemmas to arise in the lais—and likely in the listening
audiences, as well. But these tensions are resolved, and the outcome in each lai is an accord
between the realms of orthodoxy and the Otherworld, achieved by the fairies willingly
incorporating themselves into the Body of Christ through reception of the Eucharist, and by the
humans, in return, accepting the fairies as devout beings and entering into the Otherworld
without fear or hesitation.
Desiré (ca. 1190-1208) tells of the Scottish knight Desiré’s encounter with a fairy lady
near the hermitage he has visited since childhood. She becomes his lover and bears him two
children, but as time progresses Desiré feels guilt for his relationship outside of marriage and
fears the fairy lady may be of evil origin. He confesses to the hermit about his supernatural lover,
but the sincerity of his confession is instantly called into question, as he rushes to meet with the
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fairy again. He is distraught when she refuses to appear. Instantly remorseful, Desiré falls into
deathly illness for a year, and when his lady finally reappears, she rebukes him for doubting her
devotion and offers to receive the Eucharist with him in church. After doing so, they
recommence their relationship until the lady finally appears in the king of Scotland’s court with
her two nearly adult children, asking that the king grant her the right to marry Desiré and take
him back to the Otherworld with her. The king agrees, and then marries Desiré’s daughter
himself and knights Desiré’s son. The lai ends with Desiré joyfully departing to the Otherworld
with his fairy love, now his bride. 58
Marie de France’s Yonec (ca. 1170-89) narrates the appearance of a fairy knight,
Muldumarec, to a noblewoman who is confined in a tower in Caerwent by her jealous old
husband. Muldumarec wishes to be her lover, and she acquiesces on the condition that he can
demonstrate his belief in God. He does so by reciting a statement of faith and receiving the
Eucharist. Their affair carries on until the husband discovers them and mortally wounds
Muldumarec, who returns to his kingdom in the Otherworld to die. Before death, he tells the lady
that she will shortly bear him a son who will avenge them. She raises their son, Yonec, to be a
knight. As they stand at Muldumarec’s graveside, she finally reveals the truth of his birth and his
father’s murder, then dies of grief. Yonec immediately slays his stepfather, avenging his parents’
deaths, and becomes king of his father’s fairy realm. 59
In both lais, the humans feel unease over the orthodoxy of their fairy loves. Desiré
initially enjoys the relationship without questioning the lady’s beliefs, but later he feels guilt over
their love, assuming incorrectly that the fairy could not also be a Christian. The noblewoman in
Yonec is far more cautious, asking for evidence of Muldumarec’s devotion to Christianity from
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the outset. In both cases, the fairies choose to offer assurance to their human lovers by partaking
in the Eucharist. The significance of the fairies’ reception of this central sacrament of the Church
would be strikingly evident to a twelfth-century audience; those who receive the Eucharist are
incorporated into the Body of Christ and belong within the borders of orthodoxy.
Simultaneously, the humans in the lais recognize and accept that the fairies’ land is a space they
can enter, live in, and even rule, without leading to any contradiction between orthodoxy and the
Otherworld. The end result in each lai is a resolution of tensions or seeming contradictions
between the supernatural realm of the fairies and the spiritual realm of Christendom. The fears of
the human protagonists in the lais, and likely those of the listening twelfth-century audiences, are
allayed as a relationship between the fairy and mortal worlds is shown to be mutually beneficial,
and in accord with the Christian faith.
The fourth and final chapter of Hoc Est Corpus Meum turns to one of the most famous
and intriguing appearances of the Eucharist in twelfth century literature. Chrétien de Troyes
writes an unfinished romance, Perceval, ou Le Conte del Graal (ca. 1180-90) in which the
eponymous protagonist observes a magnificent procession pass by him when he sits as a guest in
the Fisher King’s castle. A bleeding lance and a shining graal containing a single eucharistic
wafer pass by Perceval multiple times throughout the evening, but he does not once ask the
Fisher King to explain the significance of the procession. As the romance progresses, Perceval is
repeatedly chastised for his failure to inquire about the lance and the graal, until he resolves to
seek out the castle to ask the questions he did not voice on his first visit. Instead of succeeding,
he falls into forgetfulness and despair for five years, forsaking prayers and churches until he
finally encounters a hermit who leads him through confession, penance, and reception of the
Eucharist on Easter Sunday. At this moment Perceval celebrates his spiritual rehabilitation. The
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question of whether or not he would then succeed in his quest to inquire about the graal
procession is never resolved, for this is the last scene in the romance in which Perceval appears
before it cuts off, incomplete. 60
Perceval is unique among romances in its emphasis on the importance of asking
questions, and scholars have been unable to find analogous literary narratives which place the
same insistence on the necessity of asking questions. 61 Why, then, did Chrétien choose to make
inquiry the crux of his romance? I propose that by looking to the twelfth century’s system of
clerical education, it is possible to read Perceval as a romance reflecting the educational methods
of the theological schools of twelfth-century France, and also as a work which wishes to educate
its lay audience by cultivating an attitude of inquiry. Through the quaestiones and disputationes
of clerical education, and through the exempla and miracle stories used in sermons for lay
audiences, clergymen were invested in teaching individuals to ask difficult theological questions
and to find reasonable answers. 62 As this introduction has already shown, one of the matters of
greatest concern and interest in ecclesiastical circles of the day was the Eucharist. By placing a
single eucharistic wafer in the graal, Chrétien could effectively awaken in lay audiences a
similar ongoing curiosity and interest in the spiritual significance of the Host.
I also demonstrate through a close reading of the romance that Chrétien uses not only the
enigmatic graal procession, but the entirety of Perceval to awaken an attitude of inquiry in his
audience. While churchmen were trained to wrestle with difficult theological questions, a danger
for laypeople was that they would respond with bewilderment or complacency to spiritual
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mysteries. 63 Perceval does not allow the audience to passively listen. From the first scene
onwards, the simple Perceval fails to ask relevant questions which would supply himself, and the
audience, with insights about mysteries in the narrative. Inviting plot threads remain unresolved
due to the protagonist’s passivity and lack of curiosity. But it could be that Chrétien seeks to
awaken a keen sense of inquiry in the audience, whose understanding of the value of asking
questions would grow as they repeatedly saw Perceval failing to do so. And as the romance
progresses, Perceval himself undergoes a transformation from being a passive spectator to an
active inquirer. After his most significant failure to inquire in the Fisher King’s Castle, Perceval
learns from his errors, and he begins to ask relevant questions, seeking answers to unexplained
events around him. He becomes a model, rather than a negative exemplar, for the audience.
Though Chrétien never finished Le Conte del Graal, he and his protagonist Perceval have
successfully led many audience members throughout the subsequent eight hundred years to
diligently inquire about all manner of supernatural and spiritual mysteries, and particularly those
of the single Host and the shining graal.
In summary, “Hoc Est Corpus Meum: The Eucharist in Twelfth Century Literature”
explores reasons why the Eucharist appears as a literary motif in chronicles, romances, and lais
throughout the twelfth century. I demonstrate the ways the authors were exploring theological
truths in fictional contexts, synthesizing sacred and secular material to produce tales which were
entertaining and also instructive. Many of the narratives, written by clerics and individuals
familiar with the theological precepts circulating in northern France, reflect the eucharistic
teachings that were ultimately affirmed in the canons of the Fourth Lateran Council in 1215.
Other stories use the Eucharist to affirm the humanity or orthodoxy of certain individuals, or to
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show the demonic or heterodox identity of other individuals. Whether coming into contact with
werewolf, demon, fairy, or knight, the Eucharist serves as a discerning tool, revealing truths
which would otherwise remain hidden. “Hoc Est Corpus Meum” demonstrates how authors
awaken curiosity about spiritual matters and address many of the social and theological concerns
of the twelfth century by incorporating the Eucharist into their literature.
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Chapter One: Werewolves, Irish Ethnicity, and the Eucharist*
From the moment of its completion, Gerald of Wales’s Topographia Hibernica, or The
Topography of Ireland, played a central role in shaping English views of the Irish. Gerald’s text
became “what Foucault would call a foundational text for the discourse that constructs the Irish
as barbarians.” 64 At least, this is the view of the Irish that has been most often emphasized and
extracted from Gerald’s writing. 65 Even his biographer Robert Bartlett declares that Gerald’s
criticisms of the Irish are characterized by “his unsympathetic and external viewpoint. He wrote
as a hostile outsider.” 66 The Topographia does indeed include salacious accounts of Irish
barbarity, treachery, and bestiality. 67 Gerald paints vivid portraits of the inhabitants of Ireland as
inhospitable, wild, and violent, given to incest and innumerable vices. 68 Yet Gerald also includes
many positive portrayals of the land of Ireland. He claims, for example, that it is a poison-free
realm and a place of healing. 69 He also praises the Irish for their musical skill, lauds the devotion
of some of the Irish clerics, and even evokes pity for the ox-man who is the result of bestiality. 70
One narrative in particular exemplifies the complexity of Gerald’s views towards the
Irish. In the Secunda Distinctio of the Topographia, which treats the subject of wonders and
miracles, Gerald writes of an encounter between a priest and a pair of cursed Irish werewolves,
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who convince the priest to administer the viaticum to the sickly she-wolf before her death. 71 This
tale is often interpreted as yet another of Gerald’s attempts to show the Irish as savages, their
bestial natures made visibly evident in their lupine forms. However, I will show how Gerald
significantly develops his portrayal of the werewolves in his four subsequent recensions of the
Topographia, showing them to be not only devout, but also concerned that both the Irish people
and the Norman conquerors remain open to spiritual reform. I will also demonstrate that Gerald’s
focus on the werewolf’s reception of the Eucharist is of central importance in interpreting the
tale. Though Irish, and though bearing in her body the results of a curse centuries old, the wolfwoman’s reception of the viaticum incorporates her into the Body of Christ, the Church, a
universal community which transcends ethnicities. Only by examining all five recensions of the
werewolf tale is it possible to gain a full picture of the way Gerald complicates his portrayal of
the Irish people, and develops eucharistic themes which include the Irish werewolves within the
borders of orthodoxy, instead of situating them as heterodox outsiders.
A detailed investigation of the textual history of the Topographia Hibernica has only
recently been accomplished. 72 Gerald’s first version of the Topographia was completed ca. 1187.
He more than doubled the length of his first version over a span of twenty-two years, creating
five distinct recensions of his text, each directed towards a specific audience. 73 As Gerald
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continued to expand the Topographia in his later recensions, he steadily added more passages
that cast the Irish in a positive light. By the fifth recension, virtually all of Gerald’s additions
portrayed the land and its people favorably: he included new pieces of legend, allegory, and even
an account of a boy whose agony caused by a snake in his belly was completely cured by going
to Ireland. 74 Readers of the Topographia, both medieval and modern, have often chosen to
emphasize and repeat Gerald’s negative representations of the Irish, while overlooking the
moments when he complicated his portrayal of these people.
Over the years, Gerald returned repeatedly to the tale of the priest and the werewolves,
which is the single longest narrative in the Topographia and the only one that he expanded in
every single recension. His repeated revision of the same episode suggests its importance in his
view. 75 For the most part, the first recension of the werewolf chapter has been privileged, and
has attracted postcolonial readings that portray Gerald as a pro-Norman court writer seeking to
depict the Irish as barbarians. 76 Such an interpretation of the text is viable in the first recension.
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However, I argue that Gerald’s additions in subsequent recensions should be read through an
ecclesiastical lens, for the tale is most significantly shaped and informed by Gerald’s identity as a
clerical reformer, rather than as a court writer seeking to debase the Irish. The later passages he
adds suggest the possibility of rehabilitating the Irish, and they also draw further attention to the
Eucharist’s significance in the narrative. Gerald not only depicts the Irish werewolf’s
incorporation into the Church via her reception of the viaticum, but he also uses the tale to draw
parallels between the between the werewolf narrative and the doctrine of transubstantiation, a
controversial subject in clerical circles of the late twelfth century. Gerald’s entire werewolf
narrative affirms and reflects aspects of transubstantiation: just as the werewolves reveal their
human identity abiding beneath their lupine exteriors, the substance of Christ abides beneath the
accidents of bread and wine.
An Overview of the Irish Wolf-Tale
Gerald sets the werewolf encounter in 1182 on the borders of Meath. The narrative
begins as an Irish priest makes camp one night in the forest, accompanied by his only traveling
companion, a young boy. As they sit by the fire, a wolf approaches, and the creature astonishes
them by speaking words expressing his faith in God and his need for the priest to aid his dying
female companion. The wolf explains that he and the woman are from Ossory, and that the
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inhabitants of their region were cursed by St. Natalis in centuries past. 77 The Irish saint declared
that two people, one male and one female, must leave their homeland and take on the form of
wolves, living for seven years in exile. If they survive, they can return to their homes in human
form, while two more people will take their place. However, the wolf’s female companion is
near death, and when the priest is led to her side, she begs him to administer the viaticum before
she dies. 78 The priest is reluctant to do so, but is compelled by a visual demonstration of the shewolf’s humanity: the he-wolf pulls back his companion’s wolf-skin to reveal the form of an old
woman underneath. The priest gives her the consecrated Host as she appears in her human form,
and then watches as her wolf-skin re-shapes around her human body. 79 Though Gerald does not
write of the she-wolf’s death, it seems that after receiving the viaticum, she passes away, since
the he-wolf spends the rest of the night by the fire with the priest. The next morning he guides
the priest and young boy through the woods, sets them on the right path, thanks the priest once
again for his services, and goes his own way to complete his years of exile. 80
Gerald then writes himself into the account, stating that about two years after the priest
gave the viaticum to the dying werewolf, he himself was traveling through Meath when the
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bishop convoked a synod so that all his fellow clergymen could advise him on what should be
done about this matter, which had come to his knowledge through the priest’s confession. 81 The
bishop asked Gerald to attend the synod, but Gerald was unable to do so and instead submitted
advice in a letter. He writes (perhaps with some pride) that the synod followed his own counsel,
and that the priest was sent before the pope with his confession and the synod’s conclusions. 82
In the first recension of the Topographia Hibernica, the story ends here, without any specific
explanation of the opinions that Gerald, the members of the synod, or the pope might have held
concerning the actions of the priest and the werewolves that night in the woods of Ireland.
The Werewolf Renaissance and Gerald’s Twelfth-Century Ecclesiastical Context
The subject of werewolves, sensational as it may seem, intrigued not only Gerald, but
many of his contemporaries. 83 Caroline Walker Bynum terms the outbreak of writing on the
subject the “werewolf renaissance of the twelfth century.” 84 Likewise, the twenty-first century
has seen a lycanthropic revival, a renaissance of werewolf scholarship. One of its prize narratives
is Gerald’s tale of the priest’s encounter with the wolves. A text rich in interpretive possibilities,
scholars have investigated the subjects of identity, metamorphosis, hybridity, and ethnicity
within the tale. 85 Many readings of Gerald’s werewolf story, particularly postcolonial readings,
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interpret his tone as distinctly hostile, offering yet another portrayal of the Irish as inferior and
uncivilized. For instance, Jeffrey Jerome Cohen understands Gerald’s depiction of the
werewolves in such terms: “The humane possibilities of the Irish (‘fully endowed with natural
gifts’) vanish beneath a wolfskin of barbarous ‘beard and dress’ and a bestial lack of mental
cultivation.” 86 The Irish werewolves can be seen as freakish anomalies, cursed and exiled
wanderers, an absolute Other.
Yet Gerald’s role as a clerical reformer complicates any such negative reading. Before
coming to court, Gerald was trained in the theological schools of Paris, where he caught the
infectious zeal of churchmen such as Peter Cantor who sought to spread reform among both
clergy and laypeople. 87 As a secular cleric, Gerald navigated both court and Church throughout
his life, and when the two came into competition, he most frequently sided with the Church. 88
Though Gerald did serve the Angevins for ten to twelve years, he was never an uncritical
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admirer of their rule, and he eventually became one of their harshest critics. 89 The Topographia
Hibernica’s five recensions, produced over a twenty-two year span, reflect his changing
sympathies. Gerald’s tone towards the Irish became increasingly nuanced in later recensions, as
he found much to criticize in the conduct of the Normans both as conquerors and Christians. By
the fourth and fifth recensions, he used the words of the Irish werewolf to speak a warning to the
Norman invaders, voicing the ideals of clerical reform, which he viewed as relevant to both
Normans and Irish alike. Gerald also continued to develop eucharistic themes in later recensions,
and more directly addressing the much-debated topic of transubstantiation,
Preceding the Fourth Lateran Council of 1215, the twelfth century sees lively discussion
and dispute about the nature of the Eucharist and the doctrine of transubstantiation. 90 Gerald of
Wales, ambassador of the ecclesiastical reform movement, was immersed in the eucharistic
discussions abounding among fellow clergymen. 91 Gerald’s personal interest and investment in
guiding the proper treatment and understanding of the Eucharist is evidenced by his extensive
passages on the subject in the Gemma ecclesiastica (The Jewel of the Church) (ca. 1197). 92
Gerald stipulates proper treatment of the elements, upholds the doctrine of transubstantiation,
describes what should be done if the Eucharist is mishandled, explains how the viaticum should
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be administered to those near death, and then includes many colorful exempla in which the
Eucharist holds center stage. 93 The Gemma relies heavily on the influence of Peter Cantor’s
Verbum Abbreviatum, and references the eucharistic writings of many other influential French
churchmen such as Berengar of Tours, Peter Lombard, Peter Comestor, and Maurice de Sully. 94
But a full decade before his production of the Gemma ecclesiastica, Gerald revealed his interest
in the Eucharist as he composed the Topographia, which contains four eucharistic tales, the
longest of which is the account of the priest and the werewolves. 95 Merrall Llewelyn Price writes
of the centrality of the sacraments, and particularly the Eucharist, in the development of the
twelfth-century bureaucracy of the Church, and observes that general concern with symbolism of
the Host “also erupted into popular secular texts.” 96 Gerald’s interest in the symbolism of this
sacrament does indeed cause him to introduce the Eucharist into the previously secular werewolf
lore.
The existence of other tales of Irish werewolves originating in the eleventh century and
continuing through the sixteenth century has been well-documented. 97 One of the earliest
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recorded werewolf accounts is found in the Latin poem De mirabilibus Hibernie, generally
attributed to Bishop Patrick of Dublin (d. 1084); in a brief portion of the poem, just fourteen
lines long, “men who turn themselves into wolves” appear. 98 This Latin poem shares much in
common with Middle Irish accounts about werewolves from Ossory, indicating that a body of
werewolf lore was in circulation from the eleventh century onwards. 99 It is highly probable that
Gerald had heard or read similar werewolf accounts, if not De mirabilibus Hibernie itself.
A closer examination of the werewolf passage within De mirabilibus Hibernie brings to
light many striking similarities and contrasts with Gerald’s narrative in the Topographia. In
Bishop Patrick’s poem, the men “of the Irish race” can turn themselves into the shape of wolves
whenever they desire, and they often go out to hunt sheep. 100 However, while in wolf-form, they
leave their human bodies behind, giving orders that the bodies are not to be moved. If their
human forms are moved, the werewolves can no longer return to their own bodies. 101 Another
strange feature of the arrangement is that if men, trying to defend their flocks, attack and wound
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the wolves, the injuries will appear on the werewolves’ inert human bodies. 102 Likewise, when
the wolves devour flesh, “their companions can see the raw flesh in their jaws / Of their true
body: and we all wonder at the sight.” 103 It is intriguing to note that the werewolves’
consumption of raw flesh merits specific mention in this brief account. Gerald of Wales also
considers the consumption of flesh to be paramount as he writes his narrative, but he introduces
flesh of a very different sort, as the she-wolf receives the viaticum. Raw, bloody meat appearing
in the human mouths of the Irishmen’s bodies would be a deeply disturbing sight, and yet the
human consumption of raw sheep-flesh would be nothing to that of a werewolf’s reception of the
Eucharist, body and blood of the Lord.
There is no other known werewolf narrative that approximates Gerald’s. While other
versions relate purely secular accounts of Irish werewolves from Ossory, Gerald’s tale weaves in
the threads of the sacred: now a priest appears in the Irish woods, a priest met by a wolf who
asks for the right to receive the viaticum. Familiar echoes appear: the werewolves are natives of
Ossory, and they, too, have the chance to return to human form if they survive dangers while in
the shape of wolves. Yet the differences Gerald introduces are dramatic: now both a male and
female werewolf appear, and they do not willingly become werewolves for purposes of hunting;
their people have been cursed by Saint Natalis. Furthermore, they give all appearance of being
devout, rational, and desirous of receiving the sacred flesh of the Host, not the flesh of sheep or
men. Also, they are able to reveal their humanity which endures beneath the wolfskins, rather
than leaving their vulnerable human bodies behind. The human abides just beneath the surface of
the wolf-skin, a proof for the priest that they are not mere wolves. Yet the fear with which the
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priest administers the viaticum makes sense when one considers the implications of giving the
sacred Host to those who are known to eat the flesh of men. The werewolves still desire to
engage in anthropophagy of a sort, yet it is the flesh of the Son of Man that they desire. Gerald
brilliantly crafts a tale of Irish werewolves which also allows him to explore the sacred
significance of the Eucharist.
Gerald’s First and Second Recensions of the Topographia Hibernica
The crux of the narrative, the female werewolf’s reception of the viaticum, merits a close
reading. However, before examining the passage itself, I will describe the audience to which
Gerald directed his first and second recensions of the Topographia, explaining why his werewolf
account in these first and second recensions is so easily interpreted as an anti-Irish tale. I will
also demonstrate how a synod which Gerald personally attended likely shaped the writing of his
werewolf tale. The Synod of Dublin of 1186 provides valuable insight about the ecclesiastical
circumstances that inspired Gerald’s writing and led him to make the Eucharist such a central
part of his narrative.
The Audience for the First and Second Recensions
Recall that in the first and second recensions of the Topographia, Gerald’s werewolf tale
ends by stating that the bishop of Meath convoked a synod to discuss the priest’s administration
of the viaticum to the she-wolf. The gathered clergy came to a conclusion, and sent the priest to
the pope with their verdict. However, Gerald offers no explanation of what the synod resolved or
what message they sent to the pope. 104 I propose that Gerald’s inconclusive ending to the
werewolf episode reflects a deliberate authorial decision, determined by the contexts and
audiences towards which the first two versions of the Topographia Hibernica were directed.
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The first and second recensions of Gerald’s Topographia were written for a joint audience, both
courtly and clerical. 105 Gerald completed his first version by 1187 or early 1188 and dedicated
the work to Henry II. His second version was completed prior to Henry II’s death in July
1189. 106 Gerald was personally present among the anticipated readerships of both recensions.
For instance, the Topographia was likely presented to the Angevin court and read aloud shortly
after Gerald returned from Ireland in 1187. 107 It was also read by Archbishop Baldwin as Gerald
accompanied him through Wales in 1188, and finally, read aloud at Oxford over several days in
late 1188 or early 1189. 108 Gerald was particularly proud of the reading at Oxford and
mentioned it several times throughout his works. For instance, in his autobiographical work, De
rebus a se gestis, he depicts his performance as a brilliant success: “It was a costly and noble
event, because on this occasion, the authentic and ancient age of the poets was revived to a
certain degree; nor has a similar deed been accomplished in England, either in the present age or
in any past age I can recall.” 109
Gerald’s evident sense of pride in his text, and his attendance at each presentation of the
Topographia, indicates his active involvement in the introduction and reception of the work. His
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proximity during the readings of the first and second recensions would have allowed him to
guide interpretations of the werewolf encounter and subsequent synod. 110 Gerald’s abrupt ending
to the werewolf episode in the first two versions concludes in a manner that raises questions,
rather than resolving them. Gerald had authorial control of the narrative and its reception, and
perhaps even enjoyed discussion with his varied audiences over the unresolved ending of the
narrative, where the subjects of Irish ethnicity, the administration of the viaticum, and the
judgment of the synod linger so enticingly. 111 Moreover, Gerald’s account could be approached
from various angles to please his different audiences: it could easily be interpreted as an antiIrish, pro-colonization piece if presented to the Angevin court, while it could also encourage a
more theological train of thought when presented to the clergymen of Oxford.
A negative reading of the werewolf couple is easily accessible in this first recension,
which perhaps explains why scholars have reached a general consensus that the tale is hostile
towards the Irish. In the judgment of both medieval and modern readers, the natives of Ossory,
cursed by a saint of God, can appear to be sinful people worthy of punishment, and their wolfish
exterior can be seen as a fitting a visual image of the state of their barbaric souls. The fact that
they ask for the viaticum, and that the Irish priest administers it, can be viewed as an affront to
the sacrosanct Host and proof of the poor judgment of native churchmen. Yet from the first
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recension onwards, Gerald’s refusal to openly condemn the actions of either priest or
werewolves complicates the text. Furthermore, he portrays the werewolves as well-spoken,
intelligent beings, whose devout conversation and desire for the Eucharist could also be taken as
proof of their orthodoxy and humanity. The ambiguity inherent in the narrative should not be
overlooked.
The Synod of Dublin
A likely source of inspiration for Gerald’s werewolf narrative, the Synod of Dublin of
1186, has been largely overlooked in scholarship. 112 Throughout the twelfth and thirteenth
centuries, many synods were convoked to bring about church reform, which included
standardizing the treatment and administration of the sacraments. In Ireland, the activity of
reform sparked at least twenty synods spanning the twelfth century. 113 Gerald personally
describes his attendance at the Synod of Dublin of 1186 in De rebus a se gestis. He states that the
synod commenced under the leadership of Archbishop John Cumin, who began by preaching a
sermon about the sacraments of the Church. 114 When writing about the second day, Gerald
relates how the Irish Abbot Albinus stirred up ire by claiming that the clergy of Wales and
England had carried the contagion and corruption of sin to the pure and blameless Irish. 115
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Already two central subjects that Gerald will include in the narrative of the wolf and priest
appear in the subjects of discussion at the synod: the sacrament of the Eucharist, and the relative
innocence or sinfulness of the Irish people. Albinus’s words aggravate the Welsh and English
clergy, and the second day of the synod is filled with accusations and judgments. Archbishop
John, greatly dismayed, asks Gerald to preach on the third day of the synod.
Gerald includes a portion of his sermon, the subject of which is pastoral duty, in De rebus
and also in the Tertia Distinctio of the Topographia. 116 His words to the synod reinforce the fact
that his attitude towards Ireland and its clergy is not unequivocally negative. He praises the
clergy’s chastity, vigilance in prayer and reading, devotion to perform the divine offices, and
practice of fasting. 117 His main criticism is the sin of drunkenness and the negligence of the
bishops and prelates in enforcing discipline and virtue. 118 Gerald has the ability to speak with a
flaming tongue when he wishes to criticize, but the moderate tone of both praise and censure he
maintains in this speech suggests that there are practices of merit in the Irish church, which he
does not hesitate to acknowledge.
While Gerald does not make the Eucharist a subject of his sermon, his mention of John
Cumin’s preaching on the Sacraments, joined with a consideration of the twenty canons
produced by the synod, indicates that the Eucharist was a central matter of discussion at the
synod. 119 The Synod of Dublin produced twenty canons, not recorded by Gerald, but salvaged
through a single ancient roll, containing Pope Urban III’s affirmation of the synod’s decrees
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alongside a list of the canons. 120 The first seven canons focus on the proper presentation and
treatment of the Eucharist, specifying the appropriate vestments, chalices, altar-stones, and
procedures for administration of the sacrament. 121 The fourth canon speaks of the ingredients
from which the wafers should be made, explaining directives based on the symbolic
implications, directing that “the Host, which represents the Lamb without Spot, the Alpha and
Omega, be made so White and Pure, that the Partakers thereof may thereby understand the
purifying and feeding of their Souls, rather than their Bodies.” 122 Both the literal directives and
the spiritual symbolism of the Eucharist were discussed in the synod and formalized by these
canons.
As Gerald left Ireland shortly after the synod, the discussion of the Eucharist and the
political and spiritual situation in Ireland would have been at the forefront of his mind. In De
rebus, Gerald closely connected the Synod of Dublin to his further writing and revising of the
Topographia. He ended his description of the synod (which was held in the middle of Lent) and
the sermon he had delivered by proudly narrating, “So having won great name and fame in the
island, between Easter and Pentecost Giraldus crossed the seas from Ireland to Wales, where he
turned his whole mind to the completion of the Topography of Ireland, which he had already
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begun.” 123 It seems highly likely that as he wrote of the convocation of a synod in Meath to
discuss the reception of the viaticum by a werewolf, he held in mind the topics of discussion
from the Synod of Dublin, which he had so recently attended.
While the Synod of Dublin of 1186 is a well-documented historical event, no record apart
from the Topographia mentions a synod held in 1183 in Meath. 124 It is possible that a synod
could have occurred at that date, for which the records have been lost. In his description of the
gathering at Meath, Gerald includes specific, seemingly historical details. Yet, his account is
simultaneously vague, and (unsurprisingly) self-glorifying. For example, Gerald claims that his
attendance at the synod is so desired that the Bishop of Meath sends two clerics to request his
attendance. Though he is unable to attend “because of pressing business,” he asserts that he
sends his advice in writing. 125 Gerald never explains what “pressing business” could have
caused him to miss such an opportunity to attend and advise, nor does he state what counsel he
gave, though he proudly notes that his advice is heeded by the bishop and synod. They decide to
send the priest to the Pope with a sealed account of the entire event. 126 Although it is possible
that these events and this synod took place, it does not seem likely that they ever did. And
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whether there was a synod in 1183 or not, it is highly improbable that the synod’s actual subject
of discussion would have been a priest’s administration of the viaticum to a dying werewolf.
A far more likely scenario, I suggest, is that Gerald’s recent attendance at the Synod of
Dublin—an event of such rousing success in his view—encouraged him to write another synod
into his narrative of the priest and wolves. 127 The crux of the episode, the werewolf’s reception
of the viaticum, could in part have been inspired by Archbishop John’s sermon on the
Sacraments, and further by the canons delineating the proper administration and spiritual
symbolism of the Eucharist. Moreover, the second day’s rivalry and debate between the Irish,
Welsh, Norman, and English clergy would have been a memorable experience. Such a dispute
could have inspired Gerald as he continued expanding the narrative in the fourth recension, in
which he gave voice to the Irish werewolf’s opinion of the spiritual causes for conquest. Another
detail of note is that the Bishop of Ossory, Felix O’Dubhlaine, a respected Cistercian, was almost
certainly present at the Synod of Dublin, since he was bishop from 1182 until his death in
1202. 128 It is even conceivable that Gerald might have heard of the Irish werewolves of Ossory
directly from the bishop of that diocese. All of these threads of evidence come together to
suggest that the Synod of Dublin in 1186 played a significant role in shaping Gerald’s narrative
of the priest and wolves.
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Two further references to the werewolf episode appear in Gerald’s Expugnatio
Hibernica, or The Conquest of Ireland (1189), giving insight into both readers’ responses to the
text and Gerald’s own view of his writings’ veracity. In Gerald’s first preface to the Expugnatio,
he speaks bitterly about a malevolent critic who “is tearing apart and depreciating our
Topography, a work by no means to be scorned,” and he sets out various points in defense of his
work. 129 Gerald explains that it is primarily the Secunda Distinctio, with its subject matter of
marvels and miracles, which has come under attack. The detractor accuses Gerald of falsehood,
citing the werewolf episode first among the list of deceptions and improbable outrages: the
author “brings into this book a wolf talking with a priest; he describes a human body which has
the extremities of an ox, a bearded woman, and a goat and a lion copulating with women.” 130 In
the critic’s view, all of these accounts are too bizarre or implausible to be taken as anything but
lies. In defense, Gerald draws on Scripture and the lives of the saints who converse with satyrs
and are fed by ravens. He also cites Augustine’s De Civitate Dei, especially “books sixteen and
twenty-one, which are full of miracles.” 131 Gerald seems most concerned not with defending the
veracity of each of his wonders, but in citing precedents, such as saints’ lives and the writings of
church fathers in which similar wonders have appeared.
Gerald quotes Augustine and says he wants to prove the same point which Augustine
makes, which is to qualify the degree of his own belief in the wonders he has recorded: “For I
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myself do not believe in them as if I had no mental reservations regarding them, except in the
case of those phenomena which I have myself experienced, or which it is easy for anyone to
experience. I believe in all other such only [sic] to the extent of judging that their existence is
neither to be completely denied nor stoutly maintained.” 132 The werewolf narrative falls within
the realm of phenomena which Gerald has not experienced personally, but only heard related to
him. Thus he acknowledges the werewolf account in his writing as one of those events which
cannot be denied and likewise cannot be stoutly maintained. He is content to let the tale stand on
its own, without offering proof of its literal historical veracity. As for the synod, Gerald does not
mention it in this preface at all. As he concludes his defense of the Topographia, though, he does
once again assert that God can work any marvel he pleases, insisting that wonders are possible,
brought about by God, shaper of Nature himself. 133 His narrative may be set on the margins of
Meath and involve shape-shifting hybrids, but Gerald solidly positions himself on sound
theological grounds by quoting saints’ lives, and the writings of church fathers such as
Augustine. He stands secure within the borders of Scripture and tradition.
In summary, Gerald’s clerical interests are inscribed in the werewolf chapter from the
first recension onwards. While recent scholarship has highlighted the subjects of ethnicity and
conquest which certainly appear in the narrative, the ecclesiastical elements Gerald wrote into
the account also merit consideration. The concerns of the twelfth-century Church, such as the
proper treatment of the sacraments and the spread of reform by way of synods, deeply interested
Gerald. As evidenced by his participation in the Synod of Dublin, Gerald took an active role in
the matters of clerical reform and administration, and this clearly influenced his writing. In the
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first and second recensions of the chapter, Gerald not only addressed members of the Church, but
also of Henry II’s court. His tone was carefully ambiguous and his ending inconclusive, allowing
for a wide variety of responses from his audience, and also allowing for a wide variety of
interpretations among modern scholars. But by the third recension, his clerical voice grew ever
stronger as he affirmed the humanity of the Irish werewolves, based upon the authority of
Augustine and of Scripture.
A Close Reading of the Werewolf’s Reception of the Viaticum
Before examining the third recension, I wish to devote some space to a close reading of
the narrative climax, when the priest administers the viaticum to the dying she-wolf. This scene
is placed at the center of the tale from the first recension onwards. The he-wolf approaches the
priest in the woods, explains that his female companion is sick and near death, and pleads for the
priest to accompany him and provide her with “the solace of the priesthood” in her last hour. 134
The priest follows the he-wolf, finding the female werewolf in the hollow of a nearby tree
“groaning and grieving like a human being, even though her appearance was that of a beast. As
soon as she saw him she welcomed him in a human way, and then gave thanks also to God that
in her last hour he had granted her such consolation.” 135 Already, her human identity is evident
in spite of her lupine physical appearance. And, like her companion, the she-wolf is able to speak
as a human being, and her words give every indication that she is a devout Christian. Yet at this
moment the priest faces crisis, for she implores him to administer the viaticum: “She then
received from the hands of the priest all the last rites duly performed up to the last communion.
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This too she eagerly requested, and implored him to complete his good act by giving her the
viaticum. The priest insisted that he did not have it with him…” 136 The priest is faced with the
decision of whether or not to allow this individual, who in spite of her human-sounding words
has the body of an animal, to receive the Eucharist. The priest responds to her request with
outright denial of possession of the viaticum, which is shown to be a falsehood.
In spite of the priest’s insistence that he does not have the viaticum with him, the he-wolf
cannot be deceived, and he pointed to the priest’s perula, or leather wallet, in which there was a
small missal-book, “containing several consecrated Hosts, which the priest carried on his
journey, hanging about his neck, under his garment, according to the custom of his native
country.” 137 The reversals in the scene are vexing, for the priest is shown to be guilty of lying to
the werewolves. Even as he denies possession of the viaticum, he must feel the weight of the
missal resting upon his chest, must be exceedingly aware of the presence of the consecrated
wafers hovering so near his heart. Perhaps he wonders if his lie permissible if told for the
protection of the sanctity of the sacrament? If told out of fear, is he culpable? Regardless, the lie
is ineffectual. The he-wolf’s sharp eyes perceive the perula concealed beneath the layer of the
priest’s garment, just as the he will shortly enable the priest to perceive the humanity of the shewolf concealed beneath the layer of her outer ‘garment.’ Also important is the fact that the
werewolf seems to know without doubt that the lump under the priest’s robe signifies the
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presence of the consecrated Host, a practice which Gerald claims is a custom of that country. The
Irish werewolf knows what this Irish priest bears about his neck, for though one be wolf and one
be man, they share familiarity with the religious practices of their land. Yet again, the orthodoxy
of the werewolf is revealed through his intimate knowledge of priestly custom.
Though the werewolf may be familiar with the priest’s practice of carrying the
consecrated wafer with him, this practice is rarely mentioned in historical and ecclesiastical
outside of Ireland. What, then, should we make of this unusual custom of bearing consecrated
wafers about one’s neck? Neil Xavier O’Donoghue suggests that the perula which the priest
carries contains a chrismal. 138 He explains that “the chrismal in an Irish context was a small
vessel that was used to carry a portion of eucharistic bread on one’s person, as opposed to the
more general use of the term for a container holding the oil of chrism used in the anointings
associated with Christian initiation, ordination, and the consecration of churches.” 139
O’Donoghue offers textual evidence from several saints’ lives which refer to the practice of
bearing the Host in a chrismal, the most interesting of which is the life of St. Laurence O’Toole,
archbishop of Dublin, (d. 1180), who was attacked by bandits. 140 The robbers “desecrated the
host he carried on his person ‘as viaticum and as a safe guide on the journey, as was then the
custom.’” 141 Just as in Gerald’s account, reference is again made to carrying the Host as custom
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of that time in Ireland. Furthermore, the reason for carrying the Host seems to be twofold in the
saints’ lives; it is revered almost as a talisman which has power to keep harm from the bearer,
and it also is available if the priest encounters a Christian near death. 142
It must be noted that Gerald gives no explanation of the priest’s purpose for his journey.
If he were on the way to visit a dying parishioner in a remote area, that would be reason to bear
the viaticum, but no such errand is mentioned, and though by chance he encounters the wolfwoman in need of the viaticum, he is reluctant to use it for this purpose. It seems probable that as
he journeys through the woods in this remote area, he bears the Host for its apotropaic
properties. 143 This could also explain his reluctance to admit to the werewolves (who, in spite of
their devout words, still have fangs and claws) that the Host is in his possession, for revealing
one’s sacred protection would seem unwise and could perhaps put the sanctity of the Host at risk,
as it indeed does. The priest’s denial of possession of the viaticum escalates the encounter
further, prompting the werewolves to irrevocably prove their humanity.
The he-wolf sees that the priest is clearly reluctant to admit that he bears the viaticum
with him, much less willing to administer it to a she-wolf. Seeing the priest’s need for more
convincing proof, the he-wolf takes action: “To remove all doubt he pulled all the skin off the
she-wolf from the head down to the navel, folding it back with his paw as if it were a hand. And
immediately the shape of an old woman, clear to be seen, appeared.” 144 In this cataclysmic
instant, the priest witnesses an unveiling of the outward appearance to reveal an inner reality. It
is at this moment that the parallel to the Eucharist becomes clearly evident. In his Gemma
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Ecclesiastica, Gerald records a eucharistic miracle in which, one Easter Sunday, an absentminded woman places a consecrated Host in a locket and forgets she has done so. After much
time passes, on three consecutive nights the locket radiates light, and the terrified woman and her
husband finally realize it must be due to the forgotten Host within. Repentant, they go to their
priest, and many witnesses observe as the priest reveals the Host, which “appeared like bleeding
flesh on one half and bread on the other.” 145 This Host, simultaneously displaying both the
substance and the accidents, is much like the wolf-woman once her companion has pulled back
her pelt. Her skin is only split from her head to her navel, so if one were to gaze on her, one
would presumably see the legs of a wolf, its pelt lying in folds around her aged female form. 146
The striking visual liminality of her body emphasizes her hybridity, her two paradoxical
identities coexisting. Just as the Host is simultaneously bread and body, this prostrate figure is
simultaneously wolf and woman. Regardless of whether or not the true substance is made visible,
as in the eucharistic miracle of the Gemma, or the woman within the wolf-skin, the substance
abides within the accidents. These two narratives are not tales of transformation but of
revelation.
Once her human form has been thus revealed, the priest, “more through terror than
reason, communicated her as she had earnestly demanded, and she then devoutly received the
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sacrament.” 147 Just as recipients of the Eucharist must be able to perceive that the substance
beneath the accidents is, in fact, the flesh and blood of their Lord, so the priest sees that the
substance beneath the “accident” of the wolf-pelt is indeed a human in the flesh, a human who
devoutly receives the Eucharist. But what are we to make of the priest’s fear? If this encounter is
read against other twelfth-century eucharistic exempla and miracles, one finds that the visible
revelation of the actual Body abiding within the accidents is often a troubling and jarring
event. 148 As Steven Justice argues in his article “Eucharistic Miracle and Eucharistic Doubt,”
such dramatic eucharistic miracles are meant not only to affirm belief but to inspire questions in
the minds of those who would passively receive the Eucharist without pausing to be astonished
at its complexity. 149 Likewise, the revelation of the old woman’s body beneath the wolf-skin
inspires fear and awe in the priest, baffling his reason rather than bringing clarity. Yet along with
his fear is the undeniable evidence lying before him. What has been unseen is now unveiled.
Whereas virtually all eucharistic exempla record instances when the substance of the Host is
revealed to potential recipients, Gerald reverses the normal narrative here and uses the viaticum
to lead to the unveiling of the substance of the recipient. Just as the true nature of the Eucharist
appears visibly in many exempla, the true identity of the she-wolf as an elderly woman appears
visibly in order that she may receive the Eucharist. Gerald masterfully mirrors the doctrinal
truths of the Eucharist in the body of the werewolf.
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Immediately after the woman receives the viaticum, her wolf-skin reforms itself, once
again obscuring her human body from sight. 150 Though only visible for the short space of time
needed to persuade the priest and receive the viaticum, the wolf-woman’s human form seems to
provide undeniable evidence of her true nature. In human form she receives the sacrament
reserved for humans. Though Gerald does not write of her death, it seems that after receiving the
viaticum, the wolf-woman passes away, for the he-wolf spends the rest of the night by the fire
with the priest. In the morning he leads the priest and young boy through the woods, and when
they are going to part ways, he indicates the best path they should take onwards. 151 It is at this
juncture, in the first and second recensions, that the priest’s encounter with the werewolf ends.
But in the third recension, Gerald returns to the story and makes significant additions.
The Third Recension
By the time Gerald produced the third recension, sometime between 1190–94, Henry II
had passed away, and Gerald turned to a specifically clerical audience, sending the Topographia
to Bishop William de Vere with an introductory letter seeking patronage. 152 For the most part,
Gerald made only minor textual additions to his third recension. But a significant amount of new
material appears in the werewolf episode, material that has seldom been discussed in scholarship
due to the tendency to privilege the first recension. Gerald’s new passage commences
immediately after his description of the synod, and his addition can be read as a potential reply to
the enigmatic conclusion of the synod in Meath. Evidence indicates that by the time the second
recension was complete, Gerald’s Topographia began circulating in manuscript, denying him
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personal control of its reception and interpretation. 153 While previously Gerald himself could
have discoursed on his advice to the synod and their judgment of the matter, he could no longer
do so once the text began to circulate without his presence. He may have felt it necessary to add
an interpretive apparatus, thus guiding the discussion and interpretation of the werewolf
encounter in the direction he wanted it to take. In the third recension, Gerald also places greater
emphasis on the moral, theological, and sacramental implications of the tale, reinforcing the
notion that he was directing his text towards a clerical audience and not a royal court.
Displaying his learning and likely hoping to impress William de Vere, Gerald begins his
addition in the third recension with this scholastic quaestio about the werewolf: 154
But is an animal of this sort to be called a beast or a man? For a rational animal
seems to be far removed from a beast. But also, who will associate a four-footed
animal, prone to the earth and incapable of laughing, with human nature?
Likewise, is it possible that anyone who might kill this animal could be called a
murderer? But divine miracles must be held in awe, and must not be drawn into
the logic of human debate. Yet Augustine, in the sixteenth book of Civitate Dei,
raises the question about the monstrous races of humans the East gives birth to,
some of which are dog-headed, while others who lack their heads are said to have
eyes in their chests, and others have various disfigurements in their forms. He
questions whether they actually should be called human beings, descended from
the first couple. In the end he adds, “We should think the same of them as we do
of the monstrous offspring of humans, which we so often see coming into being.
And true reason testifies that each being which fits the definition of a human as a
rational, mortal creature, under whatever appearance it takes, is a human
being.” 155
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Gerald’s discussion of Augustine does the work of humanizing the werewolves, thus limiting
possibilities as to how the text should be interpreted. Doubtless, the werewolves’ Irish ethnicity
is still a factor in Gerald’s evaluation of their humanity. The sixteenth book of The City of God,
from which Gerald draws his excerpts, opens with a discussion of the three sons of Noah—
Shem, Ham, and Japheth—and maintains that Ham’s descendants were cursed because of his
sinfulness and lack of piety. 156 Gerald likely saw parallels between Augustine’s portrayal of the
race of Ham and his own view of the Irish, as humans who have strayed from the path of God
and therefore suffer the consequences. 157
However, Gerald went beyond such an unfavorable comparison by carefully
demonstrating that these werewolves were no longer in rebellion but were unquestionably
devout. They conversed accurately about Christian doctrine and showed their devotion to
Christian practices by their pursuit of the viaticum. The Irish may have been in spiritual
rebellion, but they may also have learned humility and devotion due to their divine punishment.
Gerald viewed the Irish as a people who held potential for restoration.
Immediately following his affirmation of the humanity of the werewolves, Gerald
incorporates Augustine’s description of the Arcadian werewolves, revealing what is likely his
other primary source of inspiration for his own werewolf narrative: 158
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Gerald believes that a common consequence for a people’s sin is their conquest by another nation. His views on
conquest are most clearly portrayed in the Expugnatio Hibernica. He states, “You will never find that any race has
ever been conquered except when their sins demanded this as a punishment. This being the case, the Irish people
have deserved to suffer the confusion attendant on invasion and conquest by foreigners, since their misdemeanours
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Gerald’s account is likely inspired in part by Irish lore about the werewolves of Ossory, but this addition in the
third recension makes it clear that he is also strongly influenced by Augustine’s Arcadian werewolf story. Carey
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The same author, in the eighteenth book of the Civitate Dei, speaks about the
Arcadians, who were selected by lot to swim across a lake, and there they were
transformed into wolves, and they lived in the wilderness of that region with
similar savage beasts. However, if they did not feed on human flesh, after nine
years, having swum back across the lake, they were re-formed once again into
human beings. 159
Gerald’s summary of Augustine’s tale resonates with the werewolf narrative he has just related:
there are cursed humans, taking on the shape of wolves, living in exile, and permitted to resume
human form if they survive a lengthy number of years in wolf-form. 160 But a specific condition
stands in Augustine’s account which Gerald does not include; instead, in a sense, Gerald’s
werewolves defy the Arcadians’ stipulation. In order to regain their humanity, the Arcadians
must abstain from consuming human flesh while in wolf-form. And yet in Gerald’s narrative, in
a sacramental act, this is precisely what the wolf-woman does, partaking of the flesh of Christ,
embodied in the consecrated Host. Her reception does not curse her or preclude her return to
humanity. Instead, it gives her security; having received the viaticum, she is assured that her soul
is under divine protection. In Augustine’s account, the act of consuming the flesh of a human
could indeed be seen as a mark of bestiality. If the Arcadians cannibalized other people, they
would deny their own humanity. Conversely, the reception of the viaticum by the wolf-woman in

speculates that “Gerald may have drawn upon Augustine’s paraphrase in recasting whatever story he was told
concerning the Ossory werewolves” (Carey, “Werewolves in Ireland,” 62). However, the only aspect of the
Arcadian account that Carey chooses to address is the fact that Gerald’s version innovates by including both a male
and female werewolf (Carey, “Werewolves in Ireland,” 62).
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likely rooted in the theological significance of these creatures. In Myths of the Dog-Man, David Gordon White
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parallels Gerald’s depiction of the Irish werewolves as redeemable humans.
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Gerald’s tale is a sacramental and devout act, a proof of her humanity. As Gerald adds
Augustine’s account of the Arcadians into his third recension, it seems probable that he is
deliberately divulging a source of inspiration that helped shape his own werewolf chapter, and
also expecting his readers to see the mirroring of flesh-eating in the two tales.
Following his discussion of the Arcadians, Gerald continues to expand his third recension
by describing humans who undergo transformations and take unusual forms. He briefly cites
accounts from Augustine, Apuleius, and contemporary tales of his own time. 161 Most of the
examples Gerald sets forth speak of transformations brought about by magical arts, instead of by
divine power, as in his werewolf narrative. But as he concludes his survey of types of
transformation, he returns to the subject of the Eucharist:
But of that apparent change of the bread into the body of Christ—yet not just an
apparent change, but truly a change in substance, because the whole species
remains, and only the substance is changed—I have judged it safer to pass over,
because it is too far above human understanding, and its comprehension is
difficult. 162
Gerald very deliberately draws the attention back to the Holy Sacrament, the paramount instance
of transformation in the Church. No other change is so significant theologically. Even as Gerald
insists that he cannot comprehend or treat this most sacred instance of transformation, he slips in
his explanation that Eucharist truly undergoes a change in substance. It is also important to note
that Gerald places this as his very last sentence in the entire werewolf chapter. Though he returns
and adds further segments to earlier portions of the tale in recensions four and five, this sentence
remains in its position as the last word. I see the ending not as an ambiguous or confused
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conclusion, but as an invitation: with his ‘refusal’ to treat the change of the Eucharist, Gerald
urges his audience to do just that, taking up the train of thought he has left throughout his tale,
and piecing together the significance of the wolf-woman’s reception of the viaticum. 163 Gerald
reveals that the analogy in which he is most interested is the spiritual parallel between the
multivalent nature of this sacrament and of the werewolves. Just as it was possible to peel back
the she-wolf’s outer skin and reveal the human woman abiding within, so it is possible, with
spiritual insight, to look beneath the accidents of the Eucharist and perceive the true substance,
the body of Christ, within.
The Fourth Recension
Gerald’s sacramental emphasis in the third recension persisted in his fourth recension, as
he continued to write towards a clerical audience. This version of the Topographia is dated to his
time in Lincoln, ca. 1196–98, during his first retirement from court life, and contains relatively
few new passages but adds many illustrations. 164 It is most likely that these additions were
directed at the participants of the pastoral care movement growing in Lincoln at that time. 165 The
movement known as cura pastoralis was a reforming program, which sought to provide
laypeople with sound doctrinal and moral teaching and with a correct understanding of the
sacramental system. 166 In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, Paris became the center of the
pastoral care movement; masters of theology such as William de Montibus taught and produced
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instructional literature, encouraging the spread of cura pastoralis. 167 Gerald studied under
advocates of the pastoral care movement during his time in Paris, and he writes that a large part
of what drew him to Lincoln was the presence of William de Montibus, who had become
chancellor there. 168 Gerald’s own voice as a preacher and proponent of reform emerges even
more strongly in the fourth recension of the Topographia. Though Gerald makes few textual
additions to the fourth recension, he chooses to expand the werewolf chapter yet again by adding
a sermon of sorts, spoken by none other than the he-wolf. The werewolf speaks with a voice of
authority, as he offers an admonition regarding military conquest and its spiritual correlations.
Gerald extends the final conversation between the wolf and the priest before they part
ways by having the priest ask the wolf “whether the hostile people which had formerly arrived
on the island would continue in it for a long time, enduring there.” 169 The priest’s question
indicates his recognition of the humanity and insight that his lupine companion possesses. He
speaks to the wolf as a peer, seeking his opinion on the political state of affairs. 170 The he-wolf
replies:
Because of the sins…of our people, and the immensities of our faults, the anger of
God fell onto a perverse generation and has given them into the hands of their
enemies. Therefore, as long as that people [the Normans] will observe the
commands of the Lord and walk in his ways, they will stay secure and unshaken.
If, on the contrary, because the way to pleasure is easy and nature is the imitator
of vices, that people might chance to stoop to our habits by living among us,
doubtless they will provoke divine retribution on themselves likewise. 171
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“Inter ultima vero confabulationis hujus verba, quaesivit presbyter a lupo utrum gens inimica, quae in insulam
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The priest also underscores his Irish ethnicity by his use of the phrase gens inimica to refer to the Normans.
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This speech contains echoes of the writings of Gildas and Bede, who offer similar warnings and
remonstrations towards the Britons who had strayed from singular devotion to God. 172 Just as
these earlier writers were concerned with offering stern admonitions and urging repentance, the
proponents of the pastoral care movement encouraged preaching in order to inspire repentance
and devotion among the laypeople. The wolf’s speech has the tone of a sermon, and could easily
have been adapted by preachers as a moral admonition for both Irish and Normans to beware the
propensity to fall into sin. 173
The wolf’s words cast the gens inimica, the Norman and English invaders, as devout
followers who are currently keeping the Lord’s commandments. This statement, spoken from the
mouth of the cursed Irish werewolf, could be read as an instance of Gerald’s exaltation of the
Normans and critique of the Irish. Yet implicit in the wolf’s speech is also a warning relevant to
the Norman invaders. They are not so different from the Irish, perhaps, after all, and are just as
much in danger of sin as are the Irish. Gerald uses the voice of the Irish werewolf to remind the
Normans of their potential to become identical to those they conquer. The difference between the
people is not fundamentally in ethnicity, then, but rather in behavior. The conquerors are just as
vulnerable to vices and faults as are the Irish, and should take warning.
Just as Gerald is neither a wholesale critic of the Irish nor an outright supporter of the
Normans in these later recensions of the Topographia, his tone towards these two peoples is
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nuanced in the Expugnatio Hibernica as well. Gerald catalogues reasons why the Normans have
not yet completely subdued the Irish, stating that “neither side seems completely to have
deserved God’s favour or completely to have lost it. The result is that up to the present the
English have not [been] assured of complete and final victory, nor have the Irish been completely
vanquished and entirely bowed their necks beneath the yoke of slavery.” 174 Gerald may hold that
the sins of the Irish have brought about their conquest, but he does not see their vices as
irredeemable. Neither does he view the Norman and English invaders as emblems of
righteousness. In Gerald’s view, a stalemate has been reached, as the sins and virtues of each
people keep both conquest and independence in check.
Gerald’s only other addition to the werewolf chapter in the fourth recension is one single,
significant sentence which addresses the subject of the Incarnation and is well-suited to a clerical
audience. The addition appears immediately after his account of the synod and before the
question of whether or not werewolves should be called beasts or men. He inserts this statement:
“Therefore, it cannot be doubted, but it can be believed with most certain faith, that the divine
nature took on human nature for the salvation of the world, while in this case, by the will of God
alone, to reveal his power and judgment, human nature took on that of a wolf by no less a
miracle.” 175 Gerald drives home the fact that the werewolves’ transformation was brought about
by God as a display of power and judgment, rather than through demonic or magical arts.
Thereby he can safely parallel this wonder, wrought by God, to the Incarnation. Gerald’s
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reference to the Incarnation is also directly pertinent to the episode’s focus on the Eucharist,
since, in Catholic theology, Christ’s condescension as a human is paralleled, and indeed enacted,
in each celebration of the Eucharist. 176
The Fifth Recension
In his fifth and final recension, produced ca. 1207–09, Gerald re-directed his manuscript
once again, almost certainly intending for it to be read by King John. 177 Open hostility had
endured for many years between the two men. Gerald had disapproved of John’s incivility
towards the Irish, which he observed when he accompanied the prince there in 1185. 178 In the
conclusion of the Topographia’s second recension (1188–89), Gerald inserted harsh criticism of
John, depicting him as an impulsive and immature individual, given to vices and passions. 179 In
1202, John worked to ensure that Gerald lost his benefice in Brecon, a significant blow that
weakened Gerald’s status and income. 180 A few years later, as Gerald revised his fifth recension
of the Topographia, he made only a half-hearted attempt to amend his earlier criticisms of the
king. He removed his accusation of John’s tendency towards immorality but maintained that
John was prone to immaturity and levity. 181 He concluded by dolefully hoping that John’s ending
would be better than his beginning. 182 It seems most probable that Gerald’s purpose in sending
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his writings to John arises from his reforming impulses rather than a hope of patronage. As he
addressed King John, he did not back down from his clerical stance. Instead, he seemed to feel
the need to emphasize the fragility of conquest to John, and did so by returning once again to the
werewolf chapter.
The dating of this final recension is significant, as it precedes John’s expedition to Ireland
in 1210. Gerald apparently desired to underscore the truth of the werewolf’s opinions regarding
conquest before John set out. Gerald returned to the wolf’s cautionary speech which he had
included in the fourth recension, and added two passages from Scripture in this fifth version:
You will also find a similar opinion in Leviticus, as the Lord spoke to the Israelite
people in this manner: “All these detestable things,” which have already been
mentioned, “were done by the inhabitants of the land who were here before you,
and they have defiled it. Beware, then, lest the land vomit even you out likewise,
if you do similar deeds, just as it vomited out the people that were here before
you.” All this happened to them afterwards, first by means of the Chaldeans, and
afterwards through the Romans. Similarly, in Ecclesiasticus, “A kingdom is
transferred from one people to another people because of injustices, wrongdoings,
abuses, and various deceits.” 183
By means of these verses, Gerald again emphasizes his conviction that the Irish are not a race set
apart due to inferiority or bestiality. Instead, people of every ethnicity, Normans included, have
the same propensity to sin, and must beware lest they fall. 184
The context in which Gerald’s quotation from Leviticus is found is also significant, and
his insertion of the phrase praedictas scilicet indicates that he expects his audience to be aware
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“Similem quoque sententiam in Levitico reperies; Domino ad populum Israeliticum loquente in hunc modum:
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of the execrationes, the “detestable things,” which appeared in the passage. The entire chapter of
Leviticus 18 is dedicated to delineating what constitutes unlawful sexual relations. This chapter
forbids acts such as incest and bestiality. 185 Throughout the Topographia, one of Gerald’s
repeated indictments against the Irish is their illicit sexual behavior. 186 Just four brief chapters
after relating the werewolf encounter, Gerald states that the king of Connaught owns a goat
which has intercourse with the woman who is its caretaker. 187 Gerald expresses horror at her
unnatural lust, and yet again provides grist for the anti-Irish propaganda mill, which has
successfully operated ever since.
Yet immediately following his record of the Irish bestiality, Gerald describes a similar
situation in Paris, in which a lion is often pacified by intercourse with a certain girl named Joan.
Significantly, this lion was given by a cardinal to the prince Philip, the son of King Louis VII. 188
It seems that the behavior is known and tolerated at the highest levels of church and court. Thus,
even when recording shocking instances of sexual deviance, Gerald does not limit his
descriptions to Ireland, but turns to France as well. Gerald views his moral warnings and
injunctions as relevant to both peoples. Though he views the Irish as guilty of sexual perversions,
he does not suggest that they alone commit such acts, but acknowledges that the French are
guilty of such immorality as well. Gerald’s writing throughout the Topographia, particularly in
later recensions, shows him to be no respecter of persons; he does not hesitate to call out vices
wherever they appear, regardless of the ethnicity of the perpetrators. He is most concerned that
the teachings of the Church to be upheld in all countries and contexts, from the coasts of Ireland
to the courts of France.
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In summary, each recension of Gerald’s werewolf chapter is shaped by the author’s
identity as a clerical reformer. In the first recension, Gerald’s inclusion of the synod convoked by
the Bishop of Meath likely found its inspiration from the archdeacon’s attendance at the Synod
of Dublin in 1186. In the second recension, Gerald made only minor changes to the text because
he still maintained his authorial presence with the Topographia as it was read by members of the
Church and the Angevin court. Gerald’s lengthy additions to the third recension, directed
towards a distinctly clerical audience, affirmed the humanity of the Irish werewolves on the basis
of Augustine’s authority, and served as an interpretive apparatus to accompany the text as it
began to circulate without its author. Gerald’s participation in the pastoral care movement was
reflected in his fourth recension additions, as the werewolf cautioned the Normans against falling
into sin. In the fifth recension, directed once again to a royal audience, Gerald did not hesitate to
maintain his clerical stance. He augmented his warning against moral decay by including
passages of Scripture which affirmed certain downfall for any people who turned away from
devotion to God. The evidence from the five recensions indicates that rather than using the
werewolves as an image of Irish inferiority and inhumanity, Gerald sought to offer a spiritual
admonition applicable for both the colonizers and the colonized. His most enduring aims were
derived from his identity as a clerical reformer, and he considered his message to be one that
applied to all ethnicities.
Gerald incorporates the Eucharist into the werewolf tale as a central signifier of meaning.
He shows through the werewolf’s reception of the viaticum that the Irish are desirous of, and
within reach of, spiritual rehabilitation. The significance of the wolf-woman’s reception of the
Eucharist is immense; thus she is incorporated into the Body of Christ, the Church, which
transcends ethnicities. Moreover, the werewolves’ condition reflects and parallels the reality of
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transubstantiation. Just as peeling back the she-wolf’s outer skin reveals the human who abides
within, Gerald leads his audience to engage in a similar mental exercise with the Eucharist itself:
to look beneath the outward accidents of bread and wine, and to perceive the true substance of
Christ’s body and blood within. The narrative teaches the audience to perceive truths which are
not initially apparent, as they learn to recognize devout, human, Irish individuals hidden within
wolfskins, and the substance of Christ concealed within the accidents of the Host.
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Chapter Two: Demons and the Eucharist
Introduction
The last chapter considered Gerald of Wales’s narrative of a dying Irish werewolf who
receives the viaticum and is thus incorporated into the Body of Christ. Gerald affirms her
humanity and demonstrates all peoples, Irish and Norman alike, must maintain their devotion to
faith and an openness to spiritual reform, or face the consequences. This chapter will examine
several twelfth-century instances when demons, and particularly women who can be classified as
succubi, encounter the Eucharist. The first tale I will investigate appears in Walter Map’s De
nugis curialium (Courtiers’ Trifles), an assorted compendium offering commentary on the court,
amusing tales, and more serious exempla. 189 Walter writes of the nobleman Henno’s marriage to
an incredibly beautiful woman, who always avoids being present in church during the
consecration of the Eucharist. Upon further investigation, the lady is discovered in the form of a
dragon, and she flies away shrieking when sprinkled with holy water. 190 Walter’s account is
followed by the similar versions of Gerald of Wales, Gervase of Tilbury, and the anonymous
author of Richard Coer de Leon, which all portray a beautiful wife who evades the Eucharist for
years. When each woman is finally forced to remain present for the consecration of the Host, she
flies in panic from the church, revealing her supernatural identity. I will demonstrate how all of
these tales speak to the subjects of annual reception of the Eucharist, the practice of the trial by
ordeal, and the truth of transubstantiation, which were under discussion in clerical circles of the
twelfth century.
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The second tale I will examine is also told by Walter Map, and once again, a succubus is
associated with the avoidance of the Eucharist. In this instance, a young churchman named
Gerbert meets the beautiful lady Meridiana in the woods, who promises him wealth and
influence if he will be her lover. He gladly assents, and rises in the Church until he is made Pope,
but all through the years, he feigns his reception of the Eucharist. When he realizes that death is
near, he publicly confesses all, performs penance, and dies in peace. 191 The story implies that not
only demons, but also those who willingly place themselves under the influence of demons are
repelled by the Holy Sacrament.
However, the third tale, told by Gerald of Wales in his Gemma ecclesiastica (ca. 1197),
portrays a succubus who seems to have no problem receiving the Eucharist. An exquisite lady
appears to a young cleric and expresses her desire to become his lover, but the hesitant cleric
suggests that first she should appear in church and celebrate the Holy Sacrament. She gladly
assents to his condition and receives the Eucharist without difficulty. But the cleric is still unsure
of her identity, and his vacillation so vexes her that she pronounces that he will die of unrequited
love for another woman, since he will not show her affection. She vanishes, and shortly
thereafter all of her words are fulfilled, and the cleric dies in grief and unsatiated longing, unable
to be saved even by many prayers. 192 This episode complicates the understanding of a demon’s
relationship to the Eucharist. In the accounts of Henno and Gerbert, the Eucharist operates as
one would expect: it serves as a sound indicator of the orthodoxy, or heterodoxy, of those who
encounter it. Yet Gerald’s third tale of the cleric also operates based on theological insights. The
woman’s ability to receive the Eucharist could be explained by the divisions between body and
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soul, and the reception of the Host sacramentally versus physically. All three of the
aforementioned accounts, and the theological implications underlying them, will be discussed
within this chapter.
The Ambiguous Supernatural
The distinction between fairies and demons who appear in the guise of beautiful women
can be surprisingly difficult to determine. This chapter will address the latter category, and I will
turn in my third chapter to an examination of fairies who can receive the Eucharist. Both fairies
and demons fall within the category of the supernatural, and make frequent appearances in
medieval chronicles and romances. While there are many tales in which a creature is clearly a
fairy, or definitely a demon, there are also occasions in which the subject does not fit neatly into
either category. These beings abide in the hazy region that has been termed “the ambiguous
supernatural,” and the women under discussion in this chapter all initially seem to hail from that
realm. 193 For instance, the exquisite physical appearance of the women is a well-known trait of
the fairy race. 194 Also, the circumstances in which the men encounter these women evoke
commonplace fairy motifs. Fairies often appear to humans at noonday, when the sun is at its
zenith. 195 Henno, Gerbert, and the cleric all meet the beautiful women at noon. Moreover, fairies
frequently make their appearance in a natural setting. Trees, forests, or streamsides are all
dangerous locations for mortals to linger too long, if they wish to avoid fairy contact. 196 Again,
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in all three tales, the men meet their ladies among the trees: two appear in the forest, one in an
orchard. Every detail of the women’s introductions indicates fairy origins.
But as each story progresses, the origins of these women become more dubious, and the
authors hint at demonic provenance through foreboding narrative comments and events which
unfold. Though Walter and Gerald never explicitly use the terms of demon or succubus to
describe these women, the antagonists all appear as beautiful females who seek to enter into
sexual relationships with the human men they have met. In each instance, the women are later
revealed to be supernatural beings with malicious intent; thus the term succubi seems an apt
descriptor for them. 197 Although evil intent towards humans is fairly common among fairies as
well as demons, the authors end each of their stories by specifically associating the supernatural
women with the devil’s deception, the Lord’s supremacy over such spirits, or their destination of
eternal damnation. 198
While there is a general consensus among scholars that there is a distinct difference
between fairies and demons, the line between these two supernatural orders is often blurred or
called into question. As Helen Cooper describes the nature of fairies, she explains that “[f]airies
were an anomaly in the divine order of creation, and romances are rarely interested in defining
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their precise metaphysical or theological status except in terms of what they are not: it is
frequently insisted that they are not diabolic.” 199 The repeated insistence that fairies are not
demons implies that a reoccurring question in the minds of authors and audiences was whether
they were indeed evil spirits, or whether there could be another supernatural race apart from the
demonic. Cooper continues, stating that even the fairies within the texts “are often at pains to
make the distinction clear, sometimes by passing a test of true faith such as partaking of the
Eucharist, or simply by naming God.” 200 Cooper makes this brief and enticing reference to the
reception of the Eucharist as a test of true faith, but she is concerned with addressing the larger
topic of the English romance, and does not explore the subject of the eucharistic test further, as I
intend to do in this chapter.
James Wade also addresses the position of fairies in relation to the normative Christian
world, and he places them outside of both orthodox and heterodox bounds, holding that they are
“adoxic.” 201 Because of this “adoxic positioning,” Wade argues that the fairies are free from
humanity’s social, moral, and religious structures. 202 The clue, then, to distinguishing a fairy
from a demon should be that the demons are not “adoxic,” as are the fairies. It makes sense that
the authors would seek to shed light on a supernatural being’s identity by bringing them into
contact with rites which bear sacred significance, such as the celebration of the Eucharist. Wade
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notes that when individuals appear who hail from the realm of the ambiguous supernatural, a
popular solution arises:
In attempting to clear up such ambiguities, medieval historians and romance
authors alike had two tools at their disposal: the swearing test and the Eucharist
test. These are not necessarily fairy tests, but demon tests, as demons, within the
imaginative networks in which these romances and chronicles participated, could
never utter the name of God, nor could they withstand the presence of any
Christian rituals. In nearly all instances, however, fairies have no problem
encountering Christian paraphernalia or swearing in the name of God, and when
such ambiguous beings are shown to pass these tests, it is a good sign they may be
fairies, or something fairy-like. 203
Wade, like Cooper, briefly refers to “the Eucharist test,” but this glancing mention does not
concern itself with exploring why such a test would be valid. Furthermore, the line is not as
neatly drawn as Wade implies. Instead, some demons, such as those described by Gerald of
Wales, can actually withstand and even participate in Christian rituals such as the Eucharist.
Carl Watkins addresses the portrayal of the supernatural in the works of Walter Map and
Gerald of Wales, arguing that all of the otherworldly beings in De nugis curialium are in fact
demons, in Walter’s view. He categorizes the two tales I will closely examine, about Henno and
Gerbert and their mysterious lovers, as succubi tales which are, in his opinion, governed by clear
morality and which display the “deceits of devils.” 204 He contrasts these tales with the “more
ambiguous fairy stories,” such as the tales of Edric Wild and Gwestin Gwestiniog, in which their
mysterious brides never come into contact with anything from the sacred realm, but still have
supernatural power and vanish abruptly when their wills are crossed. Watkins argues that Walter
is simply submerging the obviously demonic in order to teach his audiences to recognize devils
for themselves. Such tactics were “part of Map’s rhetorical and pedagogical game. First he
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instructed his readers with examples and then he disappeared, testing their ability to recognize
and escape the devil’s traps on their own, for, in Map’s eyes, the status of the mysterious fairy
brides seems always to have been clear.” 205 Watkins argues that Walter ultimately sought to
situate the ambiguous supernatural in an orthodox cosmology, where the creatures were revealed
to be demons. 206
But then Watkins turns to Gerald of Wales and portrays Gerald as an author less
concerned with neatly fitting the ambiguous supernatural into orthodox hierarchies. In Gerald’s
writings, he includes unresolved puzzles and contradictory accounts: “He observed that there
were beings in the world which were neither angelic nor demonic but which were mischievous
and could not be dispelled by exposition of the sacrament or asperging with holy water.” 207
Watkins notes that Gerald scatters such stories throughout The Journey through Wales, The
Description of Wales, and The Topography of Ireland, but he, along with the majority of
scholars, overlooks the Gemma ecclesiastica, which contains some of Gerald’s most
spectacularly puzzling and seemingly contradictory stories, such as the story of the cleric and
Galiena. I think Watkins’s reading of Gerald as an author “fascinated by wonder stories which
defied the anticipated ordering of things” is perhaps incomplete. 208 Gerald does indeed evince an
interest in tales of wonders which seem inexplicable. But he, like Walter, is a secular cleric with
extensive training from the theologians of Paris. While Gerald may be comfortable leaving his
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stories unresolved and unexplained by theological or orthodox means, I do not think that meant
he lacked such an explanation. He, like Walter, merely wanted his audiences to puzzle the
answers out for themselves. I will undertake that worthy venture in this chapter.
Henno, the Dragon-Bride, and Her “Wary Retirement”
In the ninth chapter of the fourth distinctio of De nugis curialium, Walter Map tells the
story of the nobleman Henno. 209 At noonday, as Henno walks through the woods near the shore
of Normandy, he comes upon a beautiful girl sitting beneath a tree. 210 Henno immediately offers
her hospitality in his land; he is enchanted by her beauty and asks her whether her fair face
“belongs to our race, or whether deity has willed to show itself to its worshippers on earth thus
fair in bloom.” 211 Immediately the possibility of her supernatural identity is forefronted: Henno
is unsure whether to believe that a creature so radiant is human or goddess. No thought of a
more threatening identity seems to cross Henno’s mind, but Walter as narrator begins to instill
such a suspicion, as the lady possesses “such an innocent and dove-like voice that you might
think a lady angel was speaking” but then he reverses his description darkly, adding that she
could be “one who could deceive at will any angel.” 212 Both Henno’s words and Walter’s
narrative interjections emphasize the supernatural rather than human nature of the woman, but
their opinions of her tend in two very different directions. 213
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The lady, who remains unnamed throughout the tale, explains that she sailed with her
father to be wed unwillingly to the French king, but that she and her handmaiden have been left
alone on the shore, separated from her father by a storm. 214 She does not specify what land she
sailed from, and while her vague origin could be cause for suspicion, Henno eagerly brings her
home and marries, as Walter calls her, “that pestilence.” 215 A sharp divide stands between
Henno’s attitude and Walter’s narrative tone. Walter’s ominous foreshadowing comments lead
his audience to view the lady with hostility while watching Henno become enthralled by her.
She is warmly welcomed into Henno’s family, where “she bore him beautiful children.” 216 If she
were simply a comely foreign bride, the birth of children would be cause to celebrate, but due to
Walter’s ominous interjections, the birth of such children inspires unease.
It is not Henno, but his astute mother, who begins to suspect the lady. Both women
frequently perform deeds which display their devotion and magnanimity: “His mother was
assiduous in attending the church, his wife yet more so; the one bountiful to orphans and widows
and all who needed bread, the other surpassed her.” 217 The actions of Henno’s wife make it seem
as if she is participating in a contest, seeking to outperform her mother-in-law in spiritual
matters. Her zeal for devotion has two exceptions, however, for “she shunned the sprinkling of
holy water, and by a wary retirement (making the crowd or some business the excuse)
anticipated the moment of the consecration of the Lord’s body and blood.” 218 Henno’s mother,
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suspicious of the woman’s “wary retirement” at such crucial moments, makes a small hole to spy
into the lady’s chamber, and watches one Sunday morning when Henno has already left for
church.
She sees the lady enter a bath and emerge a dragon, leaping onto a “new cloak” prepared
by her handmaid, which she proceeds to rip into shreds, and then her maid mimics the lady’s
actions in every respect. 219 The Latin phrasing Walter uses for this “new cloak” is “pallium
nouum.” 220 The term pallium has unmistakable relevance in ecclesiastical terms, as a sacred
vestment, and this may be a deliberate reference on Walter’s part. The dragon desecrates a sacred
cloth, symbolic of her antagonism to all Christian practice and participants. And it is thus that her
malevolent, supernatural identity is discovered. Henno’s mother informs her son of what she has
seen. He summons a priest, and together they surprise the wife and handmaiden, sprinkling them
with holy water.
The lady had avoided holy water for good reason, for it effectively drives her and her
handmaid away: “With a sudden leap they dashed through the roof, and with loud shrieks left the
shelter they had haunted so long.” 221 Walter does not clarify whether they resume dragon forms
at this point, or remain in female guise, but their ability to break through the ceiling and their
disappearance with outraged howls clearly indicates their supernatural origin. Even at this point
of revelation, Walter does not directly name the women as demons. However, their behavior
parallels that of a devil in another story Walter relates. He tells of a demon who took the guise of
a woman and crept into homes to murder infants. When caught in the act by a pilgrim guest, the
demon, still in the shape of a woman, flew out the window shrieking and lamenting. 222 The
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similarity in the behavior of the “women” in these two tales gives good cause to read Henno’s
wife and handmaid as demons.
Immediately after describing the women’s flight, Walter states: “Marvel not that the Lord
ascended to heaven with his body, since he has permitted such abominable creatures to do so,
creatures which must in the end be dragged downwards against their will.” 223 Again, Walter’s
words affirm a demonic origin for Henno’s wife and maid. But one must also pause and ask why
Walter turns so suddenly to the seemingly unrelated subject of Christ’s corporeal ascension. A.G.
Rigg suggests that Walter is adapting and parodying the popular form of the quaestio disputata,
the theological disputations common in the twelfth-century schools in Paris. 224 This story could
be told as a humorous and unconventional contribution to the question “An Deus corporaliter in
celum ascendit?,” for “[t]opics such as these were the subjects of disputations in the schools.” 225
Rigg suggests that Walter’s tale of Henno’s wife, and others like it in De nugis, be read as
innovations which blend folklore and theology for humorous and parodic effect. 226
It seems highly probable that Walter, trained in the schools of Paris, is indeed writing
with the quaestio in mind. Yet in the twelfth century, even the more traditional quaestiones were
under suspicion for their “proneness to irreverence.” 227 Peter of Blois, for example, critiqued
quaestiones if they were engaged in out of “philosophical arrogance or logical vanity.” 228 Peter
also did not feel that transubstantiation was a fitting subject for disputations, because it was a
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matter too sacred to be brought into verbal debates that were performed to hone one’s wits. 229
The story of Henno does approach the subject of transubstantiation, as will be discussed shortly.
And though the tale of Henno and his dragon-bride certainly does not display “philosophical
arrogance,” it could certainly have attracted the censure of clerics like Peter of Blois, if it is read
as a parody of the quaestio as Rigg suggests. But I would submit that Walter may intend not only
to parody the more traditional theological disputations, but to adapt them, melding a sacred genre
with tales that were secular or supernatural. Many of the stories of Walter Map, and also of
Gerald of Wales, end with theological statements such as the one concluding Henno’s tale, and
both authors could be innovating with the quaestio disputata, playing with academic and
scholastic norms in creative new ways.
This returns us to the subject of the Eucharist and its role within the tale of Henno and his
wife. Though Walter concludes by discussing Christ’s ascension rather than the sacrament, the
Eucharist served as a key part of indicating the demonic nature of the woman and arousing
Henno’s mother’s suspicion. At first glance, the story might seem to suggest that the sacred
rituals of the Church, such as the sprinkling of holy water and the celebration of the Eucharist,
are inherently apotropaic. But I would suggest that Walter’s narrative may not be simply
implying that evil creatures are driven away by holy rites; instead, the story could portray the
sacramental reality of transubstantiation. 230 Henno’s wife always leaves church before the
moment of consecration of the Host, the moment when, according to the tenets of
transubstantiation, the accidents of the bread and wine were converted in their substance into the
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body and blood of Christ. Walter’s inclusion of the detail of the precise moment of her “wary
retirement” implies that she is specifically seeking to avoid the actual presence of Christ.
Furthermore, Walter’s is the first of several twelfth and thirteenth century accounts which
tell of a mysterious, beautiful bride who perpetually evades reception of the Eucharist and then
eventually is revealed to be a demon who flies away. In each episode, the woman flees precisely
at or before the moment of consecration. The centrality of the Eucharist grows in each account,
as holy water is omitted and the Holy Sacrament becomes the sole focus. Also, the diabolic
nature of the woman is made clearer in most versions. Finally, almost every other account
hereafter is associated with the Angevin court and Henry II’s lineage. Robert L. Chapman
speculates that even though Walter situates his story in Normandy and places the tale far back in
time, he “may have intended to insult Eleanor when he told the story of Henno-with-theTeeth…the names and places in the story are more than vaguely suggestive of contemporary
matters, and it may be conjectured that here the demon-legend began.” 231 Whether or not the
legend of Henry II’s demon-bride originated with Walter, the story enjoyed enduring popularity
in the twelfth century and beyond, as evidenced by several similar accounts.
For example, Gerald relates a tale in De principis instructione (ca. 1191-1217) about a
beautiful woman of unknown origin whom Geoffrey, the count of Anjou and father of Henry II,
supposedly married just because of her loveliness. 232 When at worship, this countess always left
the chapel before the consecration of the Host. Eventually Geoffrey, growing suspicious,
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signaled four soldiers to force her to remain through the celebration of the Eucharist. In order to
escape, she rose up and flew out a window, carrying two of her children along with her, while
leaving behind two little sons. Gerald then claims that Richard is quite familiar with the tale. He
reports that Richard joked that it was no wonder his family often quarreled, seeing that they had
come from the devil and would go back to the devil one day. 233 The outright association of the
woman with the devil is less ambiguous than in Walter Map’s account, and the more direct
association of the Angevins with the demon-woman probably reflects Gerald’s dislike of the
Angevins, which only increased throughout the years. 234
Gervase of Tilbury relates another similar account in his Otia Imperialia (ca. 1214),
though he, like Walter, distances the episode from the Angevins, setting the tale in Arles, in a
castle called L’Éparvier. 235 Here, too, the lady of the castle perpetually leaves the church in the
middle of Mass, preceding the consecration of the Lord’s body. Her husband, aware of this
practice for years on end, finally detains his wife and forces her to remain for the consecration of
the Host. As soon as the priest speaks the words of consecration, she flies away, even tearing
down part of the chapel’s wall in her flight. 236 Interestingly, Gervase not only emphasizes the
consecration of the Host as the trigger for the woman’s flight, but offers up a moral injunction
afterwards. He declares that those who display devotion to the sacraments such as the Eucharist
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merit trust and favor, while those who avoid or show disdain for the sacraments should be
viewed with suspicion. 237 Here, in contrast to Walter’s comments on Christ’s ascension, the
moral conclusion of the tale centers on the Eucharist itself. In Gervase’s text, the trustworthiness
and devoutness of an individual can be indicated by their reception or avoidance of the Eucharist.
It is represented as a sure proof of a person’s orthodoxy or heterodoxy.
Finally, one more similar tale appears in the thirteenth-century Middle English romance
Richard Coer de Lion. 238 This account brings the associations back to the Angevin line by
claiming that Henry II marries a woman named Cassodorien, who is selected as the most
beautiful of all women aboard a majestic boat filled with extraordinarily attractive passengers.
For fifteen years of her marriage to Henry, Cassodorien evades being present at the consecration
of the Host. Finally suspicious, Henry detains her in the chapel. To escape, she flies out the
window taking a daughter with her, leaving Richard below, and dropping the prince John on her
way out. 239 With this account, the variations of the Eucharist-evading wife tale have come full
circle. Her origin story, like that of Henno’s bride, evokes fairy motifs, and flying away with her
daughter “seems more reminiscent of the actions of a fairy, such as Pressine [the mother of
Mélusine], than of anything demonic.” 240 Both Walter and the unknown author of this romance
choose to evoke fairy motifs as they introduce the women, but then they draw these ambiguous
figures into the sacred space of a chapel and confront them with the presence of the Eucharist.
The women’s evasion of the Eucharist is the common denominator in every variation of
the tale, and their avoidance of the sacrament always leads to the revelation of their identities.
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Significantly, in none of the four accounts does the wife actually receive the Eucharist. Simply
being present at the consecration of the elements is enough to drive each woman away. Certainly
Walter Map, Gerald of Wales, and Gervase of Tilbury, trained by the masters in Paris, were wellversed in the deliberations over the nature of the Eucharist, and their inclusion of the
consecration as the specific cause of each woman’s flight is significant. These authors’ tales
affirm the doctrinal truth of transubstantiation by portraying the demon-women as desperate to
flee from the presence of the consecrated elements of the Eucharist, which manifest the real
presence of Christ himself.
Annual Reception of the Eucharist and Trial by Ordeal
All of these stories reveal a network of eucharistic thought and debate carrying on in the
vibrant currents of clerical culture. Not only do the aforementioned stories subtly affirm the
reality of transubstantiation, they also reflect the practices and expectations surrounding the
celebration of the Eucharist in the twelfth century and preceding eras. The demon-brides become
objects of suspicion due to their perpetual refusal to receive the sacrament, which defied the
expectation of regular communication. The response by their husbands to force an encounter
with the Eucharist is reminiscent of the long-established practice of trial by ordeal, and
specifically, trial by ingestion. Both the frequency of laypeople’s communication and the
practice of trial by ordeal were subjects of discussion and debate in the twelfth century, and were
formally addressed in the Fourth Lateran Council (Lateran IV) in 1215.
The frequency of reception of the Eucharist on the part of the laity varied widely based
on time and place. While clergymen would communicate daily, laity received the sacrament less
regularly, and by the twelfth century it was not uncommon for laypeople to let years pass
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between occasions of reception. 241 Peter Comestor deplored the decline in the laity’s frequency
of reception, but their reticence was likely due to their sense of unworthiness. 242 Moreover, the
doctrine of transubstantiation had been affirmed and propagated throughout the twelfth century,
and laypeople were wary of receiving the body and blood of Christ in their sinful bodies. To
address the situation, Lateran IV mandated in Canon 21 that the faithful should go to confession
and perform penance at least once a year. 243 At the same time, yearly reception of the Eucharist
was prescribed, with only a small caveat: “Let them reverently receive the sacrament of the
Eucharist at least at Easter unless they think, for a good reason and on the advice of their own
priest, that they should abstain from receiving it for a time. Otherwise they shall be barred from
entering a church during their lifetime and they shall be denied a Christian burial at death.” 244
While there were rare occasions when a priest would advise a layperson to abstain from
communion, there was never a legitimate reason for an individual to avoid communicating for
years on end, as was the habit of the demon-brides in the aforementioned accounts.
Canon 21 decrees that the consequence of avoiding communion is excommunication. An
individual places his or her eternal soul at risk. But in the accounts of Henno’s wife,
Cassodorien, and the other women, their reactions to the Eucharist suggest that rather than saving
them, the sacrament threatens them, as they assiduously flee its presence. Dyan Elliot comments
that with Lateran IV, confession and the reception of the Eucharist are “established as the
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essential marker or ‘proof’ of orthodoxy.” 245 The celebration of the sacrament is certainly treated
as a proof of orthodoxy—and as a means of discovering heterodoxy—in the demon-bride
accounts. Gervase of Tilbury even expressed this idea directly when he urged his audience to
suspect anyone who repeatedly avoided receiving the Eucharist. Peoples’ annual reception of the
Host assured the priest and the entire community that those they lived with were orthodox and
devout, instead of evildoers—or, even worse—devils in disguise.
Although the Fourth Lateran Council sought to regularize the celebration of the Eucharist
on the part of laypeople, in another area they sought to prohibit it. The cessation of trial by ordeal
was written into official Church policy by Lateran IV’s Canon 18, which barred clerical
participation in any ordeal. 246 The practice of trial by ordeal was widespread up until the
thirteenth century, administered by clerics throughout Western Christendom. 247 When an
individual’s innocence or guilt could not be determined by ordinary means, he or she was given
over to the judgment of God. 248 The most common forms of trial by ordeal, and those most
popularly studied in scholarship, are those of fire and water. 249 But another ordeal, the ordeal of
ingestion, speaks to the eucharistic tales under discussion in this chapter.
The ordeal of ingestion, referred to in Anglo-Saxon England as corsnaed, or “the ordeal
of the blessed morsel,” may at first sound somewhat absurd. 250 The accused was to swallow dry
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bread and cheese, which had been blessed by a priest, without choking or becoming ill within
three days. 251 If they succeeded, they were innocent, and if they failed, they were proven guilty.
Though the ordeal seems laughably simple, in practice it could have been daunting. Before
eating, the accused would “sit through hours of litanies, anathemas, and invocations calling for
entire legions of angels (one ritual refers to twelve thousand spirits), plus evangelists, the
prophets, and so on, to dry up the saliva and seal the throat of the accused if he were guilty.” 252
The simple act of swallowing dry bread and cheese would become significantly less simple after
hours of thirst and nervous tension.
An analogous ordeal developed, based on a passage in 1 Corinthians 11:
Therefore whosoever shall eat this bread, or drink the chalice of the Lord
unworthily, shall be guilty of the body and of the blood of the Lord. But let a man
prove himself: and so let him eat of that bread, and drink of the chalice. For he
that eateth and drinketh unworthily, eateth and drinketh judgment to himself, not
discerning the body of the Lord. Therefore are there many infirm and weak
among you, and many sleep. 253
With this passage comes the suggestion that “the energies of the sacraments could be
transformed into a force for harm rather than benefit.” 254 The Eucharist would be harmful, of
course, only to those with hidden sin and guilt, not to the righteous. The practice of trial by
ingestion of the eucharistic elements based upon 1 Corinthians 11 is an understandable
development, although many details of the means to judge had to be extrapolated. The guilt of
the recipient could be determined in a number of ways: if the person choked on the Eucharist, or
exhibited immediate signs of physical ailment, or sickened within three days of receiving it, the
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individual’s guilt was revealed. 255 While ordeals by fire, water, or bread were administered to
laypeople, the trial by sacrament was more frequently reserved for ecclesiastics. 256 Yet it was
also common for the Eucharist to be included as part of another ordeal. For example, priests
would often administer the Eucharist to the accused before they were subjected to a different
form of judgment, as in the case of a trial by water recorded by Guibert of Nogent in 1114. 257
Before commencing the water test, the bishop administered the Eucharist, accompanied by the
phrase, “Let the body and blood of the Lord try you today.” 258 This instance also depicts the
prevailing practice, which dictated that a priest preside over any trial by ordeal, and be paid for
his services. Thus the trials gave authority and distinction to clerics of each city and town, as
they were called upon to play an integral part in the judicial system.
God was invited by a priest to intervene in every trial by ordeal, and no one doubted his
ability to work a miracle. He could cause a guilty, tied-up man to float when he would naturally
sink, or could protect an innocent woman’s hand from becoming infected after she burned it
carrying hot iron. He could close the throat of a guilty individual receiving the Eucharist
unworthily. However, the problem with every trial by ordeal was that God was required to
perform a miracle on demand, “but since a miracle was surely a free act of God, this was
theologically unacceptable unless the ordeal was, like the Mass, a sacrament.” 259 The Church had
never instituted the ordeal as a sacrament, and did not find enough biblical grounds to do so.
During the twelfth century, trial by ordeal came under close scrutiny and criticism. 260 Influential
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churchmen such as Peter Comestor and Peter the Chanter disapproved of the practice which, in
their view, put God to the test. 261 Clerics such as Walter Map, Gerald of Wales, and Gervase of
Tilbury were undoubtedly aware of the ongoing discussion concerning the trials by fire, water,
and ingestion, and it seems highly probable that they adopted the same views on the matter as did
their teachers. 262
Although ecclesiastical opinion in twelfth-century Paris for the most part opposed trial by
ordeal, it was still exercised as normative legal procedure well into the thirteenth century. 263
During the period in which Walter, Gerald, and Gervase were writing, trials by fire, water, and
ingestion were commonplace. Their accounts of the demon-women suggest the clerics’ interest
in probing the concepts of trial by ordeal and transubstantiation side by side. 264 While the authors
affirm transubstantial truth, they neither portray nor endorse full-fledged trials by ingestion. The
priests never administer the Eucharist to the suspected women, as would be the case in a trial by
ordeal. Instead, it is invariably the husband, sometimes supported by guards, who forces his wife
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to remain present for the consecration of the elements. 265 And, as already mentioned, the
elements never pass the lips of the demon-women. It is not necessary for them to receive the
Host or face trial by ingestion; the reality of transubstantiation is sufficient unto itself. No longer
were people, or, more importantly, God himself, to be put to the test. These accounts all model
precisely what Lateran IV aimed to establish as standard Church practice and belief: the
displacement of peoples’ confidence in the trial by ordeal, in favor of belief in the miraculous
transubstantiated nature of the sacrament. It is highly probable that Walter, Gerald, and Gervase
were all interested and invested in censuring trial by ordeal and affirming the doctrine of
transubstantiation. These tales play a part in accomplishing that goal, through means of narrative
example, rather than through academic or theological treatises.
Gerbert, the Pope Who Secretly Shunned the Eucharist
Walter Map and Gerald of Wales both recount another episode in which the principal
figure avoided receiving the Eucharist for years on end. But in this case, the individual was not
an ambiguous supernatural bride, but a learned man of the Church, Gerbert of Aurillac, who
became Pope Sylvester II (999-1003). As a young man, Gerbert had traveled to Spain and lived
at a monastery where he studied mathematics and astronomy. His exotic travels and knowledge
quickly attracted rumors of necromancy. 266 The legends of his league with a devil appear in the
middle of the eleventh century and are retold throughout the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. 267
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The first detailed account appears in William of Malmesbury’s Gesta regum Anglorum in which
William writes that Gerbert learned necromancy under a Saracen master in Spain and then made
a pact with a demon to bring him safely back to France and advance his church career. William
also claims that Gerbert created a mechanical head animated by a spirit, which told him that he
would not die until he celebrated Mass in Jerusalem. 268 Walter adapts certain elements of the
legend, such as Gerbert’s affiliation with a demon and the prediction of his death, but Walter’s is
the first known account which introduces a supernatural lover and describes Gerbert’s avoidance
of the Eucharist.
Both Gerald and Walter chose to write about the life of Gerbert, but Walter recounted the
story in much greater detail in De nugis curialium. 269 Walter tells of a youth Gerbert, a brilliant
young student at Reims who is struck with love for a maiden who does not return his affections.
The agonies induced by unrequited love lead Gerbert to wander out of town, hungry and forlorn.
Gerbert, like Henno, walks into the woods at noon and finds a beautiful woman sitting in the
shade of the trees. But unlike the distress feigned by Henno’s love, this woman is composed, and
sits before a heap of money. Gerbert’s first instinct is to flee, “fearing phantom or delusion.” 270
But the lady calls to him by name, introduces herself as Meridiana, and promises him wealth and
success if he will be her lover and pledge allegiance to her alone. She speaks directly to his fears:
“You fear, perhaps, an illusion, and are meaning to evade the subtlety of a succubus in my
person. You are mistaken.” 271 She assuages his doubts and uses devout language, implying that
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she is a bearer of blessings from God himself. Meridiana urges Gerbert not to hesitate but to
“accept all the prosperity which the Most High is raining upon you from heaven—his creature
am I as much as you.” 272 Her insistence on her orthodox identity does not raise Gerbert’s
suspicions, or if it does, he is careless of whether she is truly a devout or demonic being. He
leaps at her offer, accepting her love and her wealth with greedy zeal, careless of later
consequences. 273
Gerbert enjoys prosperity, popularity, and dazzling success in Reims, all due to the
influence of Meridiana who not only provides him with wealth, but also exercises minute control
over his deeds: “Every night she, who possessed full knowledge of the past, instructed him in
what he was to do day by day.” 274 He follows her every instruction, and it leads to an increase of
his status and success. Ironically, her presence in his life yields positive results, not only for
himself but for the poor and the citizens of his city: “Within a short time no one was his equal, he
surpassed all and became the bread of the hungry and the raiment of the needy and the ready
saviour from all oppression; nor was there a city to which Reims was not an object of envy.” 275 It
seems that Meridiana is not averse to producing positive side-effects in exchange for her control
over the life and soul of Gerbert. But her power in his life, though it enables him to become the
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“bread of the hungry,” prevents Gerbert from partaking for himself in the bread which sates
spiritual hunger, the Eucharist.
Thanks to Meridiana’s influence, Gerbert rises in ranks of priesthood and eventually
becomes pope, taking the name of Sylvester II. But his allegiance is withheld from God, as
revealed by his constant, careful refusal to partake in the Eucharist: “During the whole course of
his priesthood, when the sacrament of the Lord’s body and blood was celebrated he never tasted
it, either in fear or respect, but by the most wary concealment feigned the act which he did not
perform.” 276 Rather than being united with Christ and the Church through reception of the
Eucharist, Gerbert is united with Meridiana, which causes him to practice recurrent acts of
deception by feigning reception of the Holy Sacrament. This insight offers strong proof of his
consort’s demonic identity, for his association with her causes him to shun communion with
Christ. Just as Henno’s wife could not bear to receive the sacrament herself, Gerbert, knowingly
allied to Meridiana, cannot bear to celebrate the Eucharist either. Walter’s account suggests that
the Eucharist is not only repellent to demons themselves, but also those in the service of demons.
Yet a day of reckoning must come, as Meridiana herself warns Gerbert, promising that
his life will continue in safety until he celebrates Mass in Jerusalem. With these words, she offers
partial truth, while withholding knowledge that would save Gerbert. Thinking he is safe as long
as he never travels to Jerusalem, Gerbert celebrates Mass in a church in Rome. After
celebrating, he looks up to see Meridiana exulting and anticipating his death. Gerbert then learns
that the church is named Jerusalem. 277 At that very moment, he decides to make a public
confession before cardinals, clergy, and common people, and he does not keep a single
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transgression hidden, but confesses fully. Walter does not offer any insight into the response of
those who heard his confession, but the Pope’s words prove efficacious in freeing him from
Meridiana’s power, for he “sincerely hallowed the short remainder of his life with assiduous and
severe penance, and died in a good confession.” 278 Nothing more is said of Meridiana, and
Gerbert’s repentance is deemed sincere.
Walter’s closing comments about Gerbert acknowledge the contradictory nature of his
life: “Although through covetousness Gerbert was held captive a long time by the birdlime of the
devil, he ruled the Roman Church greatly and with a strong hand…” 279 Walter’s evaluation of
Gerbert is surprisingly positive, when one considers that most of Gerbert’s deeds were
influenced by a devil. Walter never explains what Meridiana’s end game may have been. 280 She
gave Gerbert wealth, success, power, and influence, and under her guidance, Reims and its
citizens prospered. The single detrimental effect of Gerbert’s liaison with Meridiana appears to
be his inability to receive the Eucharist. But for the clerics of the twelfth century like Walter,
such a consequence would have been viewed as more than sufficient punishment, for this
effectively cut Gerbert off from communion with Christ and the Church. As mentioned above,
the faithful were expected to receive the Eucharist once
a year, at a minimum, while priests would communicate on a weekly or even daily basis.
For many long years, Gerbert would have suffered the constant torture of feigning to participate
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in the eucharistic celebration, all the while knowing that he was truly cut off from the Eucharist’s
sacramental efficacy.
Gerald of Wales also highlights Gerbert’s failure to receive the Host, as he relates a much
more condensed account of Gerbert’s life:
There is also the story of Gerbert, who, as often as he should have received the
body of Christ when celebrating Mass, placed it secretly in a certain little locket
hanging from his neck. 281 When at length this was discovered through confession,
it was established in the Roman Church that popes turn themselves toward the
people at the time of communion. One reads concerning Gerbert that he did
penance, and that while still alive he caused to be amputated each of the limbs
through which he had vowed and given himself to the devil. It is said that his
marble tomb sweats great drops of water at the exact moment of a pope’s
death. 282
Gerald’s brief account omits any clear explanation of the cause of Gerbert’s avoidance of the
Host. No succubus such as Meridiana appears in this version. Instead, Gerald emphasizes the
Eucharist, and makes Gerbert’s penance far more dramatic. Gerald includes the implication that
the pope’s failure came about because he had “given himself to the devil,” but his central
concern is with Gerbert’s treatment of the Eucharist. This makes sense in the context in which
Gerald incudes the tale within the Gemma ecclesiastica. The story appears at the end of his
chapter which is entirely devoted to delineating the proper reverence, protocol, and means of
preserving the Eucharist. In this chapter, Gerald is interested in exploring not only the proper
treatment of the Eucharist, but also its mistreatment. He closes with this tale of Gerbert’s distinct
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lack of devotion and reverence towards the sacrament, using the tale as a fitting admonition and
conclusion to his chapter.
The Succubus Who Receives the Eucharist
The tales examined thus far have affirmed transubstantiation, encouraged regular
reception of the sacrament, and subtly critiqued the use of trial by ordeal. The real presence of
Christ in the Eucharist revealed the true identity of the succubi, who might otherwise have
remained concealed. Both demons and those under demonic influence, such as Gerbert, are
repelled by the Holy Sacrament. However, a lengthy tale Gerald includes in the Gemma defies
this expected pattern, as a succubus attends church on Easter Sunday and receives the Eucharist,
all in an effort to induce a young cleric to be her lover. 283 Gerald includes this narrative after a
series of chapters exhorting priests and monks to practice continence. He tells colorful stories of
men being tempted by women and vice versa, and shows sinful lovers receiving their fair
punishment. 284 But then he relates the encounter between the cleric and succubus, which neither
rewards continence nor punishes illicit love. The cleric never actually has a licentious
relationship with the succubus or any other woman, and yet he dies, agonized and miserable. It is
a tragic tale, and one that complicates the understanding of the expected effects of the Eucharist
upon demons and those associated with them.
Gerald makes it clear that this narrative is not set in some distant age or place, but in
Gerald’s own time and land. The protagonist is a cleric, one whose concerns and experiences
would echo those of the author himself. “It happened in our time in England that a cleric (the son
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of a certain priest) was walking one day at noon in his father’s orchard.” 285 Though he sets the
story in contemporary England, simultaneously Gerald includes signals that the supernatural is
likely to intrude into the predictable routine of the cleric’s life, for he walks in an orchard at
noon. The supernatural motifs of a wooded setting and the noonday hour indicate that this will
not be any commonplace tale, so perhaps it is not such a surprise to the audience as to the cleric
when a beautiful woman appears and instantly offers him her love. Yet he is suspicious due to
her sudden appearance and overeager demeanor, so he hesitates to begin a relationship. He puts
her off but says he will return to the same place at the same time the next day. 286
When they meet the following day, the lovely lady again tries to entice the cleric, but sees
his reluctance and asks its cause. He speaks first, saying,
“If I knew that you had come from God, this would please me as it does you.” She
replied: “What can I do to assure you of this?” “If, as I watch,” he said, “you will
receive the body of our Lord Jesus Christ from the priest’s hands on Easter
Sunday…I will love you without question above all creatures.” “Then you must
watch diligently for my coming to your church on Easter Sunday,” she said, “for I
will without fail approach the altar to do what you ask.” 287
The cleric proposes that the woman undergo a trial by ingestion of sorts. Though she has not
been accused of a crime, the cleric’s request indicates his suspicion that the woman might be of
supernatural origin, perhaps a succubus. He therefore proposes a trial by ingestion for his
personal benefit, evidently confident that proof of the woman’s orthodoxy would be provided by
her ability to receive the Eucharist. The Gemma is dated to ca. 1197, and trials by ordeal were
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not yet prohibited. 288 The cleric could consider such a test to be a legitimate and reliable means
of determining whether or not the woman harbored hidden evil. While a well-traveled and welltrained churchman such as Gerald was familiar with the rising tide of criticism towards the trial
by ordeal which was voiced in Paris, it is possible that the young cleric in England may not be
aware of the growing disapproval of the tests. Whether he knowingly proposes the trial in spite
of Church disapproval, or does so in ignorance, the test does not produce the cleric’s desired
effect.
The woman does not display any unease when hearing the cleric’s proposal; her response
evinces her unmitigated confidence in her ability to receive the Host. Unlike the horror which
Henno’s bride and the other demon-wives display at the thought of merely standing in the
presence of the consecrated Host, this woman readily agrees to enter church and receive the Holy
Sacrament. Her assent is not a mere façade, for she does indeed appear as promised on Easter
Sunday:
When all the men and woman had received Communion, she came at the end of
the line. She was by far more beautiful to look at and more noble than all the other
women. She approached devoutly (as it seemed) and received the sacred host and
the consecrated wine from the priest’s hand. When she was leaving the altar she
glanced over to the side and smiled at the cleric. He was amazed and overjoyed;
yet he was still hesitant when he met her in the orchard after lunch. 289
The woman’s surpassing beauty sets her apart from the other communicants; again, this trait
echoes the reputations of fairies and suggests her supernatural origin. After receiving the
Eucharist, she smiles at the cleric, perhaps to prove that she has not hidden the Host in her mouth
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without swallowing it. Such deceptions were said to be practiced by the laypeople or witches on
occasion, as a means of stealing Host and then using it for personal protection, profit, or, in the
case of witches, desecration. 290 The cleric is amazed at her ability to receive the Eucharist, and
his joy likely comes from his hope that she is proven by this feat to be an orthodox and wellmeaning fairy, rather than a succubus. Even yet, some underlying sense of caution causes the
cleric to hesitate to move forward in the relationship. His vacillation stands in contrast to the
eagerness with which Henno and Gerbert entered unquestioningly into relationships with the
mysterious beauties they encountered.
Though the cleric still hesitates as he meets the lady in the orchard, she considers the
cleric to be already committed, and even obligated to fulfill his promise, as does Gerald as
narrator, who declares: “In truth, she had already conquered him for herself (consider the
agreement, almost a vow, that they had made) and at once began to indulge in licentious kisses
and embraces, bent upon complete satisfaction of her lust.” 291 Gerald refers back to the cleric’s
agreement that if the woman successfully received communion, he would love her “without
question above all creatures.” 292 Thus the cleric’s guilt seems to originate with his suggestion of
the eucharistic test and his correlated promise to love her if she succeeded. His moral failing is
not in commencing an affair, which he never does, but rather in consenting to test her in the first
place. Gerald’s disapproval of the trial by ordeal is a likely subtext of this narrative. Furthermore,
the woman’s ability to pass the test is shown to be unreliable as a proof of her orthodoxy or
humanity, as evidenced by the events that follow. Gerald also continues his theme from previous
chapters of warning clergymen to practice continence. He criticizes the cleric for thoughtlessly
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making an agreement so serious as to be almost a vow, and for being willing to enter into an
immoral relationship. Though the cleric does not fulfill his promise, the fact that he harbored the
intent and tried to test her, instead of turning the woman away directly seems to be enough to
condemn the young man’s actions.
The cleric’s downfall begins with this second meeting, as he hesitates to enter into a
relationship with the mysterious woman. He suspects that the eucharistic test may not be as
reliable a proof as he hoped. Because he is “not yet absolutely certain,” 293 he grabs at the nearest
opportunity for diversion and calls over greyhound named Galiena that had followed him into the
orchard. His lack of attention deeply offends the lady, and as he turns to her again, she declares,
“Away with you! For having neglected me for a dog, you will never see me again. And since you
have ignored me for the sake of Galiena, be assured of this, Galiena shall revenge me on you for
this insult.”294 Speaking this ominous threat, she vanishes as suddenly as she appeared.
The cleric subsequently does meet a girl named Galiena who refuses to love him in
return, even when both his parents and hers urge Galiena to marry her suitor. Years pass, and the
cleric is repeatedly rejected. Eventually he joins a Cistercian monastery and becomes a monk,
but continues to be afflicted by his longing for Galiena: “Asleep or awake, in choir or in bed, that
is, praying and assisting at Mass, or doing anything else, he was constantly plagued by
desire.” 295 His inescapable yearning for the girl prevents the cleric from contemplating God or
performing his duties in the monastery; even as he does his part to assist at Mass, he may be
remembering back to that fateful Easter Mass when his troubles began. His condition is made
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known to the men of his monastery and all of the Cistercian Order, who offer up special prayers
on his behalf. However, the prayers have absolutely no effect, and the cleric dies shortly
afterwards, in agony until his last breath. 296
Gerald’s story contains vexing and unexpected reversals; first, a lady evincing traits of
both fairy and succubus seeks to seduce a man, and then is confronted with the Eucharist. Thus
far the story is familiar. But what is unexpected, when considered in contrast to the preceding
tales, is that the Eucharist does not appear to have any effect on the supernatural woman. Gerald
may deliberately show this trial by ingestion failing to be efficacious because he desires to
critique and discourage the practice of trail by ordeal. But if the woman is indeed a demon in
disguise, the transubstantial nature of the Eucharist should still cause this devil to respond as did
all of the others, with panicked flight. Instead, she receives the sacrament without any apparent
difficulty, and then vengefully predicts the cleric’s eventual ruin and death. One would expect
for the prayers of the entire Cistercian order to be effective in delivering the cleric-turned-monk
of his affliction, but, as Gerald blatantly writes: “the prayers, which should have obtained for the
cleric some peace and respite from his trial, were of no avail whatever.” 297 Gerald was never a
great admirer of the Cistercians, so perhaps this is a small jab at their order, but it also has the
troubling implication of bringing into question the efficacy of prayer, and hence of God’s power.
The last final unexpected blow falls with the protagonist’s death. No means of deliverance or
protection is efficacious, not even the Holy Sacrament or the prayers of the devout. The entire
episode seems to call God’s power and presence into question.
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After recording the monk’s death, Gerald offers one closing paragraph, which raises more
questions than it answers:
There are many things in this story to be wondered at: first, that an actual
apparition (which is not something real or true) was seen receiving the Lord’s
body and blood. [Also] amazing is the fact that [the apparition] actually foresaw
at the time of her [rejection and] indignation the revenge to come in the person of
Galiena and, indeed, because of Galiena. There can be no doubt that the
apparition knew only as much as Divine Providence permitted it to know, and no
more. Such a grave temptation and persecution, in truth, was divinely inflicted [on
the cleric] either as a punishment or as a purification, that is, to punish his sins
committed previously or to increase his good merits (as was the case with Job and
Tobias) if he would persevere. 298
Gerald begins by raising issues to be wondered at, rather than offering explanations for each
mystery in the narrative. He remarks first over the mystery of how an apparition could receive
the Lord’s body and blood. 299 Gerald seems interested in the question of the apparition’s
physicality, wondering if a spiritual being can receive physical food. Also, Gerald does not deny
or explain away her reception of the Eucharist, instead affirming that she was indeed seen
consuming the sacrament. The possibility of a deception is thus eliminated, and the audience is
left to puzzle out how the spirit was able to receive the Eucharist.
Gerald’s final comments assert that the apparition was under God’s control, but her
behavior implies that she is no angel, but is instead an evil spirit who is allowed to visit the cleric
to test or punish him. The ironic reversal then becomes evident: when the cleric sought to put the
spirit to the test by instructing it to receive the Eucharist, he did not perceive that he himself was
being put to the test by God. There are several scriptural analogues of men being tested and tried
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by spirits, such as the experiences of Job and Tobias which Gerald cites. Job and Tobias are
righteous men who, unlike the cleric, survive the Devil’s temptations and attacks and enjoy
subsequent peace and prosperity. 300 There is also the most famous instance of temptation, when
Christ faces the devil in the wilderness, but he, in contrast to the cleric, is fully aware that he is
being tested, and he triumphs over every trial. 301
Conversely, there are also biblical accounts such as that of King Saul, whom God permits
to be tormented by an evil spirit. Saul sins and turns from devotion to God, and the spirit comes
to punish rather than to purify him. 302 Gerald does not write any description of the cleric’s life
and deeds before his extraordinary temptation, but given the fact that he died in agony, he seems
more analogous to Saul than to Job or Tobias. This would also explain the reason that prayers
interceding on his behalf are ineffectual. God may be exercising His divine judgment. But the
question of how the succubus was able to receive the Eucharist still lingers unresolved. Gerald
offers no explanation in this chapter, but this story is not the only instance in which Gerald
records a demon coming in contact with the Eucharist and having no difficulty tolerating it. An
investigation of another anecdote by Gerald may help shed light on the lingering question from
the cleric’s tale.
The Division between Body and Soul
In both the Gemma ecclesiastica and Itinerarium Kambriae (The Journey through
Wales), Gerald tells of a woman possessed by a demon which would appear visibly in her body
in the form of swelling under her skin. 303 Like the story of the cleric, Gerald claims that these
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events happened in his own time, but in the region of Poitiers, not in England. Reflecting
common practice of the twelfth century, those attempting to exorcise the demon tried to use holy
items such as the Gospels, relics, and the Eucharist: 304
When the book of the gospels or the relics of the saints were placed, for example,
upon a swelling in the throat, the demon would immediately go down into the
entrails, and when the holy objects were placed there, it would descend into the
privy parts of the body. But when they were placed there, the demon would retreat
to the upper parts of the body. At length, when they offered the woman the body
of Christ to receive, the evil spirit said: “Fools, what you are doing is of no avail
because what you are giving her is not the food of the body but of the soul, and, in
truth, power has been given to me not over her soul, but over her body.” 305
This final statement, though voiced through the mocking words of a demon, voices a theological
concept Gerald is interested in setting forth, as evidenced by the next anecdote he offers, inserted
immediately after this tale.
Gerald writes of a skeptical person who wanted to determine whether or not the Host
truly nourished the soul instead of being mere food for the body. Thus the skeptic ate the
consecrated hosts continuously for three days, but he remained desperately hungry in spite of the
large quantity he had consumed. 306 Gerald explains the event by asserting, “For the body of
Christ is the food of the soul, not of the stomach. When we take other food, we digest it and
assimilate it. When this [Eucharistic] food is taken, however, it digests and assimilates us and
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makes us part of itself.” 307 With this insight, and the words voiced by the demoniac, Gerald
asserts that the Eucharist is spiritual food, set apart from every other food people may consume.
It affects the human’s soul, and unites the recipient with Christ and the Church, but it does not
fill a person’s stomach, or drive away a demon that possesses the person’s body.
By the early twelfth century, consensus held that an evil spirit could not ever inhabit a
human’s soul, though the Holy Spirit could. 308 However, a devil could inhabit a human’s body.
And if a demon did enter a person, they were thought to reside in the coolest and moistest part of
the body, the bowels. Meanwhile, the heart, which was the seat of the soul and spirit, was
reserved for the Holy Spirit. 309 There is interesting parallelism and contrast in the ideas of
possession and eucharistic reception. The Eucharist is viewed as a sort of divine possession, as
recipients eat the body and blood of Christ, and are in turn assimilated into His body. 310 But if a
person is possessed by a demon, the spirit controls only the physical body, as Gerald indicates in
the Gemma ecclesiastica. What happens, then, when a succubus who does not possess a human
soul but maintains the appearance of a human body, receives the Eucharist? Though the figure
appears to be a human, she is actually a spirit in a fabricated body. Thus the Eucharist may enter
the body of the apparition, but will find no destination. If the succubus were questioned, she
may answer, like the demoniac, that the Holy Sacrament is food for the soul, and since she does
not possess a human soul, the Host does not affect her. Gerald may have had such an explanation
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in mind, and within the Gemma he provides his audience with the information which would
allow them to reach this conclusion. 311
Gerald’s claim that the Eucharist affects the soul rather than the body, and therefore
cannot harm a demon, seems to conflict with his account of the demon-bride who flees when
confronted with the consecration of the Eucharist. But Gerald of Wales is untroubled by apparent
contradictions within his writing, and even seems to relish such complications, perhaps hoping
they will spark discussion among his audiences. 312 Also, the tales could be working to affirm
different aspects of the Eucharist’s nature. While the demon-bride stories displace the practice of
trial by ordeal through their affirmation of the doctrine of transubstantiation, this tale of the cleric
proves the irrelevancy of trial by ingestion by showing that even an evil spirit can be unaffected
outwardly by the Eucharist.
Conclusion
This chapter has investigated several different tales in which demons—specifically,
succubi—interact with the Eucharist. Walter Map relates the story of Henno, whose marriage to
a succubus is discovered by his attentive mother, as she observes the lady’s persistent avoidance
of being present in church during the consecration of the Eucharist. Walter’s account is followed
by the similar versions of Gerald of Wales, Gervase of Tilbury, and the anonymous author of
Richard Coer de Leon, in each of which a beautiful wife evades the Eucharist for years, and
finally reveals her demonic identity when forced to remain present for the consecration of the
Host. All of these tales effectively demonstrate that devout Christians should willingly receive
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the Eucharist at least once a year; those who avoid the sacrament are suspect. The stories
simultaneously indicate the authors’ interest in displacing peoples’ confidence in the trial by
ordeal, while encouraging belief in transubstantiation. The real presence of Christ in the
sacrament, rather than forced ingestion of the Host, is effective in driving demons away.
Walter’s tale of Gerbert, the clergyman who rises to the position of pope through the
influence of the succubus Meridiana, shows that not only demons, but also those who willingly
place themselves under the influence of demons are repelled by the Eucharist. Like Walter’s tale
of Henno, this story affirms the necessity of regular communication, and shows that Gerbert’s
conscience is tormented by his avoidance of the sacrament. It is only through public confession
and penance that Gerbert is brought back into right standing with the Church, and is able once
again to receive the Eucharist.
Gerald’s tale in the Gemma, which portrays a succubus who seems to have no problem
receiving the Eucharist, complicates the assumption that demons are always repelled by the Host.
However, Gerald’s tale is bringing attention to a different aspect of theological truth related to
the sacrament. The succubus’s ability to receive the Eucharist can be explained by the fact that
though she appears to inhabit a physical form, she is in fact a spirit, lacking a soul. And as the
Holy Sacrament is food for the soul, not for the body, receiving the Host does not affect her as it
does a human. All of these narratives, crafted by clerical authors, not only entertain, but also
offer theological instruction to attentive audience members. The tales allow the authors to
encourage regular reception of the Eucharist, to discourage the practice of trial by ordeal, to
affirm the doctrine of transubstantiation, and to demonstrate that the eucharistic elements are
food which directly affects the human soul, rather than the body. Clerical writers such as Walter
Map and Gerald of Wales effectively crafted encounters between demons and the Host which
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allowed them to address many of the concerns and questions surrounding the Eucharist in an
engaging and thought-provoking fashion.
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Chapter Three: Fairies and the Eucharist
Introduction
Chapter Two explored the way clerics such as Walter Map and Gerald of Wales deployed
demonic encounters with the Host in order to encourage annual reception of the Eucharist,
censure the practice of the trial by ordeal, and uphold the doctrine of transubstantiation. This
chapter turns to instances when fairies receive the Eucharist, as in the anonymous lai Desiré and
Marie de France’s lai Yonec. I intend to read these two lais in conversation with one another, an
endeavor which has not yet been undertaken. While Marie’s well-known lais have received
ongoing scholarly attention, Desiré has been perpetually overlooked, receiving only glancing
mentions in scholarship. The lai offers many avenues for further investigation, as it is filled with
vexing tensions between the fairy realm and orthodoxy. 313
Desiré tells of the Scottish knight Desiré’s encounter with a fairy lady near the hermitage
he has visited since childhood. She becomes his lover and bears him two children, but as time
progresses Desiré feels guilt for his relationship outside of marriage and fears the fairy lady may
be of evil origin. He confesses to the hermit, which offends his fairy love. She refuses to meet
him again. Instantly remorseful, Desiré falls into deathly illness for a year, and when his lady
finally reappears, she rebukes him for doubting her goodness and offers to receive the Eucharist
with him in church. After doing so, they recommence their relationship until the lady finally
appears in the king of Scotland’s court with her two nearly adult children, asking that the king
grant her the right to marry Desiré and take him back to the Otherworld with her. The king
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agrees, and then marries Desiré’s daughter himself and knights Desiré’s son. The lai ends with
Desiré joyfully departing to the Otherworld with his fairy love, now his bride. 314
Yonec narrates the appearance of a fairy knight, Muldumarec, to a noblewoman who is
confined in a tower in Caerwent by her jealous old husband. Muldumarec wishes to be her lover,
and she acquiesces on the condition that he can demonstrate his belief in God. He does so by
reciting a statement of faith and receiving the Eucharist. Their affair carries on until the husband
discovers them and mortally wounds Muldumarec, who returns to his kingdom in the Otherworld
to die. Before death, he tells the lady that she will shortly bear him a son who will avenge them.
She raises their son, Yonec, to be a knight. As they stand at Muldumarec’s graveside, she finally
reveals the truth of his birth and his father’s murder, then dies of grief. Yonec immediately slays
his stepfather, avenging his parents’ deaths, and becomes king of his father’s fairy realm. 315
Scholarship has traditionally situated fairies as independent beings who operate in a
sphere apart from human rule and religion. But no marginal, non-religious space is created for
the fairies in the lais of Desiré and Yonec. I argue that instead, the authors deliberately bring
fairies from the Otherworld into the presence of orthodox practices, spaces, and of Christ
himself, embodied in the Eucharist. This chapter will explore some of their motives for doing so.
It is simplest to explain the reception of the Eucharist on the part of Muldumarec and
Desiré’s lady as a means of proving that they are not demonic. However, as we have already
seen in Chapter Two, there are other twelfth-century tales where demons or succubi receive the
Eucharist without any negative affect. The ability to receive the Eucharist was not a fail-proof
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sign of a being’s orthodoxy. Moreover, testing a person through trial by ingestion was coming
under increasing criticism leading up to its prohibition in 1215. Therefore, though partaking in
the sacrament may have offered a reassuring indication that the recipient was not demonic, I
believe the authors were undertaking a larger endeavor of incorporation. As fairies began to
appear in the Anglo-Norman court, both in tales for entertainment and in the writings of clerics,
it is natural that there would be unease and tension over what these beings represented and where
they fit in the orthodox order of the universe. Lais such as Desiré and Yonec acknowledge that
the relationship of fairies to faith must be faced, even though the interplay of the two causes
tensions, fears, and dilemmas to arise in the lais—and likely in the listening audiences, as well.
But these tensions are resolved, and the outcome in each lai is an accord between the realms of
orthodoxy and the Otherworld, achieved by the fairies willingly incorporating themselves into
the Body of Christ, and by the humans, in return, accepting the fairies as devout beings and
entering into the Otherworld without fear or hesitation.
The Nature of Fairies
For over fifty years in scholarship, there has been a general agreement regarding the
nature of fairies as autonomous creatures, existing outside the realm of Christian orthodoxy.
They are able to slip in and out of the Otherworld, which is a realm apart from earth, heaven,
hell, or purgatory. A foundational work on fairies is a chapter titled “The Longaevi” in C.S.
Lewis’s The Discarded Image, in which he outlines three types of fairies represented in medieval
and Renaissance literature, and summarizes prevalent theories of fairy nature and origin. 316 His
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work offers an encompassing overview of the medieval and Early Modern understanding of the
fairy-folk, and has influenced scholarship on the subject to this day. Lewis describes fairies as
“marginal, fugitive creatures. They are perhaps the only creatures to whom the Model does not
assign, as it were, an official status…They intrude a welcome hint of wildness and uncertainty
into a universe that is in danger of being a little too self-explanatory, too luminous.” 317 Lewis’s
depiction of the fairies as creatures on the margin, existing outside the ordered model of the
universe defined by classical and Christian thought, does indeed describe many of the narratives
in which fairies appear, but does not account for lais such as Yonec and Desiré, where fairies
come from the margins to the center of the orthodoxy by offering to receive the Eucharist and
assimilate into the Christian faith.
For several decades the nature and role of fairies in English romance went mostly
untreated, until Helen Cooper addressed the subject, writing in accord with Lewis and situating
fairies as entities independent of human systems. In describing the relation of fairies to
Christianity, she says that “[p]opular belief, and the romances with it, most commonly took
fairies to be outside theological schemata, a third order alongside the angelic (fallen or not) and
the human. The place occupied by the fairies was, therefore, most often defined simply as
somewhere else: a fifth world to set beside Heaven, Hell, Purgatory, and middle-earth.” 318 While
there are many romances, lais, and chronicles where fairies stand outside theological
frameworks, there are many others in which authors bring fairies into direct contact with issues,
practices, and spaces of theological significance. For instance, in Yonec, Muldumarec recites a
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credo, receives the viaticum administered at the hands of a priest, and is buried in an abbey
where he is honored by all the inhabitants. In Desiré, the knight first meets his fairy love near a
hermitage, and later stands at her side in church as she receives the Eucharist, and finally enters
church with her yet again, in order to be married. Instead of residing perpetually in a “fifth
world,” the fairies voluntarily enter the sacred spaces of Christianity, stand in the presence of
priests, and celebrate the sacrament which twelfth-century authors and audiences are fully aware
incorporates recipients into the Body of the Church and Christ himself. These are not fairies
“outside theological schemata,” but fairies incorporated into the theological schemata of twelfth
century orthodoxy. 319
Corinne Saunders, like Lewis and Cooper, casts fairies as anomalous beings inhabiting a
space tangential to the human world, but as she describes the Otherworld, she notes that it is both
“infernal, connected with violence, suffering and death, and…a brighter, more powerful
reflection of the human world, a rival kingdom that threatens the human world.” 320 Specifically
analyzing the fairy kingdom in Sir Orfeo, she sees Orfeo as a king able to assert “the power of
his own kingdom and its Christian, chivalric order” over the fairy “forces of magic, enchantment,
and death.” 321 In her reading, the fairy realm stands in opposition to the Christian kingdom of
humans. While this is the case in various romances that situate fairies in opposition to humans, it
is also important to explore the instances, as in Desiré and Yonec, when rulers of the fairy realm
align themselves with rather than against Christian mortals.
While Lewis, Cooper, and Saunders’s emphasis on fairies existing in a space separate
from, or in opposition to, the human Christian world holds true in many instances, I wish to point
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out that there are complications and variations to the overall patterns they have described. Not all
fairies are created equal. As these scholars would readily agree, medieval authors could choose
to include fairies in their stories for a range of diverse purposes, evoking varied meanings and
imaginative responses. To use a pop-culture parallel, the vampire has been deployed in
dramatically differing ways in literature and film. The vampire is at times a heterodox threat, a
blood-drinker and murderer, averse to the Host and the cross. At other times the vampire is
transformed into a figure of immortality, beauty, and wealth, bearing a conscience and capable of
loving humans. Like the many valences of vampires (or werewolves, or zombies, for that matter)
in pop culture of the twenty-first century, fairies of the twelfth century, and indeed for the next
several centuries, could be of all different sorts. Hostile or helpful, treacherous or trustworthy,
loveless or lovers, fairies were portrayed in widely varying roles. The nuances of the ways in
which authors chose to portray fairies and depict them in relation to humans and Christianity
merits closer analysis. Such an endeavor could fill a book on its own, and a comprehensive study
is beyond the scope of this chapter, but I will use the lais of Yonec and Desiré and their fairies’
reception of the Eucharist as a case study of sorts. I hope to complicate accepted views of fairies
as independent of the Christian faith, and open avenues for further research.
Theories of Fairy Origin
A basic understanding of the prevailing theories of fairy origin is valuable when
considering the relationship of fairies to faith. The varying explanations which become
prominent in the twelfth century were subtle, even within each author’s corpus. For example,
Walter Map’s stance on fairy origins is so nuanced that scholars to this day disagree on his view.
As mentioned in chapter two, Carl Watkins argues that Walter perceived all mythical creatures,
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from satyrs to fairies, as demons cast out of heaven and wandering the earth. 322 But other
scholars such as Michael Faletra see the Walter’s fairy brides as benign, non-demonic beings,
who are never brought into association with matters of faith and who operate independently of
the Christian universe. 323 The lack of consensus on a single clerical writer’s understanding of
fairies makes it clear how complex the task of describing theories of fairy origins can be when
taking into consideration hundreds of separate works.
However, in a helpful summation, Lewis sets forth four theories which enjoyed
prominence throughout the medieval and Early Modern periods. Fairies could be considered 1) a
third type of reasoning beings, separate from the orders of angels and men; 2) demoted angels,
who did not join Lucifer’s rebellion but also did not side with God, and were thus banished to the
earth and are destined for Hell or Heaven on Doomsday; 3) humans who have died and yet live
in the Otherworld, as reflected in Thomas the Rymer, where a road diverges into three paths,
leading to Heaven, Hell, and ‘fair Elfland’; 4) fallen angels, or, in other words, demons. 324 After
describing the four predominant explanations of fairy origins, Lewis concludes, “Such were the
efforts to find a socket into which the Fairies would fit. No agreement was achieved. As long as
the Fairies remained at all they remained evasive.” 325 Lewis’s final diagnosis of fairies as elusive
beings, impossible to categorize and pin down, rings true. Yet it is significant to note that all four
theories seek to situate the fairies in relation to orthodox orders of humans, angels, demons, and
in relation to spaces of Heaven and Hell. As medieval authors wrote of the fairy people and
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sought to explain their origins, there was a reoccurring interest in situating fairies in terms of the
Christian universe.
Evidence of this interest appears in many narratives, such as the lais of Yonec and Desiré.
Though these are the only two known twelfth-century examples of fairies receiving the
Eucharist, if one looks forward to Sir Gawain and the Green Knight, one finds another fairy
figure who regularly celebrates Mass in his castle: Bertilak, the Green Knight himself.
Moreover, aside from examples of fairies receiving the sacrament, there are other instances when
fairies offer assurances of their orthodoxy in order to put their human acquaintances at ease
concerning their origin, such as in Melusine, Huon of Burdeux, and Partonope of Blois. 326
Furthermore, there are lais like Espine and also Yonec, where humans pray, asking God to aid
them in their love relationships, and they immediately receive magical responses. All of these
incidents demonstrate a persistent interest in placing faith into interaction with the fantastic
beings and events associated with the Otherworld.
By the sixteenth century, fairies were pushed over the margins from the Otherworld to
the infernal, due to the inability to tolerate multiple explanations for their origin, joined with a
heightened suspicion of witchcraft and heterodoxy. 327 Lewis comments perceptively, “One
might have expected the High Fairies to have been expelled by science; I think they were
actually expelled by a darkening of superstition.” 328 The fears of the sixteenth century were also
strong in the twelfth century, however. As fairies became prominent in the literature of the
Anglo-Norman court, there was considerable unease regarding their possible demonic identity,
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evidenced in both chronicles and lais. 329 But thanks in part, I believe, to tales such as Yonec and
Desiré which incorporate fairies into the realm of orthodoxy—or at the very least suggest that
they are something other than demonic—the fairies were not definitively identified as devils.
They instead endured as figures who could evoke positive, if not always devout, affiliations in
medieval narratives throughout the subsequent centuries.
Reception of the Eucharist: Merely a Demon-Screening Device, or Much More?
As Chapter Two demonstrated, incubi and succubi share many characteristics with
fairies: they are physically beautiful, they possess wealth, power, and supernatural capabilities,
and they often appear in nature settings and make themselves sexually available to human
protagonists. 330 Thus the suspicion with which characters in the tales receive these supernatural
beings is well-merited, and would surely be felt by the audiences listening to the narratives, as
well. The boundary between demons and fairies is a thin one in twelfth-century literature. Helen
Cooper draws the dividing line between the two groups by stating that fairies, unlike demons,
exist in an anomalous space without any “precise metaphysical or theological status.” 331 Fairies
offer proof that they are not demons, Cooper says, by “passing a test of true faith such as
partaking of the Eucharist, or simply by naming God.” 332 In Cooper’s view, the purpose for a
fairy to receive the sacrament is simply to assure that he or she is non-demonic. James Wade,
likewise, places fairies outside of orthodox and heterodox bounds, describing them as “adoxic”
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instead. 333 He briefly mentions the Eucharist test, saying it is not a test for fairies, but rather for
demons. 334 If an individual successfully receives the Eucharist, then he or she must be a fairy,
not a devil. 335 Thus, Cooper and Wade argue that fairies exist in a sphere separate from
Christian orthodoxy, but that they will occasionally receive the Eucharist or swear in God’s
name simply to prove that they are not malevolent or demonic.
I agree that on one level, a likely reason fairies offer to receive the Eucharist is to provide
assurance that they have no infernal affiliations. Desiré’s lady says as much, when she assures
the knight that she has not bewitched him, and that she will go with him to church to receive the
Host. 336 Muldumarec offers no such specific reasoning to his lady, but says he does believe in
God, and if she doubts, he will receive the viaticum. 337 Yet, the fairies’ ingestion of the Body and
Blood of Christ signifies far more than a convenient proof that they are not demonic, as I will
discuss shortly. Moreover, the validity of such a test is fundamentally questionable. One need
only look back to the episodes included in Chapter Two to see that devout behavior and even
reception of the Eucharist is not firm proof of a being’s identity. In Gerald of Wales’s Gemma
ecclesiastica, the cleric watches as his prospective supernatural lover celebrates communion on
Easter Sunday, but she is later proven to be a succubus. 338 In several exempla, demon-possessed
people receive the Host without driving away demonic presences in the least. 339 In Walter Map’s
De nugis curialium, Gerbert’s demon-lover gives him counsel which allows him to rise in
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Church ranks, provide benefits to the poor, and even become Pope. 340 Orthodox appearances
could be accomplished through deception, both in the human world and the supernatural world, a
reality the twelfth-century audiences were fully aware of. Furthermore, Scripture depicted Satan
as the father of lies, and contained warnings about devils masquerading as angels of light. 341
Thus, while the reception of the Eucharist could offer a helpful indication that the celebrant was
not demonic, it could not be considered certain proof.
The Eucharist also holds far more theological significance than as demon-screening
device. The doctrine of transubstantiation was being actively affirmed and propagated by clerics
in the Anglo-Norman court and Church, along with the principle that by taking the Host, an
individual is joined with the entire community of the Church and incorporated into Christ
Himself. 342 As twelfth-century theologian Hugh of St. Victor writes, “Now when the body of
Christ is eaten, not what is eaten but he who eats is incorporated with Him whom he eats. On this
account Christ wished to be eaten by us, that He might incorporate us with Him.” 343 According
to this statement, the authors of the lais have just incorporated fairies into the body of Christ, and
the body of the Church. The theological import of fairy reception of the Eucharist is immense.
Both Muldumarec and Desiré’s fairy lady offer to receive this central sacrament of the Christian
faith by their own free will and not at the request or insistence of their lovers. Both within and
without the text-world, characters, authors, and audience members would be aware of the
significance of this act. More than just indicating that the fairies are not demonic, the authors are
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effectively incorporating the fairies into an acceptable standing in relation to the Christian social
and religious system, framing them as insiders.
The authors of Yonec and Desiré not only incorporate the fairies into the Church and the
Body of Christ, but they give them a corporeality, a body and soul, which the succubi lack. In
Gerald’s tale, though the cleric’s potential lover takes the Eucharist, she is only a succubus, a
spirit without a body or soul. When her attempts at seduction are rejected, she vanishes.
Muldumarec not only fathers Yonec (which an incubus could accomplish), but is shown to have
a physical, vulnerable body when he is pierced by the barb on the window frame, which causes
him to bleed profusely, and eventually die. He is then buried in an elaborate tomb in the center of
an abbey, a tangible resting place for his mortal frame. Likewise, Desiré’s lady is shown to have
physical, durable body and soul through her ability to bear him two children and to partake in the
sacraments of the Eucharist and marriage. Though they are not ordinary humans, the fairies
evidently have both body and soul, and their corporeality is another factor which enables their
inclusion in the body of Christ and ensures that they are not spirits, whether good or bad.
These lais do not make fairies into humans or traditional Christians. Rather, they bring
fairies within the borders of orthodoxy instead of situating them as heterodox or potentially
diabolical outsiders. 344 As I will show through a close reading of each lai, the incorporation of
the fairies within the Christian system is only accomplished gradually throughout each text, not
at the instant they ingest the Eucharist. The possibility that they could still be practicing
deception would linger even after they took the sacrament, and only their devotion, corporeality,
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and behavior throughout each entire lai could guarantee that the fairies were not, as Desiré’s love
says, “de male part.” 345
In each lai, the protagonist faces a question: is it morally acceptable for a human,
Christian mortal to love a magical fairy from the Otherworld, or could it endanger the human’s
soul? It seems likely that audiences struggled with a similar question: was it morally acceptable
for Christians to love narratives which featured magical fairies from the Otherworld, or could it
endanger their souls? Were these tales acceptable material for contemplation and imaginative
engagement in a Christian, Anglo-Norman court? I would suggest that the authors first create
and then relieve such tensions throughout each lai, as the narratives demonstrate that fairies can
be fully and willingly incorporated into orthodoxy. 346 Moreover, sometimes fairies are proven to
be more devout and trustworthy than the humans such as the lady’s powerful husband in Yonec
or the knight Desiré himself, from whom one would expect Christian conduct. The end result in
the lais is a sense of resolution rather than tension between the realms of fairy and faith. The
human protagonists are made better due to their relationships with their fairy loves, and the
fairies, in return, are fully incorporated into the Body of Christ by their reception of the Eucharist
and their ongoing devotion to the Christian faith.
Desiré: The Fairy is in the Right
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Desiré is preserved in only two manuscripts, both copies made in the late thirteenth or
early fourteenth century, and remote from an original text.347 Evidence indicates that Desiré was
composed in the late twelfth or early thirteenth century. 348 Authorship was originally attributed
to Marie de France, and it is alluring to consider the possibility that these two lais are composed
by the same woman. But the lai is now considered anonymous, perhaps in part because it lacks
the subtlety and coherency of Marie’s lais. Whoever the author was, he or she displays
familiarity with the prevailing themes of other lais and romances, has some knowledge of
Scotland’s geography, and likely composed the lai in Anglo-Norman. 349 Some speculate whether
the author may have been a cleric due to the religious focus in content. 350 However, it would be
an oversimplification to assume that the focus on religious themes necessitates clerical
authorship. The ethical and moral questions Desiré struggles with would bear equal relevance to
a courtly or clerical author and audience.
From the opening moments of the lai until its conclusion, the feudal, religious, and fairy
worlds are intertwined. The lai is set in Scotland, in the region called Calatir, where a lord and
his wife are happily married for ten years; their only sadness is their lack of children. 351 Finally,
they resolve to travel to Provence to pray at the shrine of St. Giles, who is known for granting the
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birth of children. 352 They make the journey, and their prayers are answered promptly, as the wife
becomes pregnant on their trip home. 353 They name their son Desiré, the Desired One, and when
he is old enough, they send him to serve the king of Scotland, where he becomes a distinguished
knight. He then travels to Normandy and Brittany to take part in tournaments, and is absent for
seven years. 354 Desiré finally returns home to visit his parents, and here the narrator again
emphasizes the religious influences in Desiré’s life, by mentioning that the knight had often
visited a hermit in his youth as he traveled through his lands with his father. 355 Desiré resolves to
visit this hermit again, but at this moment the fairy world materializes in the text, in the form of a
beautiful maiden carrying two golden basins to a spring under a vast tree. Both Desiré and the
audience would be sensitive to the fact that she appeared “as he made his way towards the
chapel.” 356 The fairies have intentionally placed themselves in the path which leads to a
hermitage. From the beginning multiple interpretations are possible: either the fairies are a snare,
a distraction from holy purposes, or they are able to exist in peaceful accord with Christianity,
proximate to a sacred chapel.
Whether the fairies are devout or deceitful may not be yet apparent, but Desiré’s own
lack of consistency in conduct quickly becomes evident, as he dismounts and approaches the girl,
pulling her down to the grass, “intending to make her his beloved.” 357 It is the fairy’s words that
forestall Desiré, as she cries out for mercy, saying “Knight, away with you! / You will not gain
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much / If you cause me dishonour. / Don’t commit any evil act, / Let me be, for your
advantage.” 358 The fairy maiden is a voice of caution and morality, pleading with Desiré to
behave rightly not only for her sake but for his own. She then promises to lead him to a more
beautiful lady, her mistress, who will provide him with an abundance of wealth and love. 359
Desiré consents and releases the maiden, but his rapid vacillation from visiting a hermitage to
suddenly contemplating rape reveals that the knight is willing and able to pursue widely different
purposes. This scene offers the first indication that the tensions in the lai will arise because of
Desiré’s lack of an internal moral compass, rather than because of the possible temptations a
fairy maid may represent.
The maiden then leads Desiré to a bower where there is an exquisitely beautiful lady,
who attempts to vanish into the woods at the sight of the knight. Desiré pursues her, and catches
hold of her like the first maiden. Again, the narrator emphasizes that the fairies, rather than
playing the role of seductresses, are pursued by the knight. But in this instance Desiré treats her
with more courtesy, offering, “I shall be your vassal and your beloved. / In order to have your
love, / I shall serve you as best I can.” 360 Unlike the lady in Yonec, Desiré expresses no initial
caution when engaging in a relationship with this otherworldly being, and he makes no effort to
discover whether or not the fairy lady believes in God. His suspicion will only arise later in the
lai, and his sense of guilt will lead to their separation. At this point, all Desiré seems to consider
is his desire for her physical love, which she grants. When they part, she tells him to return home
to Calatir, giving him a ring made of gold with a warning: “If you transgress in any way, / You
will lose the ring at once; / And if it happens to you / That you have lost the ring, / You will have
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“Chevalier, tolez vos de ci. / Ne serez gueres avanciez, / Se de mon cors me honnissiez. / Ne fetes nule
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lost me for good, / Without any chance of getting me back or seeing me.” 361 With this vague
stipulation that the knight must always be good, they part, and Desiré returns home to distribute
many gifts and accomplish many good deeds.
Desiré often meets in secret with his beloved, and she bears him a son and a daughter but
never informs Desiré of the existence of the children. 362 When weary from winning a great battle
for his king, Desiré returns home and goes into the region where he usually meets his love. In a
reverse of his original encounter with the lady, he instead comes upon the hermitage where the
holy man lives. 363 Desiré resolves to go and confess and gain absolution from the hermit whom
he has known since childhood. It is only in this moment that the author allows for a glimpse of
Desiré’s conscience, and shows it to be burdened by the belief that his relationship with his
supernatural lady is a sin. Confessing to the hermit, Desiré “revealed to him those of this sins /
Of which he was sure and certain. / He confessed to him about his beloved, / About how she first
came to him. / The hermit gave him advice / And imposed a penance on him.” 364 The fact that
Desiré views his liaison with the fairy lady as a sin in need of confession reveals an underlying
tension for the protagonist, and perhaps for the listening audience as well. The fear that his
relationship is transgressive plagues Desiré, although he showed no such compunction when
their relationship began. Apparently over the years, his Christian convictions have plagued him
with guilt. Yet his fault may not be in the relationship but in his failure to find out what his love
believes. He apparently assumes that she stands outside the bounds of orthodoxy, due to her fairy
nature, and perhaps because they have not been married in a church ceremony.
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hermits le conseilla, / Sa penitence li donna” (Desiré, 323-28).
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As Desiré departs the hermit’s chapel, he notices that the ring from his love has vanished,
and he rushes to their trysting place only to find it empty. He guesses that her displeasure comes
from his meeting with the holy man. In confessing his relationship with the fairy lady as a
transgression to the hermit, he appears to have transgressed against the lady. This sets up a
seeming opposition between the realms of faith and the Otherworld, suggesting that is impossible
to serve both God and a fairy love. But once again, the problem could lie with Desiré, not with
his beloved. Desiré’s fundamental lack of understanding of the sacrament of confession is made
apparent. It seems he wished to confess and be absolved of sin, but not to renounce the
relationship which he views as a sin. Standing in their empty trysting place, Desiré begs his love
to reappear, but she refuses to respond to his agonized pleas. The knight instantly reverses his
commitment to fulfill the hermit’s penance, begging the lady to give him a penance of her own:
“Impose my penance on me. / What the hermit told me / And the fasting in which he instructed
me, / At your pleasure I shall abandon them / And do your bidding.” 365 The transience and
shallowness of Desiré’s sense of religious conviction becomes clear as he is instantly ready to
abandon the hermit’s penance in favor of whatever injunction his lady might give him. If it were
the fairy’s intent to draw Desiré away from faith and to stand as a rival to Christianity, she could
easily appear at this moment and take advantage of his desperation. Instead, she still remains
absent and silent.
Desiré’s rage escalates further, and his instability and lack of true religious devotion is
made even more apparent. He curses the hermitage, and he prays “more than a hundred times /
That the whole place should be shamed / And consumed by hell-fire, / Along with the hermit
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“Ma penitence m’enchargiez. / Ce que li hermits me dit, / Et les junes que il aprist, / A vostre plaisir les lairai, /
Et vos commandemenz ferai” (Desiré, 360-64).
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who lived there.” 366 He who so recently had been sitting in the chapel confessing to the hermit he
has known all his life, now commits sacrilege by praying for hell-fire to consume the holy place
and man. It appears that the one thing Desiré values above all others is not God but his fairy
love, as he is willing to reject his recent confession and commitment to penance, and to curse
anything, regardless of how sacred it is, when he believes it has stopped him from regaining her
love.
All Desiré’s pleas and curses are to no avail. He returns home and falls into grief-stricken
illness for a year, and becomes so sick that he is on his deathbed. Then, finally, his lady appears
to him, and her rebukes address all of his concerns and reveal a deeper understanding of the
sacrament of confession than Desiré possesses. She asks, “Was I such a burden to you? / It was
not such a great sin. / I have never been married, / Or affianced or promised, / And you have
never had a wife; / I think you will regret this. / When you sought out confession, / I well knew
that you would be losing me. / What use is it to confess a sin / If one cannot abandon it?”367 She
first addresses the fact that their relationship is not sanctioned by marriage. The sacrament of
marriage was still under formation in the twelfth century, and at the time, consent and
consummation were still considered sufficient, and it was not an absolute requirement that a
priest be present at the marriage, though it was preferred. 368 Thus, though no priest had officially
wed them, at least their union was not “a great sin.” They were two previously uncommitted
individuals in a consensual relationship, who had exchanged expressions of love and even a ring.
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(It is interesting to note, though, that when their relationship began, the lady gave Desiré a ring
indicating the conditional nature of their love, rather than one representing eternal love. Her ring
remains only as long as Desiré does not transgress, and her stipulation could be due to her
awareness of possible weakness in his character.) The lady’s second rebuke is that he would
consider confessing his relationship, but without any intention to end it. Rather than assuming
that Desiré’s ring disappeared because he sought Christian confession, it is possible to interpret
the entire situation by arguing that the fairy lady took Desiré’s confession more seriously than he
did. By refusing to reappear, she ensured that he would carry out his penance, however unwilling
he was to do so. The fairy lady could indeed be more devout than Desiré.
Next Desiré’s lady addresses a deep-seated fear which has driven his actions, though he
never voiced it: “You have often feared / That I bewitched you. / Do not be concerned about this,
/ I am not of evil origin.” 369 She senses the root cause of her lover’s unease lies in her
supernatural identity, and asserts that she is not evil and has not bewitched him. She
accompanies words with actions, offering, “When you go to church to hear mass and pray to
God, / You will see me standing beside you / And partaking of the blessed bread. / You have
wronged me greatly, / But because I loved you so much, / I want to give you another chance.” 370
She offers a demonstration of her orthodoxy which is likely to be adequate proof for a man such
as Desiré, who has been shown throughout the lai to think simplistically about faith and actions.
But she herself, along with some audience members listening to the lai, could be aware of the
much greater theological significance in receiving the Eucharist. The fairy lady volunteers
without hesitation to partake of the body and blood which will unite her with Christ Himself. Her
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“Soventes foiz as tu douté / Que je t’eüsse enfantosmé. / N’aies tu ja de ce regart, / Ne sui mie de male part”
(Desiré, 429-32).
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“Quant vos irez jusqu’au mostier, / La messe oïr et Dieu proier, / Delez vos me verres ester / Et le pain beneoit
user. / Molt avez vers moi meserré; / Por ce que tant vos ai amé, / Vos veil fere tant de retor” (Desiré, 433-39).
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reception will be a physical representation of her incorporation in the faith to which she already
ascribes.
The fairy woman’s appearance and her words serve to revive Desiré, and he is cured.
Promptly the two of them make their way to a church, where he sees “his beloved standing next
to him, / Eating the blessed bread / And making the sign of the cross and blessing him.” 371 What
she has promised, she has fulfilled, offering visible proof by receiving the Eucharist. They
recommence their relationship, happiness restored. It becomes clear at this moment that their
year of separation and of Desiré’s near-death illness could have been completely avoided, had
Desiré thought to ask relevant questions regarding the fairy lady’s relation to Christianity at the
outset (as the noblewoman in Yonec asked Muldumarec for evidence of his faith). Ironically, all
of Desiré’s problems result from his failure to value his own faith enough to ensure that his lover
shares it with him from the outset. She could immediately have assured him of her orthodoxy, as
she does now after he has endured so much agony. Desiré learns through trials, but he finally is
able to comprehend that his love can be both a fairy and a faithful Christian. It was necessary for
him to come to this realization for the couple to enjoy any peace or happiness in their
relationship.
After more years pass, the king of Scotland summons his court and noblemen together at
Pentecost, Desiré among them. One again the author sets the entire encounter in a deeply
religious context, when the Holy Spirit once descended upon the faithful followers of the
Lord. 372 The supernatural of another sort descends upon the king’s court, as a stunning lady, a
beautiful maiden, and a handsome youth appear in court, riding white mules and carrying white
hawks, signifiers of the Otherworld from which they come. The lady announces herself as
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“S’amie voit lez lui ester, / Et le pain beneoit mengier, / Et la croiz fere, et lui saignier” (Desiré, 455-58).
Acts 2:1-4.
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mother of the two youths, and Desiré as the father. 373 She has a request of the king: “Marry me
to my beloved / Because I want to take him away with me. / We shall be together legitimately; /
He will spend his whole life with me. / He will never again seek confession / Or penance or
pardon.” 374 Having already born Desiré two children from her own body, and having partaken
of the Body of Christ in the sacrament of the Eucharist, the lady pursues another, final
demonstration of her incorporation into the Christian realm. 375 She pursues marriage in a church,
in the presence of human witnesses. Instead of wishing to prevent Desiré from seeking
confession, penance and pardon, she apparently wishes to put Desiré’s conscience completely at
ease by removing any possible cause for lingering guilt over their relationship.
The king acquiesces to her request, and even decides to marry the fair daughter of Desiré
himself. Desiré has no objection, and they immediately go to celebrate a double wedding. Finally
Desiré seems at peace with his relationship with his fairy love: “He was very anxious / To be
married to his lady / And for her to be given to him there. / They went together to the church /
And there they were both wed.” 376 Here an accord is reached: marriage is upheld as a sacrament
to be celebrated in the church, but marriage to a fairy woman is shown to be fully acceptable,
sanctioned by a priest in a holy space.
As the couple prepares to return to the Otherworld, they leave behind their daughter, now
queen of Scotland, and their son, now dubbed a knight like his father. The lady assures Desiré
that they will see their children again: “Know in truth, they will come back / To see us when they
can.” 377 His children, offspring of the human realm and the Otherworld, have effortlessly
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achieved a balance which Desiré failed so long to maintain. Desiré struggled to bridge a chasm
of his own imagining between the realms of faith and of fairy, falsely assuming that he could not
be a faithful Christian and simultaneously love a fairy woman. But his children, likely due to
their mother’s influence, believe in no such false opposition, and are able to exist happily with
one foot in each world. They are living proof that the fairy and Christian kingdoms are not in
competition or contradiction, but cooperation. And finally the conflicted Desiré attains the same
comfort with the fairy realm, evidenced by the final lines of the lai: “Desiré mounted and left /
With his beloved, who took him away. / He remained with her in such a way / That he never
came back; / He no longer had any desire to return.” 378
Throughout the lai of Desiré, at each moment when the realms of the Otherworld and of
orthodoxy interact, it is possible to read the fairies as standing in opposition to, or at least in
competition with, Christianity. However, a careful reading reveals surprising reversal, as the
fairy protagonist is repeatedly shown to be more devout than the human. The author cleverly
acknowledges the tensions and fears that Desiré, and likely the twelfth-century audience, would
feel at the interaction of the Christian and fairy worlds, but allays every fear throughout the
progression of the lai. The fairy lady becomes the figure who leads the way in showing Desiré
that the Otherworld and the Christian society do not contradict, but are in accord. The author of
the lai likely intends for audience members to come to the same conclusion, having watched as
the fairy lady willingly incorporated herself into the Body of Christ and having seen that the
human and fairy union was beneficial for all parties involved, on a spiritual and earthly level.
Yonec: Freedom by Fairy Means
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“Dessirez monte, si s’en va / O s’amie qui l’en mena. / O li remest en tel maniere / Que puis ne retorna ariere; /
De returner n’ot il plus cure” (Desiré, 815-19).
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Marie de France’s lais are dated to the second half of the twelfth century, and were likely
completed before the death of Henry II in 1189. 379 Marie’s identity, still unknown, has attracted
much speculation. Many think she must have been an aristocrat who became a nun. Others like
Michael Faletra argue that she may have been a married noblewoman writing in the AngloNorman court, based the fact that Denis Piramus calls her “Dame Marie.” 380 R. Howard Bloch
points out that regardless of whether she was a noblewoman or an aristocrat who became a nun,
it is evident she is widely knowledgeable in subjects both sacred and secular. 381 She shows
familiarity with classical, Christian, and courtly traditions in her lais, fables, and the
Espurgatoire seint Patriz. 382 Instead of trying to definitively prove and uphold one biographical
approach for Marie, it is perhaps wiser to embrace the ambiguity of her identity. Whether nun or
noblewoman, she was clearly interested in exploring themes of court, Church, and the
Otherworld in interaction with one another.
Just as Marie’s identity is contested, so is the interpretation of Yonec, as scholars have
attempted to find a fitting frame through which to read the lai. In early years of scholarship the
focus fell on finding Celtic analogues to the plot of Yonec, and on parsing out folkloric motifs
Marie could have been drawing upon. 383 In the past three decades there has been a turn towards
exploring the Christian references and allegorical meanings which appear within the lai. 384 The
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third and latest trend is to apply a postcolonial lens, reading Muldumarec as a symbol for the
untamable Welsh people who represent a threat to Norman lordship on the frontiers. 385 All three
approaches emphasize essential aspects of the lai: its otherworldly or magical resonances, its
Christian evocations, and its political significance. But it is unlikely that Marie de France, or her
audience, would break down their understanding of the lai into such compartmentalized
categories or would select only one of the three views to be the most relevant. Rather, it is the
lai’s blending of multiple levels of meaning which gives it its intricacy and enduring appeal.
Like the author of Desiré, Marie deliberately crafts a plot which places orthodoxy and the
Otherworld in interaction with one another. Instead of trying to situate fairies as adoxic creatures
operating independently of faith, Marie depicts the fairy-king Muldumarec as a devout Christian
who recites a credo, receives the viaticum, and time and time again, willingly enters into human
and Christian spaces. While Desiré has no antagonist but the knight himself, the villain of Yonec
is the jealous, murderous human husband of the trapped noblewoman. Marie creates a foe who is
associated with institutional Church forces, and shows him to be a hypocrite, while the shapeshifting, supernatural fairy is shown to be a truly devout figure.
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The lai opens with the description of a rich old man, the lord of Caerwent in Wales, who
marries and then jealously guards a beautiful young noblewoman. 386 As she continues to
describe this man, Marie paints a darkening picture of his private life. He orders his young bride
locked away in a chamber within a tower, where she is managed by the husband’s old widowed
sister for seven years. She is forbidden to socialize with other women, to see her family, or to
attend church. 387 At night, when the husband enters her chamber he forbids servants to light
candles. 388 He is a man who prefers darkness over light, and isolation over the fellowship of
friends, family, or faith. His identity becomes even more troubling when one considers Glyn S.
Burgess and Keith Busby’s comment that the word Marie uses to identify him, avouez, is not
only a term for a ruler of a city, but has an ecclesiastical connotation:
[I]t is more likely that Marie is referring to the official functions of the advocate
(advocatus), the officer appointed by the Church to handle its secular affairs. The
advocates seem often to have usurped the land they were supposed to protect and
to have set themselves up as independent feudal lords. The distaste felt by many
for the advocate would emphasize the plight of the lady, married off to him in
order to produce an heir to lands which should rightfully revert on his death to the
Church. 389
By giving the old husband such a role, Marie frames her tale from the outset with religious
significance. Though in the public eye he is a representative of the Church, the husband is shown
to be a controlling figure who suppresses rather than supports his noble wife’s religious life and
growth. But it is also important to note that Marie is not necessarily intending to criticize all
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churchmen, but only those such as the avouez who would abuse their power and pursue marriage
out of selfish motives.
During these seven years, the couple remains childless, perhaps a subtle suggestion that
God is not on the side of this corrupt, hypocritical advocate of the Church. The lady grieves
continually and allows her beauty to fade. One morning in early April, when the husband and his
aged sister leave her alone in her tower, the lady speaks aloud to herself. This, the longest speech
she makes in the entire lai, provides the first real insight into her character, and merits close
analysis. As she laments her imprisonment, her first complaint concerns her soul, as she says, “I
can neither go to church nor hear God’s service.” 390 The foremost of her sorrows is her isolation
from the sacraments and service of the Church, and the community of Christians. Marie
demonstrates from the outset that the lady’s faith is sincere and central in her thoughts. She is not
putting on a show of religion; to her knowledge, there is no one else present to hear her words or
watch her weep.
The lady continues, “Cursed be my parents and all those who gave me to this jealous man
and married me to this person!” 391 The conditions under which she was married now come to
light, and the fact that she is in a forced marriage without her consent is significant in the twelfth
century, as the Church was endeavoring to reduce the occurrence of prearranged noble
marriages, and to ensure that there was mutual consent. 392 Since her husband and family forced
her into marriage, the validity of the union is fundamentally unsound. Again, Marie is
underscoring the woman’s situation under the control of a repressive social and religious system.
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The details of her specific circumstances are unknown, but it seems that the local priest who
married her to her husband may be as corrupt as the avouez himself, willing to perform a
ceremony in spite of the fact that the noblewoman clearly did not consent to the marriage. Her
family, as well, is a complicit party, as they were also involved in forcing her into the union.
The lady’s next revelation casts her husband in an even more forbidding light, by
portraying him as having received an infernal baptism, rather than a sacred one: “When he
should have been baptized, he was plunged into the river of Hell, for his sinews are hard, and so
are his veins which are full of living blood.” 393 Through the lady’s words here, the husband is
now cast not only as a repressive force but as a figure aligned with Hell itself. He may outwardly
appear to be a Christian lord and advocate, but she who knows him best reverses this image to
depict his nature as infernal. 394 The lady associates her husband with Hell, death, and a pagan
ethos, and her words also foreshadow future events in the lai. Her first mention of blood here
stands in opposition to the next reference, which appears in the context of Muldumarec’s
reception of Christ’s body and blood in the viaticum. Her mention of her husband’s blood also
contrasts with the “living blood” which will pour forth from Muldumarec’s veins, after he is
wounded for the love of this lady. Finally, even the avouez’s hard sinews will not be adequate to
resist the sword her son wields at the end of the lai as he avenges the deaths of his parents by
shedding the husband’s blood. The vivid imagery of blood persists throughout the lai, and by
means of this life force, Marie sets the husband in opposition to both Muldumarec and Christ
himself.
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The lady’s words thus far have followed a progression: Her orthodox desire for church
attendance shifted to an indictment of her family for forcing her into marriage and a depiction of
the husband’s counter-sacramental state. She now turns her thoughts to the aventures, tales from
cest païs, “this country” of Wales. 395 She says she has often heard stories in which courtly
knights made ladies their lovers, appearing whenever the ladies wished it and remaining unseen
to all others. 396 The lady then steps beyond recalling narrative to desiring that the tales will
become reality: “If this can be and ever was, if it ever did happen to anyone, may almighty God
grant my wish!” 397 With this final prayer, or perhaps one might call it an orthodox wish, the lady
ends her lengthy soliloquy, and it is because of her words that all of the lai’s subsequent events
unfold. Marie has deepened the audience’s understanding of the husband and wife in the lai,
casting the lady as a sincere, devout noblewoman who is confined and repressed by her husband.
The avouez, in spite of his affiliation with the Church, has defied marriage laws and suppressed
his wife’s ability to practice her faith in Christian community. Into the midst of this dilemma
defined by religious tensions, Marie brings the possibility of a fairy lover, and situates him in
such a way that he represents an avenue of freedom and possible deliverance for the lady. For
female aristocrats listening to Marie’s lais, some might easily identify with the lady’s dilemma,
as they sought to function within a clerical and courtly system which could be corrupt and
repressive. The lais about fairy lovers could deliver the listening women from their literal
confinement for at least a period of imaginative freedom.
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Within the lai, the lady’s imaginative longings are immediately fulfilled, as a large hawk
flies in through the tower window and transforms into a handsome knight. He states his desire to
be her lover, assures her of his devotion to her alone, and explains that “I could not come to you,
nor leave my country, unless you had wished for me; but now I can be your beloved!” 398 He
leaves his country unspecified, but his remarkable transformation implies that his origin is
otherworldly. Although the lady has long been under the control of her husband, this knight,
Muldumarec, indicates that his ability to act is completely dependent on the lady’s wishes.
Unlike Desiré, who so eagerly establishes a love affair with a fairy, this noblewoman is wisely
cautious. Her genuine devotion is once again displayed as she replies, “saying that she would
make him her lover, provided he believed in God, which would make their love possible.” 399 Her
first concern is to establish that Muldumarec shares her faith. In Desiré, the thought of faith did
not once cross the knight’s mind as he commenced his relationship; even later when his
conscience became troubled, he does not even consider the possibility that his fairy love could be
devout, but confesses went to the hermit to confess his supposed sin. In contrast, the lady in
Yonec finds it perfectly feasible to consider the possibility that Muldumarec believes in God, and
with her acceptance of the idea, Marie may hope to normalize the concept of a devout Christian
fairy to her listening audience as well. She draws the fairy folk into the sphere of orthodoxy by
means of this subtle, simple assumption of the lady.
The noblewoman’s desire to know that Muldumarec believes in God is usually explained
in scholarship by an underlying fear that he may be a demon. As Sharon Kinoshita and Peggy
McCracken explain, a demonic origin was plausible, “since demons were known for their ability
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to change form.” 400 Moreover, in bestiaries of the twelfth century, the hawk is symbolically
associated with the devil, as the hawk’s habit of seizing low-flying birds is compared to Satan’s
snatching of souls. 401 But the lady’s desire may also be related to the fact that her husband, who
is supposed to be a Christian man, is instead a hypocrite with habits so dark that she imagines he
was baptized in Hell. It is not surprising, therefore, that her foremost wish could be that her lover
would possess genuine Christian faith.
In response to her request, Muldumarec immediately offers a detailed statement of faith:
“‘Lady,’ he said, ‘you are right. I would not on any account want guilt, distrust or suspicion to
attach to me. I do believe in the Creator who set us free from the sorrow in which our ancestor
Adam put us by biting the bitter apple. He is, will be and always has been life and light to
sinners.’” 402 Reciting a brief credo demonstrates Muldumarec’s knowledge of biblical narrative,
and affirms his orthodox faith in God. Through his words, Marie also hints at an origin of fairies
which does not fall within any one of the four prevailing theories which Lewis listed. She seems
to ascribe to a different view, and this moment offers a tantalizing clue to those who puzzle over
fairy identity. Surprisingly, the fairy claims that Adam is “our ancestor,” or literally, “nostre
pere,” “our father.” 403 While this knight clearly has superhuman capabilities such as shapeshifting, he claims common ancestry with humankind. If Adam is also father to the fairy people,
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then they too must possess body and spirit and be made in the image of God. Marie does not
hold the view that fairies are a third race apart from men and angels, or that fairies are demons.
They are also clearly not demoted angels and cannot be dead, as Muldumarec is a living being
who will later die. A fifth possible explanation for fairy origin, suggested by some Irish sources,
is that fairies are unfallen humans, who did not partake of the fruit as Adam and Eve did. But
Muldumarec’s words also eliminate that possibility, as he includes fairies in the experiences of
both sorrow from the Fall and redemption by God who is “life and light to sinners.” To my
knowledge no medieval theory of fairy origin aligns with Muldumarec’s claims, and Marie does
not include any further explanation in Yonec or her other lais. But the statement is sufficient to
situate fairies as proximate to humans, and as orthodox beings who are knowledgeable about
Christian doctrine.
After affirming his belief in God, Muldumarec then goes even further, willingly offering
to verify his words through actions: “If you do not believe this of me, send for your chaplain.
Tell him that an illness has come upon you and that you want to hear the service that God has
established in this world for the redemption of sinners. I shall assume your appearance, receive
the body of Christ, and recite all of my credo for you. Never doubt me on this count.” 404
Muldumarec’s suggestion that he and the lady practice deception in order to receive the
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Eucharist may seem a troubling facet that implies that the knight is fond of deception, and thus
may be closer to the demon than fairy. But when one considers that the lady’s husband never
allows her to leave her tower to attend church, it becomes clear that Muldumarec cannot offer, as
Desiré’s lady did, to attend church and there receive the sacrament by her side. It is due to the
husband’s practice of isolation that the lady is forced to feign illness in order to have an
opportunity to receive the Eucharist. The blame for deception can fall on his corrupt shoulders,
then, rather than on those of the fairy knight.
The noblewoman feels no compunction at feigning near-death illness, doing so that very
morning. The priest “came as quickly as possible, bringing the corpus domini. The knight
received it and drank the wine from the chalice, whereupon the chaplain left.” 405 Intriguingly,
though Marie has made it clear that the knight takes on the appearance of the lady, she now
specifies that it was the knight who received the elements. Her word choice suggests that
regardless of his outward appearance, his stable inner identity is that of the fairy knight.
Muldumarec has progressed from hawk to knight to semblance of his lady-love, and he is now
incorporated into Christ Himself. Clearly, his reception of the Eucharist goes far beyond
signifying that he is not a demon. Where the husband has been depicted, metaphorically, as
receiving a counter-sacramental baptism, Muldumarec is shown partaking in this central
sacrament of the faith. He is no fairy hovering on the fringes of Christianity, but is fully
incorporated in orthodoxy, surpassing the human husband in true devotion.
Muldumarec, having affirmed his membership in the Christian community, becomes a
frequent visitor in the tower, restoring hope and vitality to the lady with his presence. In their
relationship, she has the agency that she has lacked for so long, summoning her lover whenever
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she wishes. It may seem strange that he never seeks to carry her away to the Otherworld, and
never offers to remove her from her captivity, as he presumably could. Perhaps Marie wishes to
emphasize that fairies are not merely forces that separate people from the human realm. Instead,
all of Muldumarec’s actions are focused on entering into the lady’s life, faith, and even her
confinement. He is willing to incorporate himself into the human world, even though he
prophesies to his love that these visits will eventually result in his death. 406 And even his fate is
not due to his choice to operate within the sphere of humanity, but instead is shown to be the
fault of the murderous avouez.
Because the aged husband notices his wife’s beauty has returned, and he consults with his
sister, who spies and discovers that the lady has a lover. The outraged husband has razor-sharp
iron spikes forged and fitted on the window. In spite of Muldumarec’s prescience regarding his
eventual death, his knowledge is limited, as Marie makes clear by exclaiming, “Oh God! If only
he had known the treachery that the villain was preparing!” 407 Muldumarec tries to enter the
window and is pierced by an iron spike. At this point the imagery becomes tragically vivid,
describing Muldumarec wrenches himself off the barbed point and sits on the bed beside the
lady, where his scarlet blood pours out on the sheets. His corporeality and mortality is affirmed
through this graphic description of his wound; he is no spirit, but is, like his human love,
possessed of a physical body. One cannot help but also notice the symbolic resonances in the
moment: Muldumarec, who received the eucharistic elements, has become a living incarnation of
them, as his body is broken and his blood poured out for love.
The lady faints in grief, seeing Muldumarec’s wounds, but he comforts her with another
prophetic insight, telling her that she is with child and will have a son named Yonec who will
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avenge them both and kill their enemy. 408 With that revelation, Muldumarec returns to his own
kingdom in the Otherworld, still bleeding profusely. Though up to this point Muldumarec has
always been the one to enter the lady’s world, now she, dressed only in her shift, leaps twenty
feet from a window in the tower. 409 She now possesses boldness, courage, and reckless abandon.
She is beyond caring for her own safety or appearance in her concern for her fairy love. Instead
of remaining helplessly in the tower where she has been confined for so long, she breaks out of
her bondage. She has been transformed and liberated through her relationship with Muldumarec.
No longer does the avouez have the power to keep her contained in his isolating sphere of
influence.
The noblewoman follows the trail of blood her love has left behind until she passes
through the darkness of a hill and emerges in a beautiful meadow. 410 For the first time the lady
has crossed the threshold into her love’s land, but even here signs of death and mortality persist,
and beauty is marred, for she finds that the green grass is crimson with her love’s blood. 411 Full
of fear for Muldumarec, she follows the scarlet trail to a silver, walled city and makes her way
through the silent streets, never encountering an inhabitant. 412 Finally she finds her knight in a
magnificent palace, but he begs her to leave, because if his people were to find her, they would
torment her, “for my people would know they had lost me because of my love for you.” 413 She
replies that if she returns to her husband, he will surely kill her, and she would prefer to die with
Muldumarec. Once again the husband is shown to be murderous, ready to avenge himself not
only on the fairy knight, but on his own wife. Muldumarec resolves this difficulty by giving her a
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ring which will ensure her husband’s complete forgetfulness of their relationship. He also gives
her his own sword to give to her son once he is of age. 414
The lady returns to her husband, where all proceeds according to Muldumarec’s
prophecies, and the very year Yonec comes of age and is made a knight, he learns the truth of his
parents’ past. In Wales the nobility are celebrating the feast of St. Aaron, and the lady’s husband,
is summoned to Caerleon to celebrate. In the years that have passed as Yonec has grown up, the
incorporation of the Otherworld into the human world seems to have progressed, for Caerleon is
revealed to be none other than Muldumarec’s very own land. Even after his death, his genuine
devotion to faith is apparent, for when the lady enters his Caerleon with their grown son, she
discovers an abbey filled with holy people in the center of his fairy kingdom, and Muldumarec’s
tomb in the center of this holy space. 415 It is here, at the side of her love’s tomb and in the
presence of her wicked husband, that the lady relates to Yonec the true story of his birth, and
gives him his father’s sword. She then falls onto the tomb in a faint, and passes from a state of
unconsciousness to death. Yonec, seeing his mother lying dead on his true father’s tomb,
immediately strikes off the jealous old husband’s head “and thus with his father’s sword avenged
his mother’s grief.” 416 News of Yonec’s deeds and his mother’s death spread throughout the city,
and they bury the lady in honor next to Muldumarec and make Yonec their ruler. 417 Though the
ending of the lai is bittersweet, Marie situates both Muldumarec and his love in an
unquestionably sacred space, entombed in honor at the center of a holy abbey. A fairy who is
also a knight, king, and Christian, Muldumarec is the ultimate image of a fairy’s ability to be
fully incorporated into orthodoxy. In contrast, the controlling, hypocritical avouez is stricken
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down in this same sacred space, and Yonec is granted kingship and power by the will of his
father and all the people in the Otherworld. This son who represents the joining of the human and
fairy realms is likely to be the just, liberal lord that the avouez never was.
Conclusion
This chapter has considered two lais in which fairies receive the Eucharist, and are
shown willingly entering into Christian spaces and practices. The anonymous lai of Desiré
depicts the Scottish knight’s struggle with unnecessary guilt and suspicion regarding his
relationship with a fairy lady. She shows herself to be not less but more dedicated to Christianity
than her human lover, and assures Desiré of her orthodoxy by going with him to church to
receive the Eucharist. The fairy lady becomes the figure who leads the way in showing Desiré
that the Otherworld and the Christian society do not contradict, but are in accord. The author
allays the tensions and fears that Desiré, and likely the twelfth-century audience, felt at the
interaction of the Christian and fairy worlds.
Like the author of Desiré, Marie de France deliberately crafts a plot which places
orthodoxy and the Otherworld in interaction with one another, but Marie’s lai Yonec depicts a
noblewoman who is significantly more devout than Desiré. When a fairy knight appears in her
chamber and offers to be her love, she first asks for assurance that he believes in God. He gladly
receives the Eucharist and she, assured, enters into a relationship with him. But their happiness
as a couple is short-lived, due to the plotting of the lady’s jealous, murderous husband.
Interestingly, Marie’s antagonist is associated with institutional Church forces, and she shows
him to be a hypocrite, while the shape-shifting, supernatural fairy is shown to be a truly devout
figure. This may reflect an effort on the part of female authors such as Marie to push back
against overcontrolling and restrictive clerical control in areas affecting women’s social and
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religious lives. The avouez faces retribution and death at the hands of Yonec, son of the
noblewoman and her fairy lover, and Yonec then becomes ruler of the fairy kingdom in his
father’s stead, the ideal figure of a son who chooses to support his mother instead of the
oppressive and corrupt churchman.
Scholars have generally situated fairies in an adoxic space, outside the bounds of
orthodoxy or heterodoxy, and have explained the reception of the Eucharist on the part of the
fairies as a means of proving that they are not demonic. Instead, I argue that the authors were
undertaking a larger endeavor of incorporation, by both raising and resolving tensions over what
these beings represented and where they fit in the orthodox order of the universe. The Eucharist
is situated as a focal point in each lai, as the fairies gladly partake of this central sacrament of te
Christian faith. The outcome in each lai is an accord between the realms of orthodoxy and the
Otherworld, achieved by the fairies willingly incorporating themselves into the Body of Christ,
and by the humans, in return, accepting the fairies as devout beings and entering into the
Otherworld without fear or hesitation.
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Chapter Four: Perceval and the Graal: Cultivating Curiosity, Inciting Inquiry
Introduction
Chapter Three examined the lais of Desiré and Yonec in order to explore the relationship
of fairies to faith. As the lais develop, the questions of where fairies stand in relation to
orthodoxy are resolved, as the fairies willingly incorporate themselves into the Body of Christ,
and as the humans, in return, accept the fairies as devout beings and enter into the Otherworld
without fear or hesitation. Instead of allowing the fairies to exist in a marginal, non-religious
space, the authors bring the fairies into the presence of orthodox practices, spaces, and Christ
himself, embodied in the Eucharist.
Chapter Four shifts in focus from fairies back to humans, taking as its central protagonist
the young Welsh knight Perceval from Chrétien de Troyes’s incomplete romance, Perceval, ou
Le Conte del Graal (c. 1180-1190). 418 In Perceval, Chrétien introduced perhaps the single
greatest literary mystery of all time. The most famous scene in the romance depicts Perceval’s
encounter with a bleeding lance and a shining graal; these mysterious objects pass in a
procession before the knight multiple times while he dines as a guest in the Fisher King’s
castle. 419 Yet neither Perceval nor the audience receives an explanation of the significance of the
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lance and graal, because instead of inquiring after the meaning of the procession, Perceval sits
passively, a silent spectator. He is later chastised for failing to ask two questions: Why does the
lance bleed, and whom does the graal serve? Perceval learns from his failure and begins to
undergo a change, asking relevant questions and cultivating an attitude of inquiry. He resolves
that he will quest until he finds an answer to the two questions of the graal procession, but the
romance is unfinished and the questions go unanswered.
Perceval, ou Le Conte del Graal is unique among romances in its emphasis on the
importance of asking questions. Richard Barber is baffled in his attempts to find a source for
Chrétien’s unique narrative focus: “There are many stories in folklore and literature which
revolve round the finding of an answer to a question, but stories where the crux is the asking of
the question in the first place are rare in the extreme. I have not as yet been able to find any
satisfactory parallel for this daring leap of invention, for such it must be.” 420 While the focus on
the asking of questions is indeed rare in the genres of folklore and romance literature, I propose
that the parallel for Chrétien’s question-asking emphasis can be found by looking in a different
direction, towards the ecclesiastical culture of twelfth-century France. Le Conte del Graal is
often said to be a romance about the education of Perceval as a knight, and on another level, as a
Christian. 421 I propose that by looking to the twelfth century’s system of clerical education, it is
possible to read Perceval as a romance reflecting the educational methods of the theological
schools of the time, and also as a work which wishes to educate its lay audience by cultivating an
attitude of inquiry. Through the quaestiones and disputationes of clerical education, and through
the exempla and miracle stories used in sermons for lay audiences, clergymen were invested in
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teaching individuals to ask difficult theological questions and to find reasonable answers. It is
possible, therefore, that Chrétien’s “daring leap of invention,” his stress on the importance of
asking questions, is actually a reflection and endorsement of the atmosphere of energetic inquiry
about spiritual matters which flourished in northern France in the twelfth century.
Chrétien’s enigmatic graal procession was the spark that lit a fire in the imaginations of
many later medieval authors, who built upon his narrative and developed the intricate and
sprawling corpus of the Grail Quest. 422 And though there remain two unanswered questions,
about the lance and the graal, the graal with its single eucharistic wafer was taken up as the
central object of fascination among the medieval continuators. 423 Because Chrétien’s romance is
unfinished, it is impossible to know if he intended to explain the Host’s presence in the graal, or
the Grail King’s subsistence on the Host, in further detail. But it is significant to note that
Chrétien’s continuators saw the sacrament, along with the graal, as central to the narrative; this
underscores the Eucharist’s importance to contemporary authors and audiences, and also
demonstrates that Chrétien’s romance effectively awakened further interest and inquiry about the
Eucharist.
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The argument in the first half of this chapter is based on a consideration of Chrétien de
Troyes’s authorial identity and the cultural context in which he wrote. Only by understanding the
practices and purposes of the quaestiones and disputationes in the schools of northern France,
and by examining the aims of miracle stories and eucharistic exempla, is it possible to
demonstrate how that environment would shape the emphasis on inquiry which persists
throughout Perceval, Le Conte del Graal. Then, the second half of the chapter will show through
a close reading of the romance that Chrétien uses not only the enigmatic graal procession, but
the entirety of Perceval to encourage an attitude of inquiry. From the first scene onwards,
Perceval fails to ask relevant questions which would supply himself, and the audience, with
insights about mysteries in the narrative. Inviting plot threads remain unresolved due to
Perceval’s passivity and lack of curiosity. But it could be that Chrétien seeks to awaken a keen
sense of inquiry in the audience, whose understanding of the value of asking questions would
grow as they repeatedly saw the protagonist failing to do so. Perceval, after his most significant
failure to inquire in the Fisher King’s Castle, is openly and repeatedly reproached, which leads to
his transformation. He begins to ask pointed, relevant questions and to seek answers to
unexplained events around him. The entire romance cultivates curiosity and encourages a spirit
of active inquiry.
Chrétien de Troyes, the Fair Unknown
The identity of Chrétien de Troyes has been the subject of much scholarly speculation.
Known facts about Chrétien are scant, virtually all derived from the little he reveals of himself in
his writings. Over the years, scholarship has developed a general portrait of Chrétien as a
religious cleric who writes for patrons in various courts, and is simultaneously “deferential and
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ironic” in tone towards the aristocracy for whom he writes. 424 Evidence of his clerical identity is
also suggested through his clear knowledge of rhetoric and dialectic, and his interest in
incorporating sacramental and ecclesiastical motifs in his romances. 425 Others have questioned
this depiction of Chrétien as a clerical court writer, suggesting that he may have been a Jew who
converted and chose the name Chrétien to indicate his new religious affinity. 426 Another
speculation is that his name is a pseudonym cleverly linking the classical past of Troy with the
Christian present. 427 Finally, Sarah Kay argues that Chrétien de Troyes may not be one
individual but rather a name assumed by a group of poets who shared a common Christian
viewpoint from which to compose romances for court, and whose assumed name showed their
resolve to be subject to the higher laws of faith rather than to please a particular group of
courtiers, clerks, or knights. 428
Of all these possible authorial identities, I still find the most convincing evidence
indicates that Chrétien was a cleric writing for courtly patrons. Matilda Bruckner makes the
argument that Chrétien’s knowledge of rhetoric, dialectics, and the canon of ancient authorities
confirms his school training as a clerc. 429 Chrétien also displays his proficiency in both Latin and
vernacular literary genres, drawing on Ovid’s writings, Geoffrey of Monmouth’s Historia regum
Brittaniae, Wace’s Anglo-Norman adaptation Roman de Brut, love lyrics from troubadours, oral
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Breton tales, and battle scenes from the chansons de geste. 430 His repertoire of sources is vast,
indeed, but my focus in this chapter centers on ways Chrétien’s romance of Perceval could be
reflecting and responding to ecclesiastical writings and debates of the second half of the twelfth
century, represented in quaestiones and disputationes of the schools, and in the miracle tales and
eucharistic exempla.
Chrétien de Troyes does name two specific patrons, Marie de Champagne and Philippe
d’Alsace, count of Flanders, which indicates that he was likely in northern France at the heart of
political, commercial, and religious axes from sometime in the 1160s until ca. 1191. 431 In The
Church and Vernacular Literature in Medieval France, Dorothea Kullmann explains that during
the latter half of the twelfth century and into the thirteenth century, an abundance of clergymen
trained in the schools of northern France saturated the secular and ecclesiastical courts, and that
there were far fewer ecclesiastical positions available than there were clerics ready to fill
them. 432 Therefore, many of these men were pushed to find or forge positions for themselves in
the secular courts, where they were led to craft innovative writings which would please secular
patrons but also allow them to give voice to their ecclesiastical training and interests. 433 It seems
probable that Chrétien de Troyes was one such cleric, whose talent for innovating in the romance
genre while incorporating sacred motifs has been a large part of his enduring appeal.
On a larger scale, Barbara Newman asserts that vernacular genres such as the Grail
romances “testify to an intense dynamic concern with bridging the divide between clerics and
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their lay patrons and audiences.” 434 Both Kullmann and Newman push back against traditional
categories of clerical versus lay culture, and secular versus profane writing, instead
demonstrating that much of the literature of the twelfth century reflects authorial investment in
cultivating a crossover of sacred and secular material. 435 Therefore, it is not unreasonable to
suggest that Chrétien is using the romance genre to express the clerical values of an educational
system based on active inquiry and debate, modeled in the quaestiones, disputationes, and
exempla. Le Conte del Graal demonstrates a clear interest in the Eucharist, but also, on a larger
scale, on the importance of asking questions about supernatural mysteries, instead of sitting
silently and letting them pass by without seeking understanding. This is Perceval’s great fault in
the Fisher King’s castle, and may likewise remind audiences not to sit silently as, time and time
again, the divine mysteries pass before them during Mass.
An Attitude of Inquiry: Quaestiones and Disputationes
The eleventh and twelfth centuries saw the rise of dialectic as a means of investigating
theological questions and arriving at well-reasoned answers. 436 Anselm of Canterbury (c.10331109) advocated the use of dialectic, emphasizing that Christians could use rational arguments to
demonstrate religious truths which were already known and believed. 437 Peter Abelard (10791142), in Sic et non, firmly asserted, “By doubting, indeed, we come to enquiry, and by enquiry
we arrive at the truth.” 438 Throughout the twelfth century an increasing number of classical texts
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about dialectic were circulated, and dialectical approaches were incorporated into theological
study and instruction. 439
Scholars have long been aware of the use of dialectics Chrétien’s romances. For instance,
Constance Bouchard emphasizes Chrétien’s use of dialectical thought and particularly “the
discourse of opposites,” a term she uses to describe the organization of ideas into opposing
categories. 440 This discourse of opposites has most often been studied in scholastic writings, but
she emphasizes that such discourse spread into much of twelfth-century thought, including the
romances enjoyed by lay audiences. 441 Bouchard turns to Chrétien’s Erec et Enide, and Lancelot,
le Chevalier de la Charette, to demonstrate the ways the theological schools’ discourse of
opposites was adapted and integrated into the romance form. 442 Bouchard does not address
Perceval, le Conte del Graal as part of her study, perhaps because there is not a clear discourse
of opposites readily apparent in that specific romance. Yet I would say that the opposing views
of the Eucharist as either the real or merely symbolic presence of Christ could be considered one
such discourse that would persist in the background of the audience’s minds as they heard the
graal narrative unfold.
More predominant in Perceval is the emphasis on the importance of exercising an
attitude of inquiry, rather than debating opposing categories. I would make an argument parallel
to Bouchard’s by stating that that spirit of inquiry so central to Perceval found its origins in the
dialectics used in the theological schools, where quaestiones and disputationes modeled the
arrival at truth through persistent inquiry. Before examining the ways in which Chrétien could
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have been responding to the influences of dialectical methods, it is helpful to have a general
understanding of how a quaestio would be introduced and how a disputation would proceed.
The procedure for a disputation was as follows: the master would announce the quaestio,
the question that would be the subject of the dispute, in advance. 443 The set day, faculty and
students from across the schools would arrive. Clergy, prelates, and other ecclesiastical figures in
the region would also eagerly attend disputations, for they were “jousts which thrilled the mind.
The disputatio was the tournament of clerks.” 444 The master would give a brief lecture while the
attendees filtered in, and then the dispute would begin. 445 Though the master directed the
dispute, it would be his bachelor who played the role of the respondens (respondent), in order to
demonstrate his understanding of his master’s knowledge, and to establish his own intellectual
reputation. 446 He would be challenged by questions from the opponens (the opposing figure), and
at times by the masters and other bachelors in attendance. 447 Ideally, the respondent’s
proficiency would serve to represent the excellence of his master’s instruction and also
demonstrate that the bachelor had gained autonomy. 448 If a bachelor performed well in
disputations, in time he was able to rise to mastery, but if he could not reply adequately to the
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opposition, his master would lend him assistance. 449 Thus a bachelor’s mastery was not
guaranteed, and much depended on his skill in the disputations.
After the initial and most lively dispute, a second session would be held in which the
master would once again hold center stage to deliver his determinatio, or determination, which
was his resolution to the original quaestio. 450 The master would summarize the central facts
surrounding the question in logical succession, and then he would offer the proofs in favor of the
doctrinal conclusions he had resolved upon. 451 Finally he would conclude by responding to each
of the counterarguments which had been raised in contradiction to his own position. 452 Thus
were the skirmishes of the disputation’s verbal jousting resolved into orderly determinations, and
the daunting enigmas of the quaestio brought to rest.
As Chrétien sought to depict Perceval receiving an education in both knightly and
spiritual matters, he could have had this dialectical approach of quaestiones and disputationes in
mind. Writing in northern France in the late twelfth century, Chrétien would have been familiar
with the disputations, and very easily could have attended—or participated in—some of these
verbal jousts. Tony Hunt argues that Chrétien’s writing reveals his dialectical training in one of
the schools of northern France. 453 While that claim cannot be proved for certain, Chrétien does
use the romance of Perceval to insist repeatedly that an attitude of active inquiry is necessary for
the knight to be able to discover truth both about the graal procession and about the Christian
faith.
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However, Chrétien’s emphasis on the value of inquiry was not shared among all twelfthcentury thinkers. A tension existed among religious scholars, as many felt that using dialectics to
prove tenets which should be accepted by faith was problematic. 454 The twelfth century saw
ongoing opposition from various clergymen against the increasing use of dialectics to address
theological matters, who felt that sacred subjects should not be framed as quaestiones and made
the subject of disputation. Jacques Le Goff describes how in the early twelfth century, Rupert of
Deutz (c. 1075-1130) emerged from his cloister to denounce those in the schools who were
engaging in “vain disputes between masters and students.” 455 Bernard of Clairvaux (1090-1153)
also challenged the dialectical methods of the theological masters, fostering widespread
skepticism among the monastic clergy. 456 John of Salisbury (c. 1120-1180) expressed his
concern about the incursion of logic into theology. 457 At the end of the twelfth century, Stephen
of Tournai (1128-1203) declared that the holiness of the Trinity and the Scriptures was
dishonored by being dragged into public disputations where such subject matter was “cut up and
wrangled over in the trivia, so that now there are as many errors as doctors, as many scandals as
classrooms, as many blasphemies as squares.” 458 Some subjects were considered particularly
unfit for disputations. In one of his letters, Peter of Blois (c. 1130-1211) expressed his particular
disapproval of disputations on the topic of transubstantiation. 459 He felt that the disputations
often allowed clergy to indulge their own arrogance or vanity, and said that sacramental
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celebrations and serious matters such as the question of transubstantiation should not be made
the subject of such verbal conflicts. 460
Yet masters of the schools in northern France saw great value in the dialectical approach
to clerical education, which taught students to exercise an attitude of inquiry and to rigorously
pursue well-reasoned explanations for challenging questions. Chrétien’s repeated insistence on
the importance of asking questions and on the necessity of Perceval developing an attitude of
inquiry holds interesting parallels to the stance of those who advocated for employing dialectical
methods in the schools. Perhaps Chrétien sought to communicate in romance form the idea
which Le Goff expresses in terms of the schools: “The university intellectual was born from the
moment he “questioned” the text which then became only a support, when from a passive reader
he became an active questioner.” 461 Likewise, Chrétien suggests that Perceval will be worthy of
achieving the graal quest only when he shifts from being a passive observer to being an active
questioner. In the controversy over the use of dialectics in the schools, it seems highly likely that
Chrétien would stand in favor of the active inquiry modeled in quaestiones and disputationes.
Clerics among the audience members in the courts of Chrétien’s patrons could recognize in
Perceval a subtle affirmation of the dialectical methods employed in the schools at this time.
Furthermore, the central question around which the romance revolves is that of the graal
containing the eucharistic wafer. Chrétien does not feel the same hesitancy as does Peter of Blois
in regards to making the Eucharist a matter of inquiry and investigation. But he does so in a
subtle manner which would perhaps be acceptable to Peter. In the context of Le Conte del Graal,
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the graal and the wafer therein are placed at the center of Perceval’s effort to ask questions and
find answers, but are not presented as a formal quaestio that would spark debate over the
sacrament. Instead, the emphasis falls on the importance of seeking to understand whom the
graal serves, and the narrative leads the audience to wonder why the Host is borne in the graal.
The romance raises great interest in the Eucharist without directly making it the subject of
disputation. In the eight hundred years since Chrétien wrote Le Conte del Graal, thousands have
taken up questioning and questing after the truths represented by the graal procession. Chrétien’s
choice to describe a single eucharistic wafer in the graal has led many to investigate the Host
and its spiritual significance, who would never otherwise have done so. He successfully awakens
an attitude of inquiry in both Perceval and his audience, without ever dishonoring the sanctity of
the Host.
It should be clear from this section that the clerks were trained in a system which
modeled and insisted upon rigorous inquiry and discussion. They were not afraid to ask difficult
questions, or to search relentlessly for resolutions to those questions. In the romance of Perceval,
Chrétien introduces a protagonist who must learn to ask difficult questions and pursue
explanations. Doing so is fundamental to his development as both knight and Christian. Chrétien
thus reflects and endorses the educational approach clerics were trained in, affirming the
dialectical approach that some clergymen vocally criticized. On another level, though Chrétien
speaks not just to clerics in the audience, but to the laypeople who would not have undergone a
clerical education that encouraged active inquiry. This could have created a large divide between
the clergy and the courtiers and laypeople with whom they interacted. How could clerics instill in
their audiences a willingness and desire to ask difficult theological questions and pursue sound
answers? I suggest that they crafted stories—exempla, miracle tales, and even enigmatic
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romances such as Perceval, in order to move audiences from mute wonder or passivity and to
awaken an attitude of inquiry.
Medieval Doubt and Belief in Miracle Tales and Exempla
Miracle tales and exempla served as useful sermon illustrations for the clergy who sought
to engage their listeners’ attention and provide them with spiritual truths, but they also could
raise questions about theological mysteries and miracles. 462 Miracle stories depict divine
workings and supernatural wonders which take place for the benefit of saints or laypeople.
Exempla are brief tales illustrating moral and spiritual truths, often set in everyday contexts
familiar to lay audiences. 463 The twelfth and thirteenth centuries saw the appearance of
collections of these tales, alongside the growth of the pastoral care movement. 464 This reforming
program, which flourished in the twelfth century in Paris and spread across Europe, sought to
provide laypeople with sound doctrinal and moral teaching and with a correct understanding of
the sacramental system. 465 Clergy of the pastoral care movement were deeply invested in helping
laypeople gain insight regarding the sacrament of the Eucharist, which was a difficult task,
particularly in regards to the teaching of transubstantiation. An abundance of eucharistic exempla
circulated, reflecting the clergy’s concern with bringing this subject before the lay audiences. For
example, a twelfth of the Dialogus miraculorum of Caesarius of Heisterbach was devoted to
exempla about the Eucharist. 466
Richard Barber draws attention to the Eucharist’s prominence at the time Chrétien and
his continuators developed the Grail quest: “The Grail romances do not conceal a secret—they
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reveal the attitudes of the time. The philosophers and theologians debated the nature of the
Eucharist for the same reason that these romances were written. From the tenth century onwards,
there was an increasingly intense focus on the Eucharist.” 467 Some specific moments in
Perceval, Le Conte del Graal, resonate with eucharistic exempla in circulation. Jacques de Vitry
(c. 1160-1240) records two tales which originate in northern France and Flanders and are
contemporary with the Grail narrative. 468 One woman lived for forty years sustained on the Host
alone, which was delivered to her by a dove every Friday, and administered by a priest each
Sunday. Another woman was reported to live for thirty years only on the Host she received from
communion. 469 These accounts of course bring to mind the Grail King’s ability to thrive solely
on the eucharistic wafer for twelve years. While such specific parallels between eucharistic tales
and Chrétien’s romance are easily recognized, I wish to bring to attention a broader influence the
miracle tales and eucharistc exempla could have exerted on Chrétien’s romance.
As mentioned above, clergy of the pastoral care movement aimed to provide laypeople
with an understanding of the sacramental system and sound doctrine. Many of these clergy,
trained through partaking in the disputations of the schools, had personally experienced how the
raising of theological questions fostered the avid pursuit of spiritual truth and a deeper
understanding of difficult doctrines. But while the clerics benefited from their educational
system that encouraged active inquiry, the majority in their audiences never had. And while
clergy in the twelfth century were caught up in discussions of the Eucharist and the doctrine of
transubstantiation, among laypeople, “complacency (or simple bewilderment) was probably
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a more common response to the doctrine of transubstantiation.” 470 There was a felt need among
clerics to awaken their audiences to engage in active inquiry instead of passive acceptance or
mute wonder.
Steven Justice argues that the miracle stories and exempla were crafted by clergy in order
to lead audiences to engage in active questioning and consideration of sacred matter. Justice
addresses these subjects in two insightful articles, “Did the Middle Ages Believe in their
Miracles?” and “Eucharistic Miracle, Eucharistic Doubt.” 471 Justice suggests that miracle tales
and eucharistic exempla were recounted not to silence doubters but to stir up inquisitive attitudes.
Briefly summarizing Justice’s two articles will then allow me to apply similar principles to
Perceval, for though the romance has generally been read as part of a very different genre, I
argue that Chrétien’s aims and approach do in fact share many common attributes with the
miracle stories and exempla.
In Steven Justice’s article, “Did the Middle Ages Believe in their Miracles?” he first
summarizes the two different explanations scholars generally offer to explain how medieval
people viewed miracle stories: miracle stories were either seen as object lessons rather than
historical events, or miracle stories originated due to misperceptions of natural events as
supernatural ones. 472 Justice finds both explanations insufficient, using examples from medieval
writers to show that they did not view miracles with either of those interpretive lenses. 473
Instead, he shifts the focus to the medieval understanding of belief, which required an active
choice to assert that something unseen and uncertain was true. 474 Thus, when asking whether or
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not medieval people believed in miracle tales, Justice argues that such belief required careful
thought and analysis, and points out that controversy quite often surrounded medieval
miracles. 475 Medieval people were not simple-minded, gullible propagators of miraculous
tales. 476 Justice argues that miracle stories are not simple mechanisms which affirm belief, but
are instead the conveyers of ideas which demand the exercise of belief. 477 These tales bring a
tension to bear on listeners, who at one extreme face “the risk of conceptual complacency, at the
other of conceptual audacity.” 478 Miracle stories are not meant to demand passive acceptance or
to incite faithless skepticism; instead, they encourage inquiry which can lead to belief in
something remarkable and supernatural, and yet true.
Chrétien’s episode in the Fisher King’s castle models a strikingly similar value system.
The supernatural procession of the lance and graal is meant to raise questions that lead Perceval
to inquire further. Instead, he fails to voice a single question about the supernatural objects
passing before him, and it is due to Perceval’s passivity that he fails on his quest. The episode
suggests that an attitude of inquiry is not only desirable but essential, and it warns against
passive acceptance of the supernatural. The text states that Perceval felt some internal curiosity
regarding the wonders he saw processing before him, but he did not voice a single question, and
Chrétien emphasizes that Perceval’s window of opportunity passed. 479 He was meant to see and
then to question virtually instantly, echoing Justice’s observation that in miracle stories,
“doubting and investigating the miraculous begin almost simultaneously with believing it.” 480 If
Perceval had immediately begun to investigate the mysteries he saw pass before him through
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pointed questions, he would have gained personal understanding, and also released healing,
liberation, and vitality in not only the Fisher King’s court, but throughout the king’s entire land.
It seems that the wasteland exists because of Perceval’s passivity; he is content to be a
spectator, rather than an inquirer. If one were to compare the graal procession to a church Mass,
the implication would be that a vibrant spiritual life cannot exist unless those attending the
service also engage mentally and spiritually. 481 The graal procession passes by Perceval
repeatedly, as each course of the meal is served. Likewise, those who regularly attended Mass
would see the rites repeated time and time again. If these individuals were content to be mere
spectators, remaining uninquisitive and uninformed, as Perceval did, then the result would be
lifelessness and desolation instead of an informed spiritual life and community. A spiritual
wasteland, as it were.
It is also important to note that Perceval, the uninformed spectator, is the one who must
ask questions about the graal procession. Those surrounding him in the Fisher King’s castle are
informed participants, possessing the answers to the questions Perceval is supposed to ask. So
the graal procession does not represent an unsolvable mystery, but is instead a display which
presents attainable meaning veiled in mystery. All that is required to remove the veil is for the
uninformed spectator to ask for explanation of those who already have understanding. Again, the
analogy to the Church is apt, for the clergy who perform sacred rites, such as consecration of the
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Eucharist, are informed about the divine mysteries, while the laypeople watching may view the
proceedings without full understanding. Yet, in both the case of Perceval and those attending
Mass, explanations of the supernatural proceedings that take place before them are attainable, if
they will exert the effort to ask.
The emphasis on the importance of asking questions is central to the analysis of
eucharistic exempla in Steven Justice’s article, “Eucharistic Miracle and Eucharistic Doubt.”
Justice first describes these tales, in which some unusual or miraculous event occurs related to
the Eucharist; for example, the infant Christ appears in place of the Host, or the wafer is visibly
turned to bleeding flesh. 482 Justice challenges the scholarly consensus which holds that the
eucharistic tales were created to prove the doctrine of transubstantiation. 483 Instead, he
demonstrates that these strange stories actually just draw more attention to the unprovable nature
of a testimony or account. 484 The stories all demand belief, belief in the difficult doctrine of
transubstantiation which was constantly being discussed in clerical circles. 485 But though the
clergy were invested in understanding the nature of the Eucharist, this did not guarantee that
transubstantiation would be an issue that laypeople were equipped to study or motivated to
master. As previously mentioned, complacency or bewilderment was a more likely response
from lay audiences.
Justice makes the unexpected argument that instead of trying to suppress skepticism, the
eucharistic miracle stories work to raise it. He suggests that the authors of the exempla felt that
there was a greater danger of people assenting in a lazy and unquestioning manner to difficult
doctrines like that of transubstantiation, than there was in arousing people to wrestle with and
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inquire about the nature of the Eucharist. The tales shock people into viewing the Eucharist as
Jesus Christ, physically present on the altar, in priestly hands, and in the mouths of the
communicants. 486 The stories vividly remind listeners of the astonishing substance which abides
within the accidents of bread and wine. The tales are concerned about doubt, but “[t]he doubt
they worry about is what transpires, not when the mind starts up, but when it shuts down.” 487 A
mind that was actively engaging and questioning and seeking for explanations was always
preferable to an inert, lazy mind which passively accepted doctrines which were, in fact,
spectacular when seen clearly. Like the eucharistic miracles, Chrétien’s romance models the
desire to awaken individuals to inquire about the wonders before them.
Turning to Le Conte del Graal, the character of Perceval models a mind shut down in the
face of supernatural mystery, and Chrétien is deeply invested in awakening Perceval’s attitude of
inquiry. While much has been made of Perceval’s identity as an uncouth Welshman, another
purpose for his unusual origin may be found through comparison to eucharistic exempla. Justice
highlights the fact that oftentimes the protagonists of eucharistic tales are small children,
ignorant peasants, Jews, or uninformed, lazy Christians. “It is sometimes thought that
protagonists like these are chosen to stigmatize doubt as childish, or rustic, or Judaic. But this
misses the point.” 488 Justice then suggests that rather than selecting these figures to stigmatize
doubt, they are chosen because they are uninformed in regards to doctrine and therefore could
not have fabricated or imagined the eucharistic miracles. Chrétien could have introduced
Perceval as an ignorant, uncatechized Christian Welshman for much the same reason. He
encounters marvels which he would never have conceived of on his own. He, like the simple
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individuals in the exempla, is given a chance to see a supernatural display, and to gain deeper
understanding as a result. But Perceval initially fails to recognize that the graal procession is a
mystery which merits investigation. He misses the opportunity ask questions and become more
informed. His failure serves as an effective warning to the audience, not to make the same
mistakes. Instead of being passive spectator, Perceval must become an active inquirer, and
Chrétien shows the knight beginning to learn because of his failure and to develop an attitude of
inquiry.
Thus it is possible to make the argument that Chrétien’s Perceval does in romance form
what the miracle stories and eucharistic exempla do in church sermons: they seek to awaken in
their audiences an insatiable spirit of inquiry, which can lead to the discovery of important truths.
They teach people that it is necessary to ask questions about that which is unclear, in order to
gain deeper understanding of the world around them and their part in it. And while Chrétien may
not intend to make the Eucharist the central matter of inquiry at the heart of his romance, as it is
in the short eucharistic exempla, his choice to place the Host in the graal does draw significant
attention to the sacrament. By taking the Host and introducing it in a fictional context like the
graal procession, Chrétien creates an alluring avenue for spiritual inquiry in a secular setting.
The synthesis of chivalric and spiritual subject matter makes the Eucharist appear more, not less,
intriguing. 489 In summary, Perceval successfully stimulates interest in the Host, and, on a larger
scale, demonstrates to its audience the importance of exercising an inquisitive attitude, of asking
questions which can lead to the revelation of life-changing truths.
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Awakening an Attitude of Inquiry in Perceval, le Conte del Graal
I turn now to the text of Perceval itself, to demonstrate how Chrétien uses not only the
graal procession, but the entire romance of Perceval to model an attitude of inquiry. He teaches
through Perceval’s negative example that individuals must learn to ask pointed questions and
find relevant answers to the spiritual and societal questions which surround them. Initially,
Chrétien emphasizes Perceval’s inability to ask relevant questions. Chrétien repeatedly places
Perceval in the midst of situations where, if only he would ask the right questions, intriguing
information about knightly exploits, Perceval’s own family history, or the graal and lance would
then come to light. Instead, Perceval simply remains silent, or asks irrelevant questions which
derail entire conversations. I contend that Chrétien uses these moments as a deliberate narrative
strategy, for the unexplained scenarios could cause the audience to feel a sense of wonder and
curiosity, and then frustration and disappointment as, time and time again, Perceval refuses ask
the questions that would supply the audience with explanations to the text’s mysteries. 490
Perceval’s repeated failures to inquire gradually create a deep sense of regret, both for the knight
within the text and for the audience outside the text. By introducing a protagonist who fails to
question, Chrétien may be seeking to hold up a mirror to courtiers and laypeople who, like
Perceval, remain passive when they should be filled with a spirit of inquiry, particularly in
regards to spiritual mysteries. I can think of no method more effective in teaching individuals to
ask questions and seek answers than the approach Chrétien chose. Rather than a sermon urging
people to engage in spiritual and intellectual inquiry, Chrétien stirs up an attitude of inquiry
through a romance overflowing with unanswered questions.
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It is also essential to keep in mind that Chrétien’s romances were meant to be read aloud,
and the narrator who speaks in the poems continuously fosters an atmosphere of direct
communication with his audience. He includes exhortations to the listeners, voices personal
preference for or antipathy towards characters, addresses the audience directly, asks rhetorical
questions, and makes first-person statements. 491 The twelfth-century audience of aristocratic
listeners viewed poetry as ancillary to rhetoric, and Chrétien’s use of the rhetorical mode would
effectively engage the interest of his audience. 492 In Perceval specifically, the rapid dialogue and
interrogative scenes, such as when Perceval’s cousin asks him no less than fourteen questions,
could have been perceived by the audience as parodies of the disputations in the schools. At the
very least, the spoken performance of the romance would clearly draw attention to the moments
when narrative questions are not resolved, or when Perceval does not give voice to the questions
the audience would wish to hear answered. Were I listening to Perceval performed, I would have
been sorely tempted to ask the questions that the protagonist fails to ask. The romance could
quite effectively awaken an attitude of inquiry in its listening audience.
From the very first scene onwards, Chrétien introduces intriguing questions which are
never resolved, due to Perceval’s failure to ask relevant questions. As the romance begins,
knights riding through the Welsh forest pause and ask the astonished Perceval—who has never
encountered or heard of knights before—a question to which he does not reply: “‘Have you seen
five knights and three maidens cross this clearing today?’ But the boy had his mind made up to
inquire about other matters; he reached out for the knight’s lance, took it, and asked: ‘Good sir,
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you who are called ‘Knight’, what is this you carry?’”493 Chrétien’s audience never learns who
those five knights and three maidens are, or why these other knights were searching for them,
because, as Chrétien immediately demonstrates, Perceval shows no interest in understanding the
purpose of the knights’ quest, but fixates on his own interests instead. The conversation diverges
down a tangential side trail that reveals Perceval’s own ignorance.
A total of five times, the knight asks whether Perceval has seen the company of men and
maidens. On each occasion Perceval ignores the question and responds with inquiries of his own,
asking what the lance is, then the shield, then the hauberk, and finally, whether the knights were
born in this form or were made into knights by someone. 494 Chrétien emphasizes Perceval’s
inability to answer pointed questions and ask relevant ones, as the knight exclaims: “You are
leading me on to subjects I didn’t even ask you about! I intended, so help me God, to get
information from you rather than have you draw it from me—yet you want me to inform
you!” 495 The knight highlights a role-reversal taking place, where he who intended to question
instead finds himself being questioned and serving as a source of information about the most
basic attributes of his own identity as a knight. Perceval does not respond to direct questions, and
his own queries are all fixated on the knight’s outward appearance, rather than trying to
understand the man’s purpose or identity.
At the same time, though, the knight persists in asking his original question about the five
knights and three maidens, and after his fifth inquiry, Perceval offers a seemingly irrelevant
comment: “‘Sir, now observe the woods that encircle the top of that mountain. There lie the
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passes of the river Doon.’ ‘And what of them, good brother?’ ‘My mother’s harrowers are there,
sowing and ploughing her lands. If these people passed by there, and if they saw them, they
would tell you.’” 496 Even when Perceval finally offers some sort of reply to the knight’s
question, he does so in an incoherent and indirect manner. He also does not ask any further
questions about why the knights are pursuing this group of people. But the knight, finally
supplied with the directions he seeks, departs with his companions, and neither Perceval nor the
audience ever learns what brought them there or who they were pursuing. This scene is the first
of many moments in the narrative where Chrétien suggests that some interesting story lies near at
hand, but because Perceval does not ask why the knights are riding in chase, the tale remains
untold. If the audience hoped to learn the knights’ purpose, they now must surrender that hope,
because Perceval has failed to find out for himself, and thus for the audience.
When Perceval returns to his mother, full of eagerness to become a knight himself, she
offers her son explanation of his past. Notably, she offers this information voluntarily, in spite of
the fact that Perceval did not ask her a single question concerning his ancestry or the reason his
mother had never told him of the existence of knights. Yet again he displays a remarkable lack of
interest in relevant issues. His mother tells Perceval that his father was a knight of great prowess,
who was wounded in his thighs, and that a shift in the balance of power at the death of
Utherpendragon led to their family’s impoverishment. They fled to Perceval’s home in the Welsh
woods, where his two older brothers grew to be magnificent knights, who died in combat. 497 She
describes Perceval’s family’s tragic demise: “A strange thing happened to the elder: the crows
and rooks pecked out both his eyes—this was how the people found him dead. Your father died
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of grief for his sons, and I have suffered a very bitter life since he died.” 498 Again, Chrétien
raises alluring questions in the narrative—Who wounded Perceval’s father, and why? How did
Uther’s death contribute to widespread poverty and disinheritance? Who killed Perceval’s older
brothers, and what is meant by the elder’s strange and grievous demise? Any normal youth
should be filled with such questions, and if Perceval had asked his mother at this moment, he
could have learned valuable information about himself, the land’s history and governance, and
the current political state of the knighthood he is so eager to join.
Instead, “The boy paid scarcely any attention to what his mother said. ‘Give me
something to eat,’ he said. ‘I don’t understand your words, but I would gladly go to the king who
makes knights; and I will go, no matter what.’” 499 The callousness of Perceval’s indifference to
the pains his family has suffered is obviously part of Chrétien’s efforts to demonstrate the
importance of caritas, charity, and of his protagonist’s initial lack of it. 500 But another result of
the conversation is that it demonstrates Perceval’s inability to ask the right questions,
foreshadowing his greater failure in the Fisher King’s castle. The mother’s explanation raised
more questions than it answered, but those questions go unanswered, due to Perceval’s
disinterest in even trying to listen to his mother, much less understand her words. If Perceval had
made an effort to comprehend the things his mother was revealing and had asked further
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questions, his understanding of his own identity and of the spiritual and political context of the
society he was about to enter could have been deepened, and he could have made wiser, betterinformed decisions.
The audience also is enticingly aware of a wealth of information the mother could
provide, but because the protagonist does not inquire, the information is withheld and does not
ever fully come to light—though, if Chrétien had finished the romance, it may have in the end.
These opening scenes, in which Perceval meets knights and then speaks with his mother, serve to
raise unanswered questions, and to demonstrate that the main character, Perceval, lacks the
ability to ask relevant questions, and sometimes lacks the curiosity to inquire at all. From the
outset of his romance, Chrétien quite effectively raises questions about characters and events,
and refuses to resolve them. The graal procession in the Fisher King’s castle just represents the
most intriguing in a series of mysteries which remain unexplained because of Perceval’s failure
to inquire. The importance of asking questions in response to what one sees or learns is
effectively portrayed from the opening scenes onwards.
Some time later, when Perceval arrives at the lodgings of Gornemant of Gohort, he
receives words of advice on when a knight should speak and be silent, which Perceval then
applies incorrectly. Gornemant admonishes Perceval: “And be careful not to be too talkative or
prone to gossip. Anyone who is too talkative soon discovers he has said something that brings
him reproach; and the wise man says and declares: ‘He who talks too much commits a sin.’
Therefore, young man, I warn you not to talk too much.” 501 Gornemant includes this admonition
in the midst of other brief instructions, such as the need to show mercy instead of killing a knight
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outright, the importance of consoling ladies who are upset, and the value of going to church and
praying. 502 Significantly, Gornemant never instructed Perceval that he should not ask questions.
Perceval applies this proverbial warning against being overly talkative to every context, failing to
recognize that asking questions in unfamiliar situations could prevent him from committing sins
or failing.
Perceval’s brief time of training under Gornemant is meant to serve as a significant step
in his knightly education. In this context, the system of clerical education could be a subtext to
the romance plot. The schools’ dialectical model taught the disciple that if he is to attain
autonomy, he must do so through verbal conflict. 503 Helen Solterer comments that the debate
between the respondent and his opponents “resembles the sparring between knights, for there too
the clash provides a mechanism for bonding that secures both men in the same courtly, chivalric
roles.” 504 The student attained mastery only by besting other masters with superior verbal
argumentation. If Chrétien had such a model in mind, the implication would be that Perceval
should not just passively and simplistically try to follow every injunction his master gives him.
Just as clerks would demonstrate their increasing knowledge and ability to stand as independent
masters through the asking and answering of questions, so Perceval the knight must learn to
demonstrate his autonomy by asking questions of the authorities which surround him. But no
verbal argumentation or even exchange of ideas occurs; Perceval makes no effort to question the
purpose of Gornemant’s admonition to avoid talking too much. Had he done so, he would have
gained greater understanding of the intent behind the injunction. But at this early point in his
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education, Perceval fails to recognize the importance of active inquiry, and thus fails to gain
greater understanding or autonomy.
Perceval follows Gornemant’s advice too literally at the next place he visits, the castle of
Beaurepaire. Perceval insists on leaving Gornemant to find out if his mother is well, and on his
journey towards home he stops to request lodgings at Beaurepaire. As he enters, he sees that both
the castle and the churches within its walls are in disarray, with walls cracked, buildings in ruin,
and mills and bakeries abandoned. The social and spiritual workings of the town have ground to
a halt. 505 Perceval meets the beautiful lady of the castle, Blancheflor, and she courteously
welcomes him into an ornate room, where he sits, facing her and six knights, who all sit silently.
At this juncture Perceval recalls Gornemant’s advice and refrains from speaking. The silence
drags on, creating awkward unease among Beaurepaire’s knights, until finally Blancheflor
breaks the silence and asks Perceval to tell about himself. 506 The entire scene foreshadows
Perceval’s upcoming visit to the Fisher King’s castle. In both cases he is welcomed into a castle
where there are evident problems and mysteries surrounding him, but which he does not inquire
about. At Blancheflor’s castle, she eventually reveals her problems to him, of her own volition
and without his questioning. 507 Perceval therefore takes on the besiegers and help resolve her
problems, but because Blancheflor provides him with the necessary information and does not
rebuke him for his lack of interest in her plight, he does not learn from his stay at Beaurepaire
that speaking up and inquiring over a host’s situation is a valuable and necessary virtue.
Now we reach the most famous and most debated scene in Chrétien’s entire romance, and
indeed, perhaps in all medieval romance. After defeating Blancheflor’s foes, Perceval resolves to
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leave and try once more to find his mother. But yet again, he finds himself welcomed into a
mysterious castle. This time it is the castle of the Fisher King. He is invited to sit at the table at
the Fisher King’s side, and while they sit, “speaking of one thing and another,” 508 Perceval sees
the graal procession pass by for the first time. It is significant that before the procession begins,
the knight and king are in conversation. Instead of remaining completely silent as he did when he
met Blancheflor, here Perceval and his host have entered into dialogue. This makes Perceval’s
failure to inquire about the graal procession even more grievous, as he has already enjoyed
conversation with his host, and it would not be unnatural for him to ask the meaning of the
proceedings in the hall.
Three times in this fairly brief passage, Chrétien draws attention to Perceval’s silence in
the face of the wonders he is encountering, and with each mention of Perceval’s failure to
inquire, Chrétien’s criticisms grow stronger and clearer. The first mention of the knight’s silence
occurs with Perceval’s first glimpse of the graal procession. A squire appears, carrying a white
lance whose tip releases a drop of blood, which trickles down the lance to the squire’s hand. 509 In
the face of such a marvel, now would be the time for Perceval to ask for an explanation of the
mystery before him, but instead he “refrained from asking how it came about, for he recalled the
admonishment given by the gentleman who had knighted him, who taught and instructed him not
to talk too much; he was afraid that if he asked they would consider him uncouth, and therefore
he did not ask.” 510 Here Chrétien attributes Perceval’s silence to his fear of seeming unrefined,
though later in the romance, characters tell Perceval that his sin in leaving his mother behind is
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what really kept him silent. 511 The reasons for the knight’s failure to inquire are later shown to be
multi-layered, but at this point, all Perceval takes into consideration is his fear of appearing
uncouth and of challenging his teacher’s instructions.
The next moment the golden, bejeweled graal itself appears, shining brilliantly. The
audience may hope that now, of all times, Perceval will ask his host for an explanation of this
marvel. But their hopes will be disappointed. Following the bleeding lance, two more squires
enter holding candelabra, and then,
A maiden accompanying the two young men was carrying a grail with her two
hands; she was beautiful, noble, and richly attired. After she had entered the hall
carrying the grail the room was so brightly illumined that the candles lost their
brilliance like stars and the moon when the sun rises. After her came another
maiden, carrying a silver carving platter. The grail, which was introduced first,
was of fine pure gold. Set in the grail were precious stones of many kinds, the best
and costliest to be found in earth or sea: the grail’s stones were finer than any
others in the world, without any doubt. The grail passed by like the lance; they
passed in front of the bed and into another chamber. The young knight watched
them pass by but did not dare ask who was served from the grail, for in his heart
he always held the wise gentleman’s advice. Yet I fear this may be to his
misfortune, for I have heard it said that at times it is just as wrong to keep too
silent as to talk too much. Whether for good or for ill he did not ask or inquire
anything of them. 512
Chrétien’s greatest concern is in showing that Perceval’s response to the procession omits
question-asking. He could have described Perceval’s awe at the beauty of the maiden and the
graal, or revealed some of Perceval’s mental responses to the wondrous procession. Instead, his
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sole emphasis centers on Perceval’s choice not to inquire. And now Chrétien implies that
Perceval’s silence may be a critical error. Though he avoids a sermonizing tone, Chrétien does
clearly voice a strong leaning in favor of speaking up instead of staying silent. His tone is rather
ominous, and rightly so.
After the procession has passed by, the table is set and Perceval and his host begin to eat.
But Chrétien returns to his emphasis on Perceval’s failure to inquire about the grail for the third
time within a few short lines, indicating that this point is of paramount significance within the
romance: “Meanwhile the grail passed again in front of them, and again the youth did not ask
who was served from the grail. He held back because the gentleman had so gently admonished
him not to talk too much, and he kept his warning constantly to heart. But he kept more silent
than he should have, because with each course that was served he saw the grail pass by
completely uncovered before him.” 513 Now instead of hinting that Perceval may have erred,
Chrétien openly asserts that Perceval was wrong to remain silent. With each mention of the
knight’s failure to inquire, Chrétien’s criticism has grown stronger. The fear of appearing
uncultured or uninformed, which is forefront in Perceval’s mind, is not a legitimate excuse.
Neither is fear of challenging the instructions of one’s master a viable reason for passivity
instead of curiosity. Through the protagonist’s failure, Chrétien sends a clear message that active
inquiry when one encounters supernatural wonders would be the wisest and best response.
Chrétien also inserts the important detail that the graal passes by “completely
uncovered.” 514 This raises the question of whether or not Perceval could see the eucharistic
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wafer within the grail. Chrétien only reveals what is in the graal to his audience at a later point in
the text, when Perceval meets a hermit who offers explanations regarding many of the mysteries
of the Fisher King’s castle. The hermit reveals that both he and the Grail King are brothers of
Perceval’s mother. The hermit also states after this revelation, “And do not imagine that he is
served pike or lamprey or salmon. A single host that is brought to him in that grail sustains and
brings comfort to that holy man—such is the holiness of the grail!” 515 The hermit’s words lead
most scholars to assume that until this point Perceval does not know what is contained in the
graal. But in the initial description of the procession, Chrétien clearly states that the graal passed
by Perceval completely uncovered multiple times during his feast with the Fisher King. If this is
the case, it is certainly possible that Perceval was not ignorant of the graal’s contents. Also, the
question Perceval seeks to ask is not “What does the grail contain?” but “Who is served by the
grail?” Perhaps this is the question which first comes to mind because he can clearly see what the
graal contains, and thus has no need to ask what is in the graal. 516 Chrétien could also have
chosen to deliberately suspend this information from the audience, to raise their curiosity and
desire to inquire even further.
Chrétien gives the audience a glimpse at Perceval’s inner curiosity about who was served
by the graal, and his unfortunate decision to keep silent instead of questioning: “But he did not
learn who was served from it, though he wanted to know; he said to himself that he would be
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sure to ask one of the court squires before he left there, but would wait until he was taking leave
of the lord and all the rest of his household in the morning. So the question was put off, and he
set his mind to drinking and eating.” 517 Interestingly, Chrétien specifies that the meal consists of
“a haunch of venison,” “clear strong wine,” and “whole loaves of flat bread.” 518 So Perceval sets
his mind to eating bread and flesh, and drinking wine, as the graal with the eucharistic wafer, the
body of Christ, passes by him repeatedly. Subtle irony on Chrétien’s part here seems readily
apparent. Instead of pursuing explanation for the mysteries before him, Perceval “set his mind to
drinking and eating.” 519 This phrase resonates with a similar danger laypeople faced as they
received the Eucharist. They, like Perceval, may feel curiosity about what they were
encountering, but then instead of pursuing clearer understanding, simply set their minds on
“drinking and eating” the eucharistic elements. They, like Perceval, risked being passive
spectators who encountered wonders but missed the opportunity for the revelation of deeper
mysteries.
Chrétien also underscores Perceval’s failure to ask questions about the graal procession
by showing that the knight had ample opportunity to inquire of the Fisher King after the
procession had repeatedly passed by and the meal had been eaten: “After the meal the two stayed
a long while in conversation.” 520 The lord of the castle, the best source of knowledge regarding
the events in his domain, sat in conversation with Perceval, fully available to answer questions.
Likewise, the audience at court had no shortage of clergy surrounding them, and they could
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choose to inquire after further explanation of the Eucharist from these men, and would be sure to
receive insightful and illuminating answers. But they, like Perceval, may be too easily contented
with conversation on other topics, losing opportunities to ask about the subjects which matter
most. After Perceval and the Fisher King talk together for a long while, the lord finally retires to
bed. (One can only imagine the Fisher King’s internal frustration as Perceval converses at length,
but never asks the questions which would heal him and his land.) The morning offers an
unsettling awakening for Perceval, when he discovers that he has been abandoned in the castle,
and as he crosses the drawbridge to look for the castle’s inhabitants, it raises up under him and
he finds himself forcibly locked out. Only now does Perceval turn and cry out at the silent walls
of the castle, pleading for someone to answer, because he wants to ask them about something. 521
He has spoken too little, and too late. Even at this moment Perceval does not specify what his
unasked question is, though one would hope he wishes to ask about the graal procession.
Perceval Becomes One who Inquires
As a bemused Perceval rides through the forest away from the castle, he meets the young
woman who turns out to be quite well-informed about the Fisher King’s castle, and also a
woman with no reticence towards question-asking. In a rapid back-and-forth dialogue, the
maiden asks Perceval no fewer than fourteen questions, thirteen of which were specifically about
what Perceval saw in the graal procession. 522 She wants to know if he asked why the lance bled,
and where the graal was being carried. 523 Perceval’s answer summarizes the source of all his
failings: “No question came from my mouth.” 524 She laments and tells him that because he failed
to ask those questions, he and many others will experience great suffering. She declares that
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Perceval kept silent because of his sin in leaving his mother, who died of grief on his account.
She also reveals that if Perceval had asked those two questions, he would have healed the
maimed Fisher King, and his land would have been restored. Finally, she tells him she is his first
cousin. 525 With this dramatic series of revelations, Perceval is devastated, because this is the first
time he has heard that his mother has died, and the first moment that he is informed that he was
meant to ask questions about the lance and graal.
Yet these painful revelations also bring about a change in Perceval. For the first time in
the entire romance, he begins asking relevant questions applicable to the situation at hand. He
first asks his cousin how she could know these things, and when she offers convincing proof, he
then offers to find the knight who just struck down her love. She again displays unusual
knowledge, warning Perceval that the sword he carries will shatter and fail him. 526 Again,
Perceval responds by asking a relevant question; he asks if she knows whether or not he could
ever repair the sword, if it breaks. She provides a precise answer guiding him to the one smith
who can repair the sword. 527 Such a clear exchange of relevant information is striking, simply
because this is the first time in the romance that such a conversation has occurred. Up until this
point Perceval has either asked irrelevant and simplistic questions, as when he first encountered
knights and wanted to know what their armor was, or he has not asked questions at all. But after
being rebuked by his cousin, something seems to have fundamentally shifted in Perceval. His
curiosity is awakened, and his reticence to speak or question has vanished. This opens new
possibilities in the romance, and would also likely create a sense of relief in the audience. Finally
the strange events and alluring mysteries around Perceval will not pass by unquestioned and
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unexplained. The protagonist has begun to ask questions that provide him, and Chrétien’s
audience, with insightful, relevant information.
Perceval’s transformation continues to be evident when immediately afterwards he sees a
maiden who has been beaten and is dressed in rags. Perceval of the not-too-distant past would
likely have ignored her obvious state of distress, as he ignored the evidence of suffering in
Blancheflor’s castle. Instead, he approaches and declares, “I could never again be happy until I
learned the truth: what adventure has reduced you to this sad and painful state.” 528 Perceval is
now demonstrating an attitude of inquiry and of compassion. He takes action to discover truth
when he sees strange and unexplained sights. He has learned and changed through his initial
failure at the Fisher King’s castle. When the maiden explains her state of woe, again the answer
is unwelcome to Perceval because he finds that he has been the cause of her misery, but he does
not try to evade his fault, instead working to make it right. 529 Now instead of creating problems
for others, he is beginning to solve them. Instead of remaining ignorant about the situations in
which he finds himself, he becomes informed by asking relevant questions.
Later, when Perceval has returned to Arthur’s court, he is confronted by the Hideous
Damsel, a woman of terrifying appearance but detailed knowledge of Perceval’s failure in the
Fisher King’s castle. Instead of asking him a series of questions as his cousin did, the damsel
accuses Perceval in open reproach, for failing to ask two key questions: why the lance bled, and
whom the grail served. She declares: “Wretched is the man who sees that the propitious hour has
come but waits for a still better one. And you are that wretched man, for you saw that it was the
time and place to speak yet kept your silence! You had plenty of time to ask! Cursed be the hour
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you kept silent…” 530 The central message voiced through the Hideous Damsel is an indictment
against those who have opportunity to ask, and see situations worthy of inquiry, and yet remain
silent. Once again, this criticism could be aimed not just at Perceval, but at the listening
audience. Her words have an immediate effect on Perceval. Just as he took a more active role of
inquiry once his cousin pointed out his error in failing to ask about the graal procession, the
Hideous Damsel galvanizes Perceval to further action. He swears before Arthur’s court that he
will not rest until he has learned who the graal serves and why the lance bleeds. 531 Perceval has
undergone a profound change, becoming a knight in quest of answers and explanations for the
wonders he has witnessed, instead of remaining a mute observer.
Through the verbal reproaches of his female cousin and the Hideous Damsel, Perceval is
brought to the awareness that he has erred. While it may initially seem strange that the young
knight is verbally chastised by two female figures, perhaps Chrétien’s choice again relates to the
dialectic currents of the twelfth century. Helen Solterer explains, “Intellectual traditions in
Europe had long typed knowledge as a woman (scientia), and its highest form, wisdom, as a
female deity (sapientia).” 532 Abelard expressed his devotion to the goddess of wisdom, Minerva,
and thus the women that speak wisdom and admonition to Perceval may be representations of
sapientia as well, adapted to the romance genre but nonetheless representing wise principles of
conduct to Perceval. They are direct and harsh in their reproaches of Perceval, much like the
adversarial masters were towards bachelors who demonstrated a lack of rigor and preparation in
disputations. 533 However, as in the disputational system, the student’s failure and master’s
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rebuke can hone the student’s skills, if he is willing to learn. The central reproach from both
women is that Perceval did not ask questions of the Fisher King regarding the wonders of the
graal procession, and Perceval begins to inquire much more actively as a result of these voices
of wisdom suggesting that he change his behavior and become an active inquirer.
Along with Perceval, many knights decided to take up various quests as a result of the
Hideous Damsel’s visit to Arthur’s court, but initially no one else’s quest centers around asking
and finding answers to questions. Every other quest, including Gawain’s, involves physical feats
of prowess and bravery. As the knights begin their various adventures, Chrétien shifts his
narrative focus to the exploits of Gawain, and he gradually draws Gawain, like Perceval, into the
quest for an explanation for the mysteries of the Fisher King’s castle, particularly the answer to
why the lance bleeds. 534 If Chrétien had completed the romance, perhaps Gawain would have
uncovered the mysteries of the lance, and Perceval of the graal. Both knights might have
undergone a full transformation into active inquirers, seeking and finding answers to the
supernatural mysteries of the graal procession. But due to Perceval’s unfinished state, such
speculations remain ever unresolved. And though audiences past and present are filled with an
attitude of inquiry—which would likely please Chrétien—we must accept that some questions
will never be answered. 535
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Perceval’s Spiritual Education
After following the exploits of Gawain, Chrétien briefly offers one last brief but crucial
depiction of Perceval before the romance comes to its abrupt end. It now seems that his failure to
achieve the Grail Quest has damaged more than positively transformed Perceval. Chrétien places
all of his narrative emphasis on Perceval’s faith, or rather lack thereof. Perceval “had lost his
memory so totally that he no longer remembered God.” 536 Since committing to the Grail Quest,
and Perceval has never once entered church or worshipped God. While he has done great deeds
of chivalry, sending sixty knights as prisoners to Arthur, he has done all of this “without ever
thinking of God.” 537 Though Perceval has shown growth in the realm of his knightly education,
his spiritual education is still sorely lacking. Chrétien indicates that without spiritual instruction
and rehabilitation, Perceval will be unable to move forward in his quest. But this final scene
depicts a turning point for Perceval.
Chrétien offers no initial explanation of the knight’s spiritual failings, until Perceval
finally finds his way on Good Friday to a hermit, who asks for his confession. Perceval first
admits that it has been over five years since he has had faith in or love for God. 538 The hermit
asks why Perceval has acted in this manner, and his explanation is that he visited the home of the
Fisher King, where he failed to ask why the lance bled or who was served from the graal. 539 He
laments, “Since that day I have suffered such affliction that I would rather have died; I forgot
Almighty God and never implored Him for mercy, and I’ve not consciously done anything to
merit His forgiveness.” 540 Perceval has become so fixated on his failure to inquire about the
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mysteries at the moment he saw them the Fisher King’s castle, that his life has become defined
by that mistake. He has learned that he should have exercised an attitude of inquiry, but he has
yet to learn that he needs to exercise that same willingness to ask questions in his spiritual life.
Before Perceval can seek another opportunity to inquire about the graal procession, he must ask
a spiritual question of the highest authority: he needs to ask God for mercy and forgiveness. Only
once he has asked God for grace can he proceed to ask questions of any earthly lord such as the
Fisher King.
Perceval’s confession to the hermit is the beginning of his spiritual transformation. The
hermit imposes a penance on Perceval, which the knight gladly accepts, and he remains for
several days with the hermit, praying and worshipping. 541 He has now gained the spiritual
training and rehabilitation he has been so desperately in need of. In his last lines describing
Perceval, Chrétien writes: “Thus Perceval acknowledged that God was crucified and died on
Good Friday. On Easter Sunday Perceval very worthily received communion.” 542 The final
statement about Perceval centers on his reception of the Eucharist. Not only is he in a right
spiritual state and thus can communicate on Easter Sunday, but also this marks the first time
Chrétien has ever described Perceval receiving the Eucharist. It is eminently fitting that the
knight questing for the graal which bears a single Host has now received a Host himself. He was
able to partake in the Eucharist as a result of his recognition that before he will be fit to ask
questions of the Fisher King, he must ask God for mercy. Now that Perceval has done so, the
narrative direction suggests that he could possibly return to the Fisher King’s castle and succeed
in achieving his quest.
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Conclusion
Chrétien’s unique narrative focus in Perceval, Le Conte del Graal on the importance of
asking questions has long baffled scholars. While many other narratives in folklore and literature
portray a character who must find an answer to a certain question, it is exceedingly rare to make
the crux of the narrative a character’s need to ask certain questions. However, a parallel to
Chrétien’s question-asking emphasis can be found by looking to the atmosphere of energetic
inquiry which flourished in the ecclesiastical schools of northern France. There a rigorous
educational system posed difficult questions, framed in quaestiones and disputationes, to instruct
and hone the clerics’ understanding. Chrétien was very likely trained in such a system himself,
and it is possible to read Perceval as a romance endorsing the somewhat controversial practice of
public disputation to his clerical audience, and also working to awaken in the lay audience a
recognition of the value of cultivating an attitude of inquiry. Chrétien teaches through Perceval’s
negative example that it is essential to ask relevant questions when unexplained situations,
whether social or supernatural, arise. The entire romance is told in such a way that unanswered
questions linger throughout, stirring both Perceval and the audience to engage in active
questioning in order to gain understanding. The unanswered question which has inspired the
greatest amount of inquiry centers on the graal which bears a single Host. Chrétien’s romance of
Le Conte del Graal has fostered an ongoing interest in the Eucharist, cultivating curiosity about
the sacrament and the spiritual truths surrounding it.
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“Hoc Est Corpus Meum” in Conclusion
“Hoc Est Corpus Meum: The Eucharist in Twelfth-Century Literature” considers tales of
Irish werewolves, beautiful succubi, devout fairies, and suffering kings, who all have one thing
in common: they encounter a supreme supernatural presence, embodied in the Eucharist. This
sacrament is woven into chronicles, romances, and lais of the twelfth century, forming an
intriguing literary motif. While medieval historians and religious scholars have long recognized
that the twelfth century was a critical period in which many eucharistic doctrines were debated
and affirmed, literary scholars have given very little attention to the concurrent emergence of
eucharistic themes in twelfth-century literature. My dissertation argues that many of the
narratives reflect and reinforce the eucharistic teachings circulating in northern France at the
time, with which the courtly and clerical audiences would be quite familiar. I show how the
authors under consideration, many of whom were clerics, crafted engaging and simultaneously
instructive tales that blended sacred and secular material to explore theological truths in fictional
contexts. Many of the tales encourage annual reception of the Eucharist, discourage the practice
of trial by ordeal, and demonstrate the validity of transubstantiation. Other stories use the
Eucharist to affirm the humanity or orthodoxy of certain individuals, or to reveal the demonic or
heterodox identity of those who should not be included within Christendom. Whether including
or excluding, the Eucharist serves as a discerning tool, revealing truths which would otherwise
remain hidden.
My first chapter examines Gerald of Wales’s tale of the priest who administers the
viaticum to a dying werewolf to demonstrate the Eucharist’s role in defining and affirming an
individual’s humanity and transcending boundaries of ethnicity. Through additions in subsequent
recensions, Gerald further humanizes the Irish werewolves and suggests parallels between their
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identity and the transubstantiated nature of the Eucharist. The second chapter addresses works by
the secular clerics Walter Map, Gerald of Wales, and Gervase of Tilbury, considering what
happens when demons in human guise encounter the Eucharist, showing that often the Host
causes their true identities to be revealed, as they are repelled by the sacrament. Yet there are
also instances when demons are able to tolerate the Eucharist, and even receive it themselves.
Each story can be seen to demonstrate various theological truths which were subsequently
affirmed in the canons of Fourth Lateran Council. Chapter Three examines instances when
fairies from the Otherworld volunteer to receive the Eucharist, and do so without any difficulty.
Far beyond indicating that they are not demons, their reception of the sacrament incorporates
them within the borders of Christendom, rather than allowing them to remain as ambiguous
outsiders. The fourth and final chapter examines Perceval, Le Conte del Graal by Chrétien de
Troyes, considering reasons for the narrative insistence on the importance of asking questions
about the graal, which contains a single Host. I argue that by looking to the twelfth century’s
system of clerical education, it is possible to read Perceval as a romance reflecting the
educational methods of the theological schools of the time, and also as a work which wishes to
educate its lay audience by cultivating an attitude of inquiry.
As I analyzed these tales by Gerald of Wales, Walter Map, Marie de France, and Chrétien
de Troyes, and other twelfth-century authors, I found that each story includes lingering
questions, unresolved tensions, or astonishing marvels which invite audience engagement. For
instance, Gerald of Wales ends his werewolf narrative by insisting that he will not try to explain
the miracle of transubstantiation, which only pushes the reader to ponder that subject and to
consider how it is relevant to the tale of the werewolves who appear in one form but contain
another identity hidden within. Walter Map, in his story of the succubus who avoids being
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present at the consecration of the Eucharist, offers no explanation of why she would fear the
sacrament, but leaves it to his audience to find a reasonable explanation. In the lais of Desiré and
Yonec, the relationship between human and fairy individuals awakens tensions over the rightness
of their union, which are only eased gradually through the progression of each lai. And
Chrétien’s romance of Perceval overflows with intriguing plot threads which are never resolved,
filling the audience with an insatiable desire to ask questions and find answers, paralleling the
experience of Perceval himself. While very little can be known for certain about the performance
and reception of these works in twelfth-century courts and other contexts, I would like to
investigate further in order to find indications of how authors of this era invited their audiences
to engage with and learn from the narratives. Including sacred motifs and theological puzzles in
entertaining secular literature would enable authors to cultivate lively discussion and debate
about spiritual matters of import, such as the sacrament of the Eucharist.
While “Hoc Est Corpus Meum” analyzes a number of engaging and evocative twelfthcentury eucharistic narratives, many more tales concerning the Eucharist exist, both in the
twelfth century and beyond, which merit further investigation. Moreover, a wide range of
theoretical approaches currently prevalent in medieval scholarship are applicable to my study of
the Eucharist as a literary motif. The fields of medieval identity, hybridity, object oriented
ontology, and postcolonial studies all offer interesting lenses through which to examine
eucharistic themes in medieval literature. The rest of my conclusion will survey recent
scholarship in each of these fields and will show how these approaches could be applied to the
narratives in “Hoc Est Corpus Meum,” and to other eucharistic tales which I did not have the
opportunity to investigate in my dissertation.
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My first chapter demonstrated how Gerald of Wales used the werewolf’s reception of the
viaticum as a means of affirming her human identity, which endured despite being enclosed
within a hybrid body. The ways medieval authors define and characterize humans, animals,
hybrids, and the many other diverse medieval bodies has been an ongoing subject of interest in
recent scholarship, explored by scholars such as Dorothy Yamamoto, Caroline Walker Bynum,
and Jeffrey Jerome Cohen, to name just a few. 543 In her book The Boundaries of the Human in
Medieval English Literature, Yamamoto asks what it means to be human, and acknowledges that
this is not a new question, but that its answer will vary based on cultural enterprises and
contexts. 544 The human has been variously defined as a rational animal whose ability to use logic
sets it apart from others in the created order, as an ensouled being who can commune with God
due to the possession of that soul, or as a creature whose facility with language is a marker of its
humanity. 545 “Hoc Est Corpus Meum” shows that the question of how to determine an
individual’s humanity is frequently considered in tandem with an individual’s devotion to God—
or the devil. Orthodoxy is often accepted as evidence of humanity.
The subject of hybridity is closely related to studies of what it means to be human, and is
also relevant alongside considerations of the Eucharist. A hybrid is typically a blending of two
different animals, of an animal and a human, or even of a human and a demon. Caroline Walker
Bynum states that “a hybrid is a double being, an entity of parts, two or more. It is an inherently
visual form. We see what a hybrid is; it is a way of making two-ness, and the simultaneity of
two-ness, visible.” 546 She also emphasizes that the hybrid is a dramatically paradoxical form,
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which “forces contradictory or incompatible categories to coexist and serve as commentary on
each other.” 547 Bynum’s descriptions of the hybrid resonate with aspects of the Eucharist as an
entity containing multiple parts; it is not only bread and wine, but upon consecration is the body
and blood of Christ, a holy hybrid. While the substance abiding within the elements is not always
made visible as it is in other medieval hybrid bodies, the Eucharist could still be considered in
terms of hybridity, as paradoxical elements are made to coexist in sacramental form.
In future research regarding the Eucharist, hybridity, and the sacrament’s role in defining
and affirming human identity, I would like to explore accounts of wild men, humans who lose
their reason but regain it and display their humanity through devout faith. One such narrative is
found in the “Lailoken A” fragment, in which the proto-Merlin figure of Lailoken has been
living as a wild man in the woods. Though he is not a hybrid in physical appearance, he is in
terms of his actions, as his human body is given over to animal behaviors. He is devoid of reason
and acts as a wild beast, because he was cursed by God, held responsible for the deaths of many
men in battle. 548 The saint Kentigern, who frequently withdraws into the woods alone to pray,
meets Lailoken, feels great pity for his madness, and begins to pray for him. Some time later
Lailoken regains his sanity and begs for reception of the Eucharist before his imminent death.
Saint Kentigern refuses his requests three times, insisting that Lailoken is not worthy to receive
the Eucharist due to his madness and his kinship with the wild beasts rather than humans. But
Lailoken prays, speaks devoutly, and demonstrates reason and faith so consistently that
Kentigern finally relents and administers the viaticum to Lailoken. Immediately thereafter,
Lailoken vanishes again into the woods, and dies the very same day in the exact manner he had
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prophesied would be his death. 549 Though Lailoken is human in form, his madness and his life
among the wild beasts seems to be reason enough for Kentigern to consider him on par with
animals rather than humans, and thus unworthy to receive the Eucharist. Yet when Lailoken can
display reason and devout faith in God once again, Kentigern allows him to receive the
Eucharist, reinstating and affirming his human identity. Once again, humanity is associated with,
and proven by, an individual’s orthodoxy.
The Eucharist not only appears in accounts of wild men who act like animals, but in
many of the exempla from the eleventh to thirteenth centuries, in which animals show reverence
to the Host, though they do not possess human reason. For instance, in one exemplum a peasant
makes a bet with his parish priest that his donkey will eat the Host if it is placed before him
among other unconsecrated wafers. Instead, the donkey eats every wafer except the consecrated
Host, thereby showing natural respect for divine presence. 550 In Gerald’s Gemma ecclesiastica, a
man forgetfully leaves the Host in a tree, and returns later to find that bees have made perfect
miniature replica of a church, within which the Eucharist is found on the altar. 551 Gerald
emphasizes that the bees were able to accomplish this miracle guided by the aid of angels.
Presumably the angels as rational beings can direct the bees in obedience. In many such exempla
animals show reverence to the Eucharist, but their reverence is displayed by refusing to eat or
desecrate the Host, rather than by being able to receive it. The division between animal and
human responses to the Eucharist is a clear one, and would be an interesting subject for further
exploration.
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Related to the definition of humanity and the consideration of medieval bodies is the
rising interest in object-oriented ontology and posthumanism. Bruce Holsinger, Eileen Joy,
Sharon Kinoshita, and Karl Steel, along with many others, have questioned the relationship
between human, animal, and object, and they work to decenter the privileging of human
existence over the other beings and objects which fill the environment, both within medieval
texts and in modern mentalities. 552 The movement of object-oriented ontology (OOO)
encourages scholars to consider the agency of objects within texts, affirming that “things matter”
and ought to be viewed with equal importance alongside humans or other rational beings. 553 In
the introduction to the collection of OOO essays, Animal, Vegetable, Mineral: Ethics and
Objects, readers are urged to “imagine a world that doesn’t revolve around humans, but a
multiply centered expanse where we are one of many entities possessing agency, narrative
power, philosophical weight, and dignity.” 554 This vision of the medieval world allows one to
consider humans, animals, objects in a broader sphere of interrelated cause and effect. I would
like to consider the place of the Eucharist within the currents of object-oriented ontology, since
the Host is simultaneously perceived as object—bread and wine—and as the body and blood of
Christ. The subject of the Eucharist is an intriguing link between the questions of what it means
to be human and what significance and agency objects possess.
Recent work in the postcolonial Middle Ages offers another avenue of scholarship which
is relevant to “Hoc Est Corpus Meum.” Postcolonial studies has been introduced to the medieval
context by scholars such as Sharon Kinoshita, Lisa Lampert-Weissig and Geraldine Heng, and
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has resulted in a fruitful analysis of colonizing forces, exploitation of the subaltern, and the
marginalization of the Other. 555 I believe there is still much work to be done by considering
religious concerns alongside issues of colonization. I have observed that authors often introduce
the Eucharist alongside matters of ethnicity. In Gerald’s wolf narrative, the priest, who is
journeying across the political center of Ireland in Meath, holds an involved discussion with the
Irish werewolf regarding the Norman conquest. In Walter’s tale of Henno’s demon-bride, she
comes from some unknown land over the sea and settles in Normandy with French nobility,
bearing him children which Walter emphasizes are still alive to this day. In Marie’s Yonec, a
fairy from the Otherworld enters Wales and establishes an affair with a Norman noblewoman. In
Desiré, the knight is from Scotland and his lover is a fairy from the Otherworld. In Chretien’s
Perceval, the protagonist is a rustic Welsh youth who aspires to become a knight of Arthur’s
court. The ethnic diversity in each tale suggests to me that medieval authors are interested in
exploring how the Eucharist incorporates individuals of widely varied origins into the universal
Body of Christ.
Moreover, the authors I have considered in “Hoc Est Corpus Meum” draw some unusual
figures, such as fairies , within the borders of orthodoxy, by depicting them as worthy recipients
of the Eucharist. It is significant that fairies, who are often associated with rich and exotic eastern
fashions and can be read as representations of Muslims or Jews, are shown to be willing and
eager to take part in Christian sacramental practices. 556 For example, Desiré’s fairy love and the
fairy king Muldumarec both offer to receive the Eucharist on their own initiative, without the
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suggestion or demand of their human lovers. Doubts about whether or not to trust and accept this
exotic Other fade away in light of their reception of the Eucharist. And in the case of Desiré, the
fairy is actually shown to be not less, but more devout than the Christian knight, echoing tales in
Marian literature which sometimes show Jewish converts to be more sincerely Christian than the
other Christians around them. 557 The encounters of fairies with the Eucharist could allow authors
to subtly suggest that individuals who seem to be situated far outside of orthodoxy are actually
quite willing and able to enter into Christian faith and practice, and may already have done so.
However, there are also many narratives linking the Eucharist and the subject of ethnicity
which do not so easily encourage the incorporation of the Other into Christendom. For instance,
troubling exempla relating encounters of Jews with the Host abound in the twelfth century.
Gerald includes many such narratives in his Gemma ecclesiastica, relating tale after tale of
Jewish abuses and encounters with the Host. 558 In one instance, the Jews seek to abuse the Host,
but are amazed as blood pours from the wafers they stab. As a result, they convert. In other
instances, Jews enter a church and observe the consecration of the Host, after which they are
horrified to see Christians eating pieces of flesh and blood. When the significance of the miracle
is explained to them, once again, the Jews are led to convert. 559 While Gerald’s tales usually
result in the mass conversion of Jews, one or two die as a result of their desecration of the Host.
And in the exempla of the late twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the tales involving Jews and the
Eucharist become increasingly grim, ending not in the conversion but in the deaths of Jews. 560
When the Eucharist comes into contact with people of diverse ethnicity, it does not always serve
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as a means of including the Other inside the borders of orthodoxy. It can also be used to exclude
individuals of certain faiths or ethnicities. These tales also merit further study as part of the
eucharistic literary motif, troubling though they are.
The sacrament not only appears alongside matters of ethnicity and political boundaries,
but alongside discussions of supernatural boundaries which are crossed by both God and men.
For example, the Eucharist plays an important role in L’espurgatoire seint Patriz, a translation
and adaptation, commonly attributed to Marie de France, of the Tractatus de Purgatorio Sancti
Patricii by the English Cistercian Henry de Saltrey. 561 In this narrative poem, the Irish knight
Owein is guilty of many sins, and feels burdened by his wickedness. He finally confesses to a
bishop, and asks permission to perform the heaviest penance possible, which is performed by
entering St. Patrick’s Purgatory and suffering for his sins in Purgatory while still being a living
man. Very few are permitted to enter Purgatory in this manner; the entrance is located in Ireland,
in a pit in the center of a cemetery alongside a chapel. However, Owein persists, and goes
through the rigorous requirements preceding entrance to Purgatory: he must fast and pray in the
church by the entrance for fifteen days, and at the end of that time he then receives the Eucharist.
A central focus in the text is placed on the protection provided by the reception of Holy
Sacrament; it is to be a seal and a guard for Owein as he confronts the demons and torments of
Purgatory. Owein then passes through ten levels in Purgatory, afflicted but never overcome by
the torments of demons, until he finally passes through yet another gate into earthly Paradise,
where he yearns to stay forever. He then sees another passage, the Gate into Celestial Paradise,
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but this final boundary is yet uncrossable for Owein. Instead he has to cross the boundary from
earthly Paradise back to Ireland, where he lives the rest of his life in a pure and holy manner. 562
Owein’s reception of the Eucharist was what enabled him to safely step across the border
from earth into Purgatory, but it could also be that the sacrament appears at this moment because
Owein’s journey across supernatural boundaries was meant to mirror the divine border-crossing
of Christ’s condescension in the elements. The view of the eucharistic celebration as a divine
border-crossing is not a modern conception imposed on a medieval mindset. The imagery of
spiritual boundaries being crossed and joined is referenced in poems such as that of the bishop of
Le Mans, quoted by Gerald of Wales in the Gemma ecclesiastica:
When the suppliant priest assists at the altar
And the Son is immolated to the Father, remaining, though, unharmed,
The heavens lie open, the celestial choir is at hand,
The lowest depths are joined to heaven,
And Author and act become one. 563
The boundaries between the lowest depths and the highest heavens are crossed at the moment of
the eucharistic celebration, and not only crossed but joined. The Divine becomes incarnate as a
human; Christ is manifested in the bread and wine as body and blood. In the moment of the
consecration of the elements, when Christ condescends to earth, simultaneously the faithful are
united across the spiritual boundaries of earth, Purgatory, and Paradise. The Church in its
entirety is one in celebration. The Eucharist transcends borders of life and death and of the
physical and spiritual realms, joining celebrants across boundaries.
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As my conclusion has indicated, many avenues of scholarship and study invite further
exploration of the Eucharist as a literary motif. The subjects of human identity, hybridity, object
oriented ontology, postcolonialism, and liminality could all be applied to various aspects of the
sacrament’s significance in twelfth-century chronicles, romances, and lais. Furthermore, many
other narratives concerning the Eucharist, written in the centuries preceding and following the
twelfth, invite detailed investigation. However, such an undertaking goes beyond the scope of
“Hoc Est Corpus Meum: The Eucharist in Twelfth-Century Literature.” This study represents a
beginning, rather than an ending, of the work to be accomplished in investigating the Eucharist’s
appearance as a literary motif in medieval literature.
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